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Manyexhibit multiple terrible visages or are nothing morethan churning pillars of cancerous f lesh. twist mortal minds and values to remake and reshape Although mighty, and in some cases gods themselves, no them into ref lections of their own evil, demons seek demon lord can claim rule of the Abyss as a whole—the best only to maim, ruin, and
feed. Thank you for all of your time and effort. Each round a creature is grappled by a hezrou, the grappled foe must make a DC 24 Fortitude save to avoid becoming nauseated. carnivorous bats surges forth, all of them hungry for blood. slaves. An ancient dragon’s Defense damage increases to 4d6, and a great wrym’s to 6d6. CE Tiny outsider
(chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) A typical quasit stands a foot and a half tall, and weighs only 8 pounds. For example, a typical 20 Hit Dice pit fiend could transform 20 lemures into two bone devils (10 Init +13; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in darkness; HD each), or three bearded devils (6 HD each, leaving two lemures unchanged), or any other
combination of Perception +33 lesser devils. The save DCs are Constitution-based.Corrosion (Ex) An opponent that is being constricted by a black pudding suffers a –4 penalty on Reflex saves made to resist acid damage applying to clothing and armor.Split (Ex) Slashing and piercing weapons deal no damage to a black pudding. (average) saves. Melee
bite +17 (4d4+8 plus grab), 2 claws +17 (1d8+8 plus grab) Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Bombardier Beetle (CR 2): This giant stag beetle has only 2 Hit Mining Beetle (CR 1/2): A mining beetle is an Dice and is Medium sized, but canadvanced fire beetle with the advanced simple spray acid once per round in a 10-foottemplate and a burrowing speed of
20 feet. Long exposure to this corruption can cause vile transformations and hideous deformities. The cloaker attempts a grapple that does not provoke an attack of opportunity. Barbed Devil (Hamatula) CR 11 Sentinels of the vaults of Hell, jailers of the darkest XP 12,800 souls, and living weapons of the infernal forges, barbed LE Medium outsider
(devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) devils—known as hamatulas to diabolists—enforce the Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in darkness; strictures of the damned and safeguard the nefarious works of greater devils. trip) Str 16, Dex 19, Con 15, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 6 Feats Improved Initiative, Weapon Finesse Base Atk +2; CMB +5 (+9 grapple); CMD 19
(23 vs. Lone Speed 10 ft., swim 60 ft. Only through continuedcenturies of torture or by the edicts of more powerful Diabolists speak often of the rankings of Hell, thedevils do these least of devilkind rise to become distinctions made between devils that distinguish thedeadlier fiends, graduating through a pain-wracked foot soldiers from the
commanders of Hell’s armies.metamorphosis dictated by their masters or the infernal While such divisions mean little to most mortals—a devilwhims of Hell’s semi-sentient layers. Once an assassin vine is engaged, it N Large plant pursues prey (albeit slowly) in order to catch and compost the creature. Sense Motive +17, Spellcraft +21, Stealth +6
Languages Abyssal, Celestial, Common, Infernal; telepathy 100 ft. The third showsworld legends and myths (where we get our dragons and what sort of climate the creature prefers. escape. grace and light of their untainted kin, though many are saidMost mortals assume that angels never lie, cheat, or steal, to still be tragically beautiful. breath
weapon. As the formerly mortal essences slowly go mad, they forget their lives, grow bestial, and eventuallyLE Medium outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) become little more than automatons of fear and hatred. of their truespeech ability. AC 15, touch 9, flat-footed 15 (+6 natural, –1 size) Assassin vines lurk within dense forests and swamps, hp
30 (4d8+12) but some might encroach upon poorly tended fields and Fort +7, Ref +1, Will +2 vineyards. The f ilament is incredibly sticky, and once the fisher strikes food with it, it reels in its mealCave Fisher CR 2 to feed, trusting its position on a higher ledge to preventXP 600 any allies the meal may have from molesting it as it eats. special
ability.The save DC isConstitution-based.Behir While territorial and bestial in its fury, the behir is neither stupid nor necessarily evil, though its self- This slithering, multilegged blue reptile has a fearsome head centeredness and tendency to lay claim to everything crowned with two large, curling horns. The Spell-Like Abilities (CL 20th) demon these
folk fear is the balor, and that fear is justly Constant—true seeing, unholy aura (DC 26) placed, for few demons can match the mighty balor in At will—dominate monster (DC 27), greater dispel magic, strength or brutality. • Detailed lore sidebars offering additional information about Pathfinder’s most popular monstrous friends and foes! ®
™BesTiary® ™BesTiary® ™ Bestiary Credits Lead Designer: Jason Bulmahn Designers: Brian Cortijo, Adam Daigle, Mike Ferguson, Joshua J. They are loners, preferring to live and kill on their own rather than form tribes of their own kind, yet it isn’t uncommon to find small bands of bugbears working together, or dwelling in goblin or hobgoblin
tribes where they function as elite guards or executioners. RespectedDefense and admired for their wisdom and beauty, they try to steer mortals onto the right path and use their powers to fightAC 22, touch 13, flat-footed 18 (+3 Dex, +1 dodge, +9 natural, –1 size) evil, particularly those known to shift between the planes.hp 126 (12d10+60) Some
couatls are viewed as benevolent gods by isolatedFort +9, Ref +13, Will +14 societies, and while most couatls cringe at the thought of pretending to be a god, they allow such misconceptionsOffense to continue since they allow the couatls to guide and coax these societies onto paths of peace and cooperationSpeed 20 ft., fly 60 ft. This Fort +10, Ref
+8, Will +8 ability functions as project image but the dragon can use Immune electricity, paralysis, sleep its breath weapon through the mirage. trip) Feats Cleave, Critical Focus, Greater Vital Strike, Improved prestidigitation, read magic Critical (bite), Improved Initiative, Improved Iron Will,STATISTICS Improved Vital Strike, Iron Will, Multiattack,
Power Attack, Quicken Spell, Staggering Critical, Vital StrikeStr 31, Dex 10, Con 23, Int 16, Wis 17, Cha 16 Skills Appraise +33, Bluff +33, Diplomacy +33, Fly +11, IntimidateBase Atk +17; CMB +29; CMD 39 (43 vs. round the rot persists, the target must succeed on a DC 23 Fortitude save or take 2 points of Constitution damage. Animal
Forest/Jungle Construct Hill While each monster is a unique creature, many possess Dragon Mountainsimilar special attacks, defenses, and qualities. Troops of apes f ight togetherin a frenzy, tearing opponents to pieces withtheir hands and teeth.Archon Archon Empyreal Lords Archons are a race of outsiders from Heaven, creatures of Numerous
powerful archons number among the empyreal fundamental law and good tasked with the protection of lords, benevolent heroes of goodness and rulers over that plane as well as all who are innocent or free of evil. Creatures within 5 feet take 1d6 points of LE Large dragon (earth) electricity damage at the beginning of the dragon’s turn. In wind form,
it functions as if under the effects of a wind walk spell. +14 melee (3d4+5 plus poison)Illustrations by Tyler Walpole Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. When a goblin kills, it’s for fun. Alas, the truth of the race’s history may Special Abilities never be known. Feats Double Slice, Two-Weapon In a fight, dark stalkers are not above sacrificing lesser creatures,
Fighting, Weapon Finesse including dark creepers, to win the Skills Climb +10, Perception +8, day or cover their retreat if things go poorly. Actual offspring arerare, and when they occur, it is always amortal mother that bears the child—while solarsAnimated Object An animated object is not simply one monster, but a whole category. Bugbears do
not form large warrens like goblins or nations like hobgoblins; they prefer smaller-scale mayhem that lets them keep their favorite acts (murder and torture) on a more personal level. Their Init +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, scent; f light means they can pick and choose their prey, and they usually hunt a large area in search of easy
food. Sutter, and Greg A. Feats Dodge, Skill Focus (Perception), Weapon Finesse Skills Fly +6, Perception +10 Ecology Environment temperate plains Organization solitary, pair, flight (3–5), or flock (6–12) Treasure noneIllustration by Eric Lofgren Special Abilities Petrification (Su) A cockatrice’s bite causes flesh to calcify and harden—multiple bites
can cause a living creature to fossilize into stone. Temperamental and avaricious, the behir spends most of its time slithering through the sandy hills and desert cliffs that make up its territory, preying upon all creatures who dare to enter its hunting grounds. Indeed, thisimportance. Ecology Environment any (Hell) Organization solitary, pair, or
council (3–9)80 Treasure doubleDevil, Pit Fiendscouring the pits of Hell for the most depraved lemures creature’s soul into a ghost under the pit f iend’s control.to transform into true fiends. The save DC against a breath by dragons when they reach a specific age category. The tentacles grapple with the same strength as the claw but deal no damage,
instead exuding a paralytic secretion. trip) hand, message, prestidigitation Feats Alertness, Bleeding Critical, Cleave, Critical Focus, FlybyStatistics Attack, Great Cleave, Improved Critical (bite, claw), Improved Sunder, Iron Will, Multiattack, Power AttackStr 27, Dex 10, Con 21, Int 16, Wis 17, Cha 16 Skills Fly +9, Knowledge (arcane) +31,
Knowledge (local) +31,Base Atk +15; CMB +25; CMD 35 (39 vs. Although they are perhaps the most alien and monstrous in appearance of all devils, fewLE Large outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) breeds are accorded greater respect.Init +9; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in darkness; Perception +27 In combat, a gelugon prefers to let its
minions engage foes in melee so that it can hang back and appraise the foe’sAura fear (10 ft., DC 22) tactics, strengths, and weaknesses. The dragon can call down 1 bolt Perception +14, Stealth +10, Survival +14 Languages Common, Draconic SQ sound imitation ADULT BLUE DRAGON CR 13 XP 25,600 LE Huge dragon (earth) Init +4; Senses
dragon senses; Perception +22 Aura electricity (5 ft., 1d6 elect.), frightful presence (180 ft., DC 21) DEFENSE AC 28, touch 8, flat-footed 28 (+20 natural, –2 size)Dragon (Chromatic), Bluehp 184 (16d12+80) 19), minor image (DC 17), veil, ventriloquism (DC 16)Fort +15, Ref +10, Will +13 Spells Known (CL 13th)DR 5/magic; Immune electricity,
paralysis, sleep; SR 24 6th (4/day)—forceful hand, misleadOFFENSE 5th (7/day)—dream, persistent image, hold monster (DC 20) 4th (7/day)—dimension door, enervation, fire shield, stoneskinSpeed 40 ft., burrow 20 ft., fly 200 ft. A DC 15 Reflex save halves this damage. Many scholars (1 dark stalker and 2–5 dark believe that, just as the drow
creepers), or clan (20–80 dark creepers plus 1 dark descended from elves, so stalker per 20 dark creepers) too must the dark folk have descended from humanity, their Treasure NPC gear (leather eerie powers and spell-like abilities armor, short swords [2], black the result of generation upon generation of smear [6], other treasure) devotion to
profane and sinister magic. seeming to serve the Abyss itself rather than a demon lord. AC 14, touch 11, flat-footed 14 (+3 natural, +1 size) A dretch stands 4 feet tall and weighs 180 pounds. A balor typically 1/day—blasphemy (DC 25), fire storm (DC 26), implosion commands vast legions of demons, and while it often lets (DC 27), summon (level 9,
any 1 CR 19 or lower demon these slavering and eager minions fight its battles, the balor 100%) is far from a coward. primeval menace indeed. creatures, leading some to believe that the creature inside is smaller still. Ecology Environment any (Hell) Organization solitary, pair, or inquisition (3–10) Treasure standard Special Abilities Poison (Ex) Sting
—injury; save Fort DC 20; frequency 1/ round for 6 rounds; effect 1d3 Str damage; cure 2 consecutive saves. Speed 30 ft., fly 70 ft. (poor) male or a female with cubs nearby. +2 profane bonus to an ability score of his choice. If presented with an opportunity to join a fight, few balors choose to resist.Illustration by Ben Wootten Statistics In combat, a
balor relies upon its spell-like abilities Str 35, Dex 25, Con 36, Int 24, Wis 24, Cha 27 to fight foes wise enough to avoid melee range, favoring Base Atk +20; CMB +33; CMD 54 destructive powers like fire storm or implosion and saving Feats Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Greater Two-Weapon dominate monster for use against the rare foe it would prefer
to capture alive. From the tip of its lashing tail to the serrated features of its fang- filled visage, this fiery-eyed sentinel bristles with barbs. receives the appropriate number of bonus languages.Saving Throws: The creature’s Fortitude, Ref lex, and SQ: Any special qualities possessed by the creature.Will saves, followed by situational modifiers to those
rolls. Offense Speed 30 ft. The save DC is Charisma-based. Special Attacks breath weapon (20-foot line, 7d6 electricity damage, Reflex DC 20 for half, usable every 1d4 rounds), constrict (2d6+9), rake (6 claws +14, 1d4+6), swallow whole (2d8+9 bludgeoning damage, AC 16, 10 hp) Statistics Str 23, Dex 12, Con 21, Int 7, Wis 14, Cha 12 Base Atk
+10; CMB +18 (+22 grapple); CMD 29 (can’t be tripped) Feats Alertness, Cleave, Great Cleave, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (bite) Skills Climb +14, Perception +8, Stealth +5 Languages Common Ecology Environment warm hills and deserts Organization solitary or pair Treasure doubleIllustration by Jason Engle Special Abilities Grab (Ex) A behir’s
grab attack works against creatures of any size category. AC 14, touch 10, flat-footed 12 (+4 natural) hp 36 (3d10+20) Fort +1, Ref +1, Will –4 Defensive Abilities hardness 5 (or more); Immune construct traits OFFENSE Size Sample Object HD CP CR Tiny 1 1/2 Speed 30 ft. The alignments listed for each monster in thisraces and some animals or
vermin), the monster’s basic book represent the norm for those monsters—they canname is listed first. poison) Special Attacks cling, consume, distraction (DC 15) STATISTICS STATISTICS Str 14, Dex 10, Con 17, Int —, Wis 13, Cha 11 Str 1, Dex 15, Con 10, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2 Base Atk +1; CMB +3 (+7 grapple); CMD 13 (21 vs. of objects only),
project image (DC 24), telekinesis (DC 22) 3/day—blade barrier (DC 23), fly 1/day—summon (level 5, 1 marilith 20%, 1 nalfeshnee at 35%, or 1d4 hezrous at 60%)STATISTICS Illustration by Eva WidermannStr 25, Dex 19, Con 32, Int 18, Wis 18, Cha 25Base Atk +16; CMB +24 (+28 grapple); CMD 42 (can’t be tripped)Feats Bleeding Critical, Combat
Expertise, Combat Reflexes, Critical Focus, Improved Critical (longsword), Improved Disarm, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (longsword)Skills Acrobatics +23, Bluff +26, Diplomacy +26, Fly +18, Intimidate +26, Knowledge (engineering) +20, Perception +31, Sense Motive +23, Stealth +19, Use Magic Device +26; Racial Modifiers +8
PerceptionLanguages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft.ECOLOGYEnvironment any (Abyss)Organization solitary, pair, or platoon (1 marilith, 1–3 glabrezus, and 3–14 babaus)Treasure double (6 mwk longswords, other treasure)SPECIAL ABILITIESCrushing Coils (Ex) A creature that takes damage from a marilith’s constrict attack must
succeed on a DC 25 Fortitude save or lose consciousness for 1d8 rounds. 5 You’ve shrunk to 1/10th your normal size! Take no actions for 1 round and monsters won’t see you. One of its favorite tactics is toOffense charge forward and launch itself into the air in order to Illustration by Ben Wootten drop on its prey with all four razor-sharp claws
extended.Speed 40 ft., burrow 20 ft. Although pit fiends can, technically, elevate a mass of 20 lemures into a new AC 38, touch 18, flat-footed 29 (+9 Dex, +20 natural, –1 size) pit fiend, most are hesitant to do so since they have no hp 350 (20d10+240); regeneration 5 (good weapons, good spells) special control over a devil created in this manner.
intruders en masse.Melee bite +10 (1d8+4)Special Attacks gaze For unknown reasons, weasels and ferrets are immune to the basilisk’s stare, and sometimes sneak into basilisk lairsStatistics while a parent is hunting in order to consume its young. further harm and mayhem, even if unintentionally. As a result, they wield weapons as if they were one
size category smaller than their actual size (Medium for most centaurs). 15 ft. Unattended liquids are instantly reduced to sand. True dragons are divided into two broad categories: chromatic and metallic. vary as you require them to in order to serve the needs of your campaign. (clumsy) Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft.Melee bite +5 (2d6+4)Space 10 ft.;
Reach 10 ft. The spores can be destroyed by casting bless on the affected creatures or by sprinkling them with holyCE Large outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) water. The ability Melee bite +13 (1d8+6), 2 claws +12 (1d6+4), 2 wings +7 (1d4+2) spoils liquids containing water. On one world, a group of solars patrols the fundamental truth is
often what drives a solar to seek outenergy conduits of the sun, alert for any attempts by evil a mortal lover. (perfect) Melee +1 scimitar +13/+8 (1d6+8/18–20) or slam +12 (1d6+7) Ranged +1 composite longbow +12/+7 (1d8+6/×3) Special Attacks whirlwind blast Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) At Will—blur, charm person (DC 13), gust of wind (DC
14), mirror image, wind wall 2/day—lightning bolt (DC 15), cure serious wounds Statistics Str 20, Dex 18, Con 19, Int 13, Wis 14, Cha 15 Base Atk +7; CMB +12; CMD 26 Feats Blind-Fight, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Skill Focus (Perception) Skills Bluff +12, Fly +22, Handle Animal +12, Perception +15, Ride +14, Sense Motive +12, Stealth +14
Languages Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeech SQ wind form Ecology Environment any (Elysium) Organization solitary, pair, or squad (3–6) Treasure double (+1 scimitar, +1 composite longbow [+5 Str])Illustrations by Alex Shim Special Abilities Whirlwind Blast (Su) When in wind form, a bralani can attack with a scouring blast of wind, dealing
3d6 points of damage in a 20-foot line (Reflex DC 17 half ). Against multiple foes, an ankheg often grabs one ofThis burrowing, bug-like monster scuttles about on six legs, the available targets and then attempts to retreat todrooling noxious green ichor from its clacking mandibles. (average) 2d6 1d8 1d6 2d6 — — 100 ft. A lantern archon always glows,
AC 15, touch 11, flat-footed 15 (+4 natural, +1 size; +2 deflect vs. A balor usually uses telekinesis to Fighting, Improved Initiative, Improved Two-Weapon disarm ranged weapons or pull foes into melee—with the Fighting, Iron Will, Power Attack, Quicken Spell-Like use of a quickened telekinesis, a balor can use the latter Ability (telekinesis), TwoWeapon Fighting, Weapon tactic and still inf lict a full-round attack on a hapless foe. An adult male Illustration by Adam Vehigeis 8 feet tall and can dire ape stands 9 feet tallweigh as much as and weighs 1,200 pounds. A typical specimenhp 51 (6d8+24) has an 8-foot wingspan and weighs 100 pounds.Fort +6, Ref +5, Will +7 A cloaker’s motives are
hidden and confusing, andDefensive Abilities shadow shift they distrust even their own kind. Offense The cockatrice’s strange ability to turn other creatures to stone is the creature’s greatest defense, and a cockatrice Speed 20 ft., fly 60 ft. (good); AC +0 10 Heal check or the natural armor; Attack application of a cure spell or bite (1d6); Ability Scores
some other healing magic. Grab (Ex, 1 CP): Gains grab special attack with slam attacks. Where their Demon lords are the most powerful of their kind—and as more lawful counterparts, the devils of Hell, seek to with the demonic horde itself, they are countless and varied. Although the various types of devils tend tospecialize in unique forms of
depravity or temptation, The Infernal Hierarchythe hierarchies of Hell are not without f lexibility foruncommon individual talents. statistics for smaller, similar aquatic reptiles (such as the pleisosaurus) by applying the young simple template You can apply the to the statistics presented above. still live in tribes roaming vast plains or the fringes of
eldritch forests, many have abandoned the isolationist Centaur CR 3 ways of their ancestors to walk among the more XP 800 cosmopolitan cities of the world. If a deva gains uncanny dodge from a class level, he instead gains improved uncanny dodge.10Angel, Astral Deva–Angel, PlanetarAngel, Planetar Initiative, Improved Sunder, Iron Will,
Lightning Reflexes, Power Attack, ToughnessMuscular, bald, and tall, this humanoid creature has emerald Skills Acrobatics +24, Craft (any one) +26, Diplomacy +27, Flyskin and two pairs of shining, white-feathered wings. attacking sleeping families by squeezing through anSpecial Attacks constrict (1d4+3), grab (Large), strangle open chimney, or
tapping on a window to bring their curious food within grasping distance.STATISTICS 45Str 16, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 4, Wis 13, Cha 7Base Atk +2; CMB +4 (+8 grappling); CMD 16Feats Improved Initiative, Skill Focus (Stealth)Skills Climb +16, Stealth +13Language UndercommonSQ quicknessECOLOGYEnvironment any undergroundOrganization
solitary, pair, or clutch (3–8)Treasure standardSPECIAL ABILITIESStrangle (Ex) Chokers have an unerring talent for seizing their victims by the neck. While Defense rank-and-f ile horned devils are called cornugons, the greatest of their kind are known as malebranche. CE Huge outsider (chaotic, evil, extraplanar) The Abyss is a terrible place, yet
even in this horrific Init +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft., scent; Perception +16 realm there exist predators and wild beasts that prey upon the demonic horde—the bebilith being the most Defense notorious, a creature evolved to hunt and slay demons. Resembling hideously evil f lying manta rays, cloakers areAC 19, touch 12, flat-footed 16 (+3 Dex, +7
natural, –1 size) mysterious and paranoid creatures. A cave fisher can have only one filament active at a time.Pull (Ex) A cave fisher has a +4 racial bonus on CMB checks made using its pull special attack.The cave fisher is a highly specialized predatorthat dwells in caves. They do not gain access to domains or other cleric abilities.Trumpet Archon CR
14 Trumpet (Su) All creatures except archons within 100 feet ofXP 38,400 the trumpet’s blast must succeed on a DC 19 Fortitude save or be paralyzed for 1d4 rounds. Giant Crab CR 2 Crab Swarm CR 4 XP 600 XP 1,200 N Medium vermin (aquatic) N Diminutive vermin (aquatic, swarm) Init +1; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +4 Init +2; Senses
darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +0 Defense Defense AC 16, touch 11, flat-footed 15 (+1 Dex, +5 natural) AC 18, touch 16, flat-footed 16 (+2 Dex, +2 natural, +4 size) hp 19 (3d8+6) hp 38 (7d8+7) Fort +5, Ref +2, Will +1 Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +2 Immune mind-affecting effects Immune mind-affecting effects, swarm traits, weapon damage Offense
Offense Speed 30 ft., swim 20 ft. The typical crocodile is 14 feet longand weighs 1,400 pounds, but largerspecies exist. To generate stats for a Unlike most bears, a diresmaller bear (like a black bear is short-tempered andbear), you can apply the swift to anger when confrontedyoung simple template with intruders in its territory.to the grizzly bear’s
stat Like a grizzly, a dire bear attemptsblock. The average behir is 40 feet long and weighs 4,000 pounds. An erinyes can hurl its rope 30 feetblack shear the air as her merciless eyes search for a target. The second indicates the terrain where thehave been drawn from a wide range of sources, from real- creature can normally be encountered. Such
missions make hound archonsAC 19, touch 10, flat-footed 19 (+9 natural; +2 deflection vs. ACE Huge outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) lonely man who wishes for a companion might have his wish granted in the form of a lost love returned to “life”Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft., true seeing; Perception +26 as a vampire, and so on—the
glabrezu is nothing if not creative in addressing a mortal’s desires.Defense A glabrezu stands 18 feet tall and weighs just over 6,000AC 28, touch 8, flat-footed 28 (+20 natural, –2 size) pounds. Ecology Environment any (Hell) Organization solitary, pair, or wing (3–10) Treasure standard (+1 unholy spiked chain, other treasure) Special Abilities
Infernal Wound (Su) The damage a horned devil deals with its tail causes persistent wounds that deal 2d6 points of bleed damage. When a barghest reaches 4 growth points, it sheds its skin and becomes a greater barghest, losing all of its growth points (and bonuses) but gaining the stats presented on this page for a greater barghest.Said to be
fiendish relations of all goblinoid races, the 27hateful barghests come to the Material Plane to feed.As they consume the bodies of innocents, they growincreasingly powerful. deflection vs. Offense Speed 40 ft., fly 100 ft. Aura flaming body, unholy aura (DC 26) Flaming Body (Su) A balor’s body is covered in dancing flames. Below this sole orb, an even
larger mouth gapes like a cave. Melee gore +4 (1d8+4) STATISTICS STATISTICS Str 23, Dex 10, Con 17, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 8 Base Atk +3; CMB +10; CMD 20 Str 17, Dex 10, Con 17, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 4 Feats Improved Initiative, Skill Focus (Perception), Toughness Base Atk +1; CMB +4; CMD 14 Skills Perception +12 Feats Toughness Skills
Perception +6 ECOLOGY ECOLOGY Environment temperate or tropical forests Organization solitary, pair, or herd (3–8) Environment temperate or tropical forests Treasure none Organization solitary, pair, or group (3–8) Treasure none Whereas the boar is ill-tempered and generally unfriendly, the towering daeodon (known as the dire boar to
mostIllustration by Dean Spencer Much more ill-tempered and dangerous than their domesticated kin, boars are omnivorous creatures common commoners and hunters) is legitimately hateful and to temperate forests, although they are not unknown violent. (poor) generate darkmantles with a resistance to fire. Often, entire CE Large outsider
(aquatic, chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) backwater communities of deformed mutants owe their twisted countenances not as much to incest and poor Init +4; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +23 breeding as they do to a hezrou’s proximity. dimensional anchor, greater dispel magic, holy smite (DC Solars are the greatest type of angel, usually
serving at the 21), imprisonment (DC 26), invisibility (self only), lesser right hand of a deity or championing a cause that benefits restoration, remove curse, remove disease, remove fear, an entire world or plane. They are particularly fond of invading human societies in order toOffense indulge in their desires—some enjoy the complex dance of politics
while others seek constant change in the race andSpeed 30 ft. With each evil mortal soul the ability to come to the Material Plane to wreak havoc that finds its way into the Abyss, the ranks of the demonic on their own. Melee greataxe +11/+6 (3d6+7/×3) Ranged heavy crossbow +5 (2d8/19–20) Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. trip) Feats Alertness, Combat
Expertise, Flyby Attack, GreaterSTATISTICS Vital Strike, Improved Initiative, Improved Vital Strike,Str 25, Dex 12, Con 21, Int 14, Wis 17, Cha 14 Multiattack, Power Attack, Skill Focus (Stealth), Vital Strike,Base Atk +14; CMB +22; CMD 33 (37 vs. Each Long-necked and long-tailed, this large, predatory reptile glides foot is armed with a large,
sickle-shaped claw. As lantern Feats Improved Initiative archons never sleep or eat, they make excellent watchers Skills Diplomacy +5, Fly +14, Knowledge and guardians. Ammunition that strikes a babau is automatically destroyed after it inflicts its damage.Demon, Balor Special Abilities This winged fiend’s horned head and fanged visage present
the Death Throes (Su) When killed, a balor explodes in a blinding perfection of the demonic form, fire spurting from its f lesh. Their f lesh is pale and moist, and their eyesInit +3; Senses see in darkness; Perception +4 are milky white. Its This reptilian behemoth, a crocodile of monstrous proportions, isjaw gapes open in a roar, its powerful tail lashing
behind. This stat block or runs off.can generally be used for any A dire ape makes noof the larger types of primates, displays of toughness orsuch as gorillas—for smaller apes warnings before it attacks—like orangutans and chimpanzees, apply it simply leaps into action withthe young simple template. LikeDark Stalker–DarkmantleDarkmantle inborn
ability to cloak the area around it in magical darkness gives it an additional advantage over foes thatAs this creature falls from the cavern roof, it opens like a hideous rely upon light to see.octopus, its thin, hook-lined tentacles connected by a f leshy web. Adamantine objects cost 6 CP, gain hardness 20, and receive a +6 increase to natural armor. A
nabasu can have a maximum of 20 growth points—it automatically matures if it has not done so already This lanky fiend’s mouth is filled with sharp fangs, while great when it reaches 20 growth points. Most dragons deny any such hp 105 (10d10+50) association and look down on the behir for its relative Fort +12, Ref +8, Will +5 lack of intelligence
—a snubbing that infuriates the Immune electricity already short-tempered behir. Yet the dark creepers themselves see no inherent imbalance in this arrangement—to a dark creeper, a life in At will—darkness, detect magic the servitude of a dark stalker is a life fulfilled.Statistics 53Str 11, Dex 17, Con 14, Int 9, Wis 10, Cha 8Base Atk +2; CMB +1;
CMD 14Feats Skill Focus (Sleight of Hand), Weapon FinesseSkills Climb +8, Perception +4, Sleight of Hand +7, Stealth +12; Racial Modifiers +4 Climb, +4 Perception, +4 StealthLanguages Dark FolkSQ poison use, rag armorEcologyEnvironment any undergroundOrganization solitary, pair, gang (3–6), or clan (20–80 plus 1 dark stalker per 20 dark
creepers)Treasure standard (dagger, black smear poison [3 doses], other gear)Special Abilities Illustration by Eric LofgrenDeath Throes (Su) When a dark creeper is slain, its body combusts in a flash of bright white light, leaving its gear in a heap on the ground. Few demons understand the inner workings of the AbyssA towering, corpulent beast, this
fiend has the hideous head of a like the nalfeshnee, and it is not unusual to see a nalfeshneeboar and arms ending in fatty, four-fingered hands. They delight in violent weather, not XP 2,400 for the destructive qualities of such events, but for the intensity and energy, and many tales describe bralani as CG Medium outsider (azata, chaotic, extraplanar,
good, spirits who laugh as they sail amid the strongest storms. Under the guise of unassuming but friendly strays, such secret defenders might follow their ward orInit +4; Senses darkvision 60 ft., detect evil, low-light vision, guard their post subtly for years.scent; Perception +10 In Heaven’s armies, exceptional hound archon paladins lead their
fellows into combat, taking on rolesAura aura of menace (DC 16), magic circle against evil as captains and knights. In cases where a creature has specificby the damage in parentheses. Executioners, not judges,AC 23, touch 17, flat-footed 16 (+6 Dex, +1 erinyes alight upon the bladed eaves of dodge, +6 natural) Dis, Hell’s cosmopolitan second
layer,hp 94 (9d10+45)Fort +11, Ref +12, Will +7 ever attentive for chances to soar intoDR 5/good; Immune fire, poison; battle, whether in defense of Hell, on Resist acid 10, cold 10; SR 19 the whims of diabolical masters, or at the impassioned summons of jiltedOffense mortal summoners. end of his turn each round. Vaughan Cover Artist: Wayne
Reynolds Interior Artists: Dave Allsop, Bento Box Studios, Peter Bergting, Matt Cavotta, Concept Art House, Matt Dixon, Jesper Ejsing, Jason Engle, Jon Hodgson, Andrew Hou, Imaginary Friends, Michael Jaecks, Eric Lofgren, Warren Mahy, Christian Pearce, Drew Pocza, Scott Purdy, Alex Shim, Dean Spencer, Francis Tsai, Adam Vehige, Ilker Serdar
Yildiz, Eva Widermann, Tyler Walpole, Ben Wootten, Kevin Yan, and Kieran Yanner Editor-in-Chief: James Jacobs Editing and Development: Jason Bulmahn, Christopher Carey, Erik Mona, Sean K Reynolds, Lisa Stevens, F. demigod if the situation calls for it. 50 ft. They can also huskies, mastiffs, and wolf hounds. Fangs 25), invisibility, magic circle
against good, mass hold as thick as daggers fill their maws, bestial visages monster (DC 27), persistent image (DC 23), power word disguising some of the most insidious minds in Hell. Melee 2 claws +4 (1d4+2 plus grab) Melee swarm (2d6) Special Attacks constrict (1d4+2) Space 10 ft.; Reach 0 ft. When convinced they’ve The pit fiend may control a
number of ghosts in thisformed the perfect legions, they turn their attentions to manner equal to its Charisma modifier.vulnerable demiplanes and mortal worlds, eyeing themfor infernal domination and the glory of conquest. of other devils—regardless of standing—and take to the craft of torture like morbid artists. DR 10/good; Immune electricity,
poison; Resist acid 10, cold These monstrous and bestial creatures form from the 10, fire 10; SR 22 souls of evil mortals who poisoned themselves, their kin, or their surroundings, such as drug addicts, assassins, and Offense alchemists who cared not how their experiments polluted the environment. If the Init +11; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light
vision, true seeing; balor wins the check, it draws the foe into an adjacent square. Offense Osyluths tower over lesser devils at 9 feet tall—though their tails and fearsome but useless Speed 40 ft., fly 60 ft. All creatures within a 10-foot burst must make a DC 13 Fortitude save or be blinded for 1d6 rounds. The archon can also command its trumpet to
become a +4 greatsword as a free action. destructive way possible—although such methods might not be immediately apparent. The plants prove tenacious, as long as their Init +0; Senses blindsight 30 ft., low-light vision; Perception +1 quarry remains within sight. Str 21, Dex 12, Con 17, Int 12, Wis 13, Cha 12 Trackless Step (Ex) An adult or older
green dragon does not leave Base Atk +9; CMB +15; CMD 26 (30 vs. Grotesque and useless, a lemure’sfeatures speak nothing of what it once was. Companions A pteranodon has a Starting Stats: Size Med.;wingspan of 30 feet but Speed 30 ft.; AC +6only weighs 40 pounds. An elasmosaurus is 45 young simple template feet long and weighs 4,000
pounds. Special Attacks breath weapon (40-ft. growl rumbles up from its chest.Dog CR 1/3 Riding Dog CR 1XP 135 XP 400N Small animal N Medium AnimalInit +1; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +8 Init +2; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +8Defense DefenseAC 13, touch 12, flat-footed 12 (+1 Dex, +1 natural, +1 size) AC 13,
touch 12, flat-footed 11 (+2 Dex, +1 natural)hp 6 (1d8+2) hp 13 (2d8+4)Fort +4, Ref +3, Will +1 Fort +5, Ref +5, Will +1Offense OffenseSpeed 40 ft. 86 powerful charge.Dinosaur, Triceratops–DogDog Dog, RidingThis small dog has a rough coat and a hungry look in its dark This burly dog is fitted with a small saddle. Accordingly, theXP 600 grubby
lair of a choker (often situated in a diff icult-to- reach nook or cranny) usually contains valuable objectsCE Small aberration such as rings, brooches, cloak clasps, and loose coins gathered from devoured victims.Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +1 This fascination occasionally compels a choker toDEFENSE abandon its subterranean home
for a closer study of the sunlit world’s many civilizations. radius) 0 (at will)—dancing lights, detect magic, light, mage hand,Spells Known (CL 3rd) mending, message, prestidigitation, read magic, resistance 1st (6/day)—alarm, mage armor, obscuring mist STATISTICS 0 (at will)—dancing lights, detect magic, mending, message, Str 33, Dex 10, Con 25,
Int 18, Wis 21, Cha 18 read magic Base Atk +22; CMB +35; CMD 45 (49 vs. These miniature archons work well together and know that there is great strength in numbers, uniting Environment any (Heaven) in times of need and desperation to form gestalts with Organization solitary, pair, greater control over their surroundings. To determine a
chimera’s head color and breath weapon randomly, roll 1d10 and consult the table below. radius), insect plague, plant growthSpells Known (CL 11th) 5th (4/day)—cone of cold (DC 19), wall of force 4th (7/day)—arcane eye, black tentacles, dimension doorChromatic Dragon, Blue per round as a free action for 1d6 rounds. natural, –1 size) Vorpal Strike
(Su) Any slashing weapon a balor wields hp 370 (20d10+260) (including its standard longsword and whip) gains the Fort +29, Ref +17, Will +25 vorpal weapon quality. Liquid-based magic items Wyrm DR 20/magic 15th (such as potions) and items in a creature’s possession must succeed on a Will save or be destroyed. Even smallerprimates should
use the stats for monkeys little or no provocation, tearingfound on page 132. (perfect) yet it watches and waits for mistakes Melee 2 claws +7 (1d3–1 plus that might cost its master’s life, or even better, an error that poison), bite +7 (1d4–1) might let the quasit turn Space 2-1/2 ft.; Reach 0 ft. Humans are a bugbear’s favored prey, and most count the f
lesh of humanity as a dietary staple. trip)Feats Skill Focus (Perception) Feats Skill Focus (Perception)Skills Acrobatics +1 (+9 jumping), Perception +8, Survival +1 Skills Acrobatics +6 (+14 jumping), Perception +8, Survival +1 (+5 scent tracking); Racial Modifiers +4 Acrobatics when (+5 scent tracking); Racial Modifiers +4 Acrobatics when
jumping, +4 Survival when tracking by scent jumping, +4 Survival when tracking by scentEcology EcologyEnvironment any Environment anyOrganization solitary, pair, or pack (3–12) Organization solitary, pair, or pack (3–12)Treasure none Treasure noneThe normal dog statistics presented here Larger dogs (known to Small races like half lings and
Illustration by Ben Woottendescribe any small dog of about 20–50 gnomes as riding dogs) include hardier breeds such aspounds in weight. Master of Magic (Su) The balor lord has additional spell-like abilities (20 spell levels’ worth of 1st–4th level A balor lord is typically a CR 21 to CR 25 monster (a spells usable at will and 20 spell levels’ worth of
5th–8thrange shared with the various unique nascent demon level spells usable 3 times a day).lords, with the range of CR 26 and above being the domainof the demon lords themselves), and as such serves quite Soul Swallow (Su) As a standard action, the balor lordwell as the final villain in a long-running campaign. trip) a trail in natural surroundings
and cannot be tracked. If this occurs, the derro gains 6 points of fingered hands, and a large hooked club. If thedarkmantle misses its prey, it swoops back upand drops again until its prey is vanquished orthe darkmantle is grievously injured (in which casethe creature f lutters back up to the roof to hide andhope its “prey” leaves it alone). Offense
Whip Mastery (Ex) A balor treats a whip as a light weapon for the purposes of two-weapon fighting, and can inflict lethal Speed 40 ft., fly 90 ft. An ancient dragon’s Young Red Dragon CR 10 damage increases to 2d6. An unwilling victim must be grappled before the succubus can use this ability. Defense Conversely, they are just intelligent and
stubborn enough that they make poor pets, and only a significantly more AC 19, touch 10, flat-footed 18 (+1 Dex, +9 natural, –1 size) powerful creature can keep them submissive. Thick muscles cling to their gigantic (DC 21), greater dispel magic, greater teleport (self frames, armored over by dense, bladed scales capable plus 50 lbs. trip) Str 1, Dex
14, Con 13, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2 Skills Perception +4, Swim +10; Racial Modifiers +4 Perception Base Atk +5; CMB —; CMD — SQ water dependency Skills Swim +10; Racial Modifiers uses Dex to modify Swim Ecology Ecology Environment any aquatic Environment any aquatic Organization solitary or cast (2–12) Organization solitary, pair, or wave
(3–8 swarms) Treasure none Treasure none Special Abilities Crab swarms contain over a thousand normal-sized crabs that rush over their victims, plucking f lesh with thousands Water Dependency (Ex) Giant crabs can survive out of the of pinching claws. All creatures within the area must succeed on a DC 16 Fortitude save or be affected by powerful
hallucinations as long as they remain in the cloud plus 1d4 rounds after leaving the area. Although ugly, the vines areVROCK CR 9 harmless and wither away in 1d4 days if not shaved offXP 6,400 before then. Finally, for 1 Offense round following the use of this ability, the dragon can control any new fire spell cast within its area of control, as if it
were Speed 40 ft., fly 200 ft. A creature petrified in this matter that is then coated (not just splashed) with fresh basilisk blood (taken from a basilisk no more than 1 hour dead) is instantly restored to flesh. Large herbivores or surviving on rodents,40 birds, and insects. Favorite tactics include using their long arms to scoopMelee 2 tentacles +6
(1d4+3 plus grab) prey off the street from the safety of a nearby rooftop,Space 5 ft.; Reach 10 ft. This multiplier creatures can attempt Ref lex saves to take half damage (DC increases the number of dice of damage dealt by the dragon’s equal to that of the dragon’s breath weapon). Creatures destroyed in this way can only be Defense restored to life
through true resurrection or similar magic. trip) Skills Acrobatics +8, Perception +5, Stealth +8 (+12 in tall Feats Skill Focus (Stealth), Weapon Finesse Skills Acrobatics +8, Climb +11, Perception +5, Stealth +11 (+15 in grass); Racial Modifiers +4 Stealth in tall grass undergrowth); Racial Modifiers +4 on Stealth in undergrowth Ecology Ecology
Environment warm plains Organization solitary or pair Environment any forest Treasure none Organization solitary or pair Treasure none Special Abilities Leopards are 4 feet long and weigh 120 pounds. The first of these icons indicates thethey explore your world. In the mortal realm, they are often Bralani CR 6 mistaken for djinn. Some claim
stewardship over the f leshy realms thatNalfeshnee CR 14 birth new demons, while others guard sites of particularXP 38,400 significance deep in the plane’s secret reaches. For the purposes of this ability, canines include any dog-like or wolf-like creature of the animal type.Hound archons look like well-muscled humans withcanine heads typically
resembling those of noble-lookingwolves or dogs. The bulk of Technically, the word “angel” refers to several types of the angel race consists of the devas—these are the mosthumanoid angels—solars, planetars, and devas (of which common angels, and numerous different specialtiesthe astral deva is the most common; other types exist as exist, with
the astral deva presented here merely the bestwell)—though many mortals use the term loosely and known. trip) Feats Great Fortitude, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Improved Critical (bite), Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Run, Skill Focus (Perception) Critical, Power Attack, Run, Skill Focus (Perception), Skills Perception +37; Racial Modifiers +8
Perception Weapon Focus (gore) SQ powerful bite Skills Perception +24 Ecology Ecology Environment warm plains Environment warm forest and plains Organization solitary, pair, or Organization solitary, pair, or pack (3–6) Treasure none herd (5–8) Treasure none Special Abilities The triceratops is a Powerful Bite (Ex) A stubborn and shorttyrannosaurus applies tempered herbivore. bull rush, can’t be tripped)Skills Climb +11SQ ooze traits, suctionEcologyEnvironment any undergroundOrganization solitaryTreasure noneSpecial Abilities Illustration by Michael JaecksAcid (Ex) A black pudding secretes a digestive acid that dissolves organic material and metal quickly, but does not affect
stone. Those who dwell within ANCIENT BLACK DRAGON CR 16 a black dragon’s reach live in fear. Since begetting a child upon a mortal israces such as drow to snuff out the light and bring eternal generally frowned upon by other solars, a solar father rarelydarkness. A riding dog can fightbe used for small wild canines while carrying a rider, but
the rider cannot also attacksuch as coyotes, jackals, andferal dogs. Stupid, vicious, and repulsive, cockatrices are avoided by other creatures due48 to their magical ability to turn f leshCockatrice–CouatlCouatl Special AbilitiesThis great serpent has multicolored wings and eyes that glimmer Spells A couatl casts spells as a 9th-level sorcerer, and can
castwith intense awareness. Each dark stalker At will—deeper darkness, detect magic, fog cloud carries a pair of short swords— they prefer these weapons Statistics to all others. with bite)Special Attacks acid pool (50-ft. (5 ft. with bite)Special Attacks breath weapon (50-ft. (poor), swim 40 ft. Str 9, Dex 17, Con 9, Int 2, Wis 14, Cha 6; Special Bat
swarms dwell in large Qualities blindsense 40 ft. A devourer can hold only one soul at a time. Once they seize their victims, chuuls often drag 46 grappled foes back into deep water to drown them.Chuul–CloakerCloaker in the area for more than 6 consecutive rounds must save (Will negates) or enter a trance, helpless until theThis ray-like creature
opens a toothy maw and leers with glaring moaning stops.red eyes. Languages Celestial, Draconic, Small but fast and zealous, lantern archons make Infernal; truespeech excellent support troops in celestial armies, swarming SQ gestalt over weak opponents or teleporting en masse to f lanking positions to cut off reinforcements or escapeIllustration
by Michael Jaecks Ecology routes. Rubicante, He Who Grows RedMost are known by two names: an evocative title given to Xaphan, Who Burns the Heavensthe fiends by commoners and folklore, and an obscure, Zagan, the Golden Bloodedancient designation spoken by the servants of Hell andthose who would seek to deal with the damned. Statistics
Special Attacks distraction (DC 11), wounding Str 17, Dex 15, Con 13, Int 2, Wis 14, Cha 6 Statistics Base Atk +3; CMB +7; CMD 19 Feats Alertness, Stealthy Str 3, Dex 15, Con 11, Int 2, Wis 14, Cha 4 Skills Fly +9, Perception +12, Stealth +4; Racial Modifiers +4 Base Atk +2; CMB —; CMD — Feats Lightning Reflexes, Skill Focus (Perception)
Perception when using blindsense Skills Fly +12, Perception +15; Racial Modifiers +4 Perception Ecology when using blindsense SQ swarm traits Environment any temperate or tropical Organization solitary, pair, or colony (3–8) Ecology Treasure incidental Environment any temperate or tropical The dire bat is usually found lairing in desolate areas,
Organization solitary, pair, flight (3–6 swarms), or colony resting in caves or other secluded areas during the day and taking to the skies in search of prey at night. Wesley Schneider, James L. While in canine form, the hound archon loses its bite, slam, and greatsword attacks, but gains the bite attack of the form it chooses. Rot (Su) A bebilith’s bite
causes a horrible withering and weakening of the flesh, 32 resulting in a hideous melting and foulBebilith–BeetleBeetle, Fire Beetle, Giant StagThis housecat-sized beetle is a dull brown color brightened by two With a sleek body and huge mandibles raised in a threateningglowing green-yellow spots on its carapace. Skills Appraise +15, Bluff +15, Fly
+9, Intimidate +15, Perception +15, Sense Motive +15, Stealth +11 Languages Common, Draconic Adult Red Dragon CR 14 XP 38,400 CE Huge dragon (fire) Init +4; Senses dragon senses, smoke vision; Perception +23 Aura fire (5 ft., 1d6 fire), frightful presence (180 ft., DC 21) Defense AC 29, touch 8, flat-footed 29 (+21 natural, –2 size) hp 212
(17d12+102) Fort +16, Ref +10, Will +15Dragon (Chromatic), RedDR 5/magic; Immune fire, paralysis, sleep; SR 25 pyrotechnics (DC 17), suggestion (DC 18), wall of fireWeaknesses vulnerability to cold Spells Known (CL 15th)OFFENSE 7th (4/day)—limited wish, spell turning 6th (6/day)—antimagic field, contingency, greater dispel magicSpeed 40
ft., fly 200 ft. What few cyclopes survive seldom aspire higher than protecting their lairs and seeking out their next meals. are swift to act if they believe a piece of rare art or a talented artist is threatened. in fact much more intelligent than the typical arachnidSpecial Attacks spit acid and, given time and a talented trainer, can even be trained to serve
as mounts or beasts of burden. (poor) lair is invariably littered with petrified remnants of foes. “Incidental” indicates the creature hasSpell-Like Abilities: After listing the caster level of the half this standard value, and then only within the confinescreature’s spell-like abilities, this section lists all of the of its lair. All erinyesSpeed 30 ft., fly 50 ft. razorsharp bodies. of objects only) 1/day—summon (level 3, 1 babau at 40%)STATISTICSStr 21, Dex 13, Con 20, Int 14, Wis 13, Cha 16Base Atk +7; CMB +12; CMD 23Feats Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Skill Focus (Stealth)Skills Acrobatics +11, Climb +12, Disable Device +11, Escape Artist +11, Perception +19, Sense Motive +11,
Sleight of Hand +11, Stealth +22; Racial Modifiers +8 Perception, +8 StealthLanguages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft.ECOLOGYEnvironment any (Abyss)Organization solitary, pair, or gang (3–8)Treasure standard (longspear, other treasure)SPECIAL ABILITIESProtective Slime (Su) A layer of acidic slime coats a babau’s skin. The save
DC is Charisma-based.Derro modifier, and are immune to insanity and confusion effects. Yet to the dretch lords, these realms are their empires, Defense and they defend them with a pitiful tenacity. Speed 20 ft. trip) Feats Improved Initiative, Run Skills Diplomacy +5, Intimidate +6, Knowledge (nature) +4, Perception +7, Survival +9 Languages
Common, Elven, Sylvan SQ undersized weapons Ecology Environment temperate forests and plains Organization solitary, pair, band (3–10), tribe (11–30 plus 3 hunters of 3rd level and 1 leader of 6th level) Treasure standard (breastplate, heavy steel shield, longsword, spear, other treasure)Illustration by Peter Bergting Special Abilities Undersized
Weapons (Ex) Although a centaur is Large, its upper torso is the same size as that of a Medium humanoid. Ecology Environment any (Hell) Organization solitary, pair, team (3–5), or squad (6–11) Treasure standard Special Abilities Barbed Defense (Su) A creature that strikes a hamatula with a melee weapon, an unarmed strike, or a natural weapon
takes 1d8+6 points of piercing damage from the devil’s barbs. cone, DC 24, 12d10 fire), crush (DC 17), resist energy, see invisibilitySpell-Like Abilities (CL 17th) 1st (8/day)—alarm, grease (DC 16), magic missile, shield, true strike 0 (at will)—arcane mark, bleed, light, mage hand, mending, At will—detect magic, pyrotechnics (DC 15), suggestion (DC
16)Spells Known (CL 7th) message, open/close, prestidigitation, read magic 3rd (5/day)—dispel magic, haste STATISTICS 2nd (7/day)—invisibility, resist energy, see invisibility 1st (7/day)—alarm, grease (DC 14), magic missile, shield, true strike Str 39, Dex 8, Con 27, Int 20, Wis 21, Cha 20 0 (at will)—arcane mark, light, mage hand, mending,
message, Base Atk +25; CMB +43; CMD 52 (56 vs. (good) weave deadly living ropes fromMelee +1 longsword +15/+10 their own hair, which they use in (1d8+8/19–20)Ranged +1 flaming composite battle to lift their foes into the air, longbow +14/+14/+9 mocking and condemning their (1d8+6/×3 plus 1d6 fire) or rope +15 touch (entangle) victims
for their transgressionsSpell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) Constant—true seeing before dropping them from At will—fear (single target, great heights. Theirpreferred habitat is rural farmlands, as the loose soil of suchregions makes it easy for the creatures to burrow. 1d8 1d6 1d4 1d8 — — 80 ft. sensation of chewing on demonic f lesh. Languages Aklo,
Derro leaders are typically sorcerers of at least 3rd level, Undercommon although they also make excellent SQ madness, poison use rogues. As boggards age, they continue to grow andMelee morningstar +5 (1d8+3), tongue –1 touch (sticky tongue) lose their coloration. Additional Movement (Ex, 1 CP): Gains a new mode of movement (burrow, climb,
fly [clumsy], or swim) at a speed equal to its base speed. who get too close to their subterranean waterways—with the exception of troglodytes, whose f lavor chuuls find Chuul CR 7 particularly offensive. If the bebilith is successful, the target’s armor and shield are torn from his body and dismantled, falling to the ground. If it makes the Acrobatics
check, it can follow up with four claw attacks against foes in reach, but cannot make a bite attack.Savage Bite (Ex) A bulette’s bite is particularly dangerous. Creating an animated object of a different size than Medium can be done Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception –5 simply by adjusting the object’s size (and thus adjusting
its Strength, Dexterity, natural armor bonus, and size modifier DEFENSE to attack and AC as detailed on page 296) and Hit Dice. This ability otherwisehp 136 (13d10+65) functions similarly to a bralani’s windFort +17, Ref +11, Will +16 form ability.DR 10/cold iron and evil; Immune electricity, petrification; Light Ray (Ex) A ghaele’s light rays have a
Resist cold 10, fire 10; SR 25 range of 300 feet. As befits such a vast and varied realm, a terrible blight upon the world as his conjuration breaks the demonic host is likewise diverse. The creature’s six pairs of powerful, clawed legs remain folded against its sides most of the time, only extending in combat to grapple foes or carry the behir forward in a
terrifying, low-slung gallop, or else when climbing the sheer cliff faces common to behir lairs. Hobgoblins are ordered and methodical in their Defense evil, forming vast armies, warbands, and despotic nations. Such a typical imp in darkness; Perception +7 stands a mere 2 feet tall, has a 3-foot wingspan, and weighs 10 pounds. Many thousands of
years ago, the solemn cyclopes ruled vast kingdoms, yet today their glories are long forgotten. Impale (Ex) A barbed devil deals 3d8+9 points of piercing damage to a grabbed opponent with a successful grapple check. Saves against various breath weapons use the same DC; the Fly Speed: A dragon’s f ly speed increases as indicated, type of saving
throw is noted in the variety descriptions. make the creature’s attitude easily known. find it within themselves to be more than they were at creation often become the pauper-kings of the Abyss, Dretch CR 2 cruel and bitter in their rule over vermin, broken souls, XP 600 mindless undead, and other dretches. Languages: The languages most commonly
spoken byCreatures with PC class levels receive maximum hit points the creature are listed here. Greater devils can spot the mostAC 14, touch 10, flat-footed 14 (+4 natural) corrupt of these fiends and, either through mysterioushp 13 (2d10+2) tortures or the powers of Hell itself, reshape them intoFort +4, Ref +3, Will +0 true devils, newly born and
ready to obediently serve inDR 5/good or silver; Immune fire, mind-affecting effects, the legions of the damned. A pudding with 10 hit points or less cannot be further split and dies if reduced to 0 hit points.Suction (Ex) The black pudding can create powerful suction against any surface as it climbs, allowing it to cling to inverted surfaces with ease.
with bite) be dismissed by the dragon as a free action. Their bodies, XP 600 however, are merely globes of spiritual purity and pale light, and though they might interact with their LG Small outsider (archon, extraplanar, good, lawful) surroundings through pure force of will, such interaction proves too weak to help with most physical Init +4; Senses
darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; tasks. weapon is 10 + 1/2 dragon’s HD + dragon’s Con modifier. Fort +9, Ref +9, Will +9 Rumor holds that even then the nabasu’s lifecycle does not DR 10/cold iron or good; Immune death effects, electricity, change, and that further developments await them as they continue to grow. A humanoid slain in this
manner immediately transforms into CE Medium outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, native) a ghoul under the nabasu’s control. The Sprint (Ex) Once per hour, a cheetah can move at 10 times its statistics presented here can describe any feline of similar normal speed (500 feet) when it makes a charge. cone, DC 30, 20d10 fire), crush, manipulate flames,
melt stone, tail sweepSpell-Like Abilities (CL 25th) At will—detect magic, find the path, Any creature that starts its turn inside the cloud takes damage, tail slap +8 (1d8+7) but can make a Reflex save for half. Especially brave lantern archons might eventually be promoted into or squad (3–6) a more powerful kind of archon, but most are content
Treasure none with their status. A profane gift is removed by dispel evil or dispel chaos. Lovecraft’s ghasts and information at a glance.shoggoths) and new. every time. In the defense of such beauty, lillends prove Offense passionate foes, calling upon the might of nearby allies or crushing philistines in their striking but deadly coils. Darkmantles
prefer to dwell and hunt in the caves andDARKMANTLE CR 1 passageways that are closest to the surface, as these tendXP 400 to possess more traffic for the monsters to feed upon. They tend to make their lairs in caves,burrows, or other sheltered areas, and these dens areoften marked by statues of people and animals inlifelike poses—the petrified
remains ofthose unfortunate enough to stumbleacross the basilisk.Bat, Dire Bat Swarm This giant, furry bat is nearly the size of an ox, with dark leathery Hundreds of high-pitched squeaks fill the air as a mass of small, wings that open wider than two men with arms outstretched. Most have some knightly or courtly title, empyreal lords known and
revered upon countless planessuch as duke, countess, or prince, apparently hereditary, and worlds.perhaps from a celestial monarchy long abandoned Atonga, of Seas and Songsand forgotten. Tales often tell of assassin vines appearing in f lower beds or infiltrating Offense greenhouses, murderous surprises planted by rivals and enemies or arbitrary
doom dropped by unsuspecting wing. Barbazus are fond of making charge attacks withDefense their glaives, and try to maintain a 10-foot gap between themselves and their foes so they can use their signatureAC 19, touch 12, flat-footed 17 (+2 Dex, +7 natural) polearms to great effect. Many scholars havestanding become angels of some type in the
afterlife. In addition, a dragon is immune to one or twosorcerer of the level indicated in its specific description. Young—detect magic; Juvenile—pyrotechnics; Feats Cleave, Improved Initiative, Improved Vital Strike, Iron Adult—suggestion; Old—wall of fire; Ancient—find the path; Will, Power Attack, Vital Strike 98 Great wyrm—discern location. AC
22, touch 10, flat-footed 21 (+1 Dex, +12 natural, –1 size) Manipulate Flames (Su) An old or older red dragon can control hp 115 (11d12+44) any fire spell within 10 feet per age category of the dragon Fort +11, Ref +8, Will +10 as a standard action. evil) perhaps the most likely celestials one might encounterhp 39 (6d10+6) upon the Lower Planes,
and packs of swift-moving wolvesFort +6, Ref +5, Will +5; +4 vs. It can still use its whip-like tail to strike at other targets. (1d6+3), tail slap +12 (1d8+10) Melt Stone (Su) An ancient or older red dragon can use its Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. power word stun, prismatic spray (DC 24), wish Blessed with an array of magical powers and the Spells
Prepared (CL 20th) spellcasting abilities of the most powerful clerics, solars 9th—etherealness, mass heal, miracle, storm of vengeance (DC 27) are powerful opponents capable of single-handedly slaying 8th—fire storm (DC 26), holy aura (2) (DC 26), mass cure mighty evils. While not all ofthe Dukes of Hell are pit fiends, the majority of themare. Pit
fiendsIllustration by Tyler Walpole Statistics always stand over 14 feet tall, with wingspans in excess of 20 feet and weights over 1,000 pounds. Defense Ancient records, the oral traditions of other giantish AC 19, touch 8, flat-footed 19 (+4 armor, –1 Dex, +7 natural, –1 races, and the scattered accounts of tribal natives of the size) southern jungles
speak of much larger, more primal “great cyclopes,” imposing titans with shaggy legs and a hp 65 (10d8+20) massive horn above an inquisitive eye. 1/day—cause fear (30-foot This functions as plane radius, DC 11) shift, but affects only the quasit and transports 1/week—commune (six it into the Abyss and questions) places its master’s soul in
theIllustration by Tyler Walpole Statistics quasit’s possession as a writhing larvae rather than using the evil Str 8, Dex 14, Con 11, Int 11, master’s soul to create new demonic Wis 12, Cha 11 life. shapechanger) Bralanis do not need to eat, but they enjoy doing so. Aasimar heritage can hidefor generations, only to appear suddenly in the child oftwo
apparently human parents. When hp 66 (7d10+28) taking the role of mediators—or whenever else such Fort +9, Ref +9, Will +6 opportunities present themselves—bralani are quick to DR 10/cold iron or evil; Immune electricity, petrification; suggest friendly competitions or games to end disputes and enjoy creating challenges or complicated contests
to Resist cold 10, fire 10; SR 17 test both physical and mental mortal prowess. Once a creature moves beyond the plant’s ability to perceive it, the unthinking Defense vine falls still and lies in wait for the next passerby. (poor) Speed 20 ft., fly 20 ft. Those in the cone must make Flash Beetle (CR 1/2): A f lash a DC 11 Fortitude save or take 1d4+2beetle
is an advanced fire beetle points of acid damage. A pit fiend can transform one lemure for Pit Fiend CR 20 every Hit Die the pit fiend possesses. Unnerve: Anyone within a 60-foot spread automatically takes a –2 penalty on attack and damage rolls. with bite) 3rd (7/day)—dispel magic, displacement, fireball (DC 18), hasteSpecial Attacks breath weapon
(50-ft. AOnly this shadowy bat-winged demon’s teeth and claws have any shadow demon that is possessing a creature using magic jarsense of physicality to them—the rest is lost in darkness. Metallic dragons are generally good and the indicated damage plus 1/2 the dragon’s Strength bonus. rarely do so, typically only when playing toady to a more
powerful creature. (1d8); Ability Scores Str 14, Dex 16, Con 10, Int 2, Wis 15, Cha 10; Special 7th-Level Qualities low-light vision, scent. An ancient dragon’s damage increases to 2d6. Young Juvenile Woodland stride — Green Dragon Young adult LE dragon (air) Adult Entangle — Mature adult Base Statistics Old Frightful presence, charm person 1st
Very old CR 4; Size Small; Hit Dice 5d12 Ancient DR 5/magic, spell resistance 3rd Speed 40 ft., swim 40 ft. Younger doppelgangersXP 800 practice their skills by taking over small orc or goblin tribes, then move to more complicated societies like dwarven, elven,N Medium monstrous humanoid (shapechanger) and human communities. Instead, they
form from living souls—when a spellcaster seeks out Defense a quasit to serve him as a familiar, his AC 16, touch 14, flat-footed 14 (+2 Dex, +2 natural, +2 size) soul brushes against the Abyss and hp 16 (3d10); fast healing 2 it reacts, carving from itself a quasit Fort +1, Ref +5, Will +4 linked to that spellcaster’s soul and DR 5/cold iron or forming a
powerful bond between the two. They are the greatest trackers among the critical wounds (2) celestials, the most masterful of which are said to be able to track the days-old wake of a pit fiend f lying through the 7th—destruction (DC 25), dictum (DC 25), ethereal jaunt, holy Astral Plane. creator or becoming corrupt and evil. Knowledge (planes) +6,
Perception +7, Stealth +16 Rarely, a quasit elects to ignore Languages Abyssal, Common; its master’s death and instead telepathy (touch) remains on the Material Plane to SQ change shape (2 of the seek other ways to entertain itself—usually settling in an following forms: bat, urban area where there are plenty of folk to torment. Anyone striking a
balor with a natural weapon or unarmed Defense strike takes 1d6 points of fire damage. (poor) radius of 1,200 feet. Melee 2 claws +13 (1d6+7 plus grab), bite +13 (1d8+7)Speed 40 ft. Challenge rating is a numerical indication of howdangerous a monster is—the higher the number, thedeadlier the creature. Often, a nalfeshnee’s realm in the Abyss
surpasses the strengthCE Huge outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) and size of the largest of mortal kingdoms, for nalfeshnees display a singular gift for managing and ordering theInit +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft., true seeing; Perception +31 chaos of the Abyss. (good) Melee +2 disrupting warhammer +26/+21/+16 (1d8+14/×3 plus stun) or
slam +23 (1d8+12) Spell-Like Abilities (CL 13th) At Will—aid, continual flame, detect evil, discern lies (DC 20), dispel evil (DC 21), dispel magic, holy aura (DC 24), holy smite (DC 20), holy word (DC 23), invisibility (self only), plane shift (DC 23), remove curse, remove disease, remove fear 7/day—cure light wounds, see invisibility 1/day—blade barrier
(DC 22), healIllustrations by Alex Shim Statistics Str 26, Dex 19, Con 21, Int 18, Wis 18, Cha 23 Base Atk +15; CMB +23; CMD 37 Feats Alertness, Cleave, Great Fortitude, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Power Attack, Toughness, Weapon Focus (warhammer) Skills Acrobatics +22, Craft (any one) +22, Diplomacy +24, Fly +26, Intimidate +24,
Knowledge (planes) +22, Knowledge (religion) +19, Perception +26, Sense Motive +26, Stealth +22 Languages Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeech SQ change shape (alter self ) Ecology Environment any good-aligned plane Organization solitary, pair, or squad (3–6) Treasure double (+2 disrupting warhammer) Special Abilities Stun (Su) If an
astral deva strikes an opponent twice in one round with its warhammer, that creature must succeed on a DC 25 Fortitude save or be stunned for 1d6 rounds. Fallen angels arefrom Heaven, neutral angels from Nirvana, and chaotic exiles of the good realms, hunted by their former brethrenangels from Elysium, though the majority serve one good and
easy targets for fiends as well. Called stag beetles because of continue to glow for 1d6 days after its death. The target gains a nature of this alluring woman. Yet the evil personified by the bugbear may be the most terrifying, for they actively hp 16 (3d8+3) seek to inf lict pain and suffering in the most destructive Fort +2, Ref +4, Will +1 ways
possible. line, DC 22, 12d6 acid), swarm, whispering wind corrupt water 1st (7/day)—alarm, mage armor, magic missile, obscuringSpell-Like Abilities (CL 14th) mist, true strike At will—darkness (60-ft. Angels speak Celestial, Draconic, and Infernal, thoughthey can communicate with almost any creature becauseAngel, Astral Deva Astral devas are
messengers of the gods of good. Offense Speed 20 ft. A creature struck by this attack must make a and weighs 32 tons. leaders to dark creeper tribes, with all of the tribe’s heavyMelee dagger +6 (1d3/19–20 plus poison) work and labor falling on the diminutive shoulders of theSpecial Attacks death throes, sneak attack (+1d6) creepers, freeing the
dark stalkers for their own decadentSpell-Like Abilities (CL 3rd) pleasures. Age Category Special Abilities Caster Level Black Dragon CE dragon (water) Wyrmling Immunity to acid, water breathing — Base Statistics Very young Swamp stride — CR 3; Size Tiny; Hit Dice 4d12 Young Speak with reptiles — Speed 60 ft., swim 60 ft. The cloud moves with
the dragon and has a radius of 20 feet. Wyrm Natural Armor +6; Breath Weapon cone, 2d10 fire Great wyrm Fire aura, suggestion 7th Str 17, Dex 14, Con 15, Int 10, Wis 11, Cha 10 DR 10/magic 9th Ecology Manipulate flames, wall of fire 11th Environment warm mountains Organization solitary DR 15/magic 13th Treasure triple Melt stone, find the
path 15th Special Abilities DR 20/magic 17th Fire Aura (Su) An adult red dragon is surrounded by an aura of intense heat. 5presented in the same format, split into three specific Unless otherwise noted, the first class listed is the classareas: Introduction, Stat Block, and Description. Aura frightful presence (180 ft., DC 19) Defense AC 28, touch 10,
flat-footed 27 (+1 Dex, +18 natural, –1 size) hp 161 (14d12+70) Fort +14, Ref +10, Will +12 DR 5/magic; Immune acid, paralysis, sleep; SR 22 Offense Speed 60 ft., fly 200 ft. twice its Strength modifier to bite A typical triceratops is damage. They speak a chittering, burbling dialect of Common, Init +7; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +19 but
few are inclined to speak to those outside their race, and if chuul society exists beyond their frenzied mating Defense season, humanoids have yet to record it. Melee bite +6 (1d6+4), 2 claws +6 (1d4+4)Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft. 4 You’re suffocating! Stand in place, hold your breath, and clutch at your throat for 1 round. Constant—detect evil, detect
snares and pits, discern lies (DC Slaying Arrow (Su) A solar’s bow needs no ammunition, and 21), true seeing automatically creates a slaying arrow of the solar’s choice At Will—aid, animate objects, commune, continual flame, when drawn. (Perception) 29Skills Perception +10, Stealth +10; Racial Modifiers +4 StealthEcologyEnvironment
anyOrganization solitary, pair, or colony (3–6)Treasure incidentalSpecial AbilitiesGaze (Ex) Turn to stone permanently (as flesh to stone), range 30 feet, Fortitude DC 15 negates. dragon can use its breath weapon when it is grappling or being grappled. Some fishermen claim tides and phases water for 1 hour per point of Constitution. Least Devils:
imps, lemures Beyond the pits of Hell, devils often travel to the Lesser Devils: bearded devils (barbazus), erinyes,Material Plane at the summons of evil spellcasters. The relationship between good mortal Whereas there are evil and cruel counterparts for all thesoul and angel is common knowledge, and many mortal other good races, the legions of
fiends do not possess areligions assume that all members of the faith in good clear analogue for the race of angels. Horned Devil (Cornugon) CR 16 XP 76,800 Among the deadliest of the archdevils’ warriors and able LE Large outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) commanders of lesser fiends, horned devils spread the Init +8; Senses darkvision 60
ft., see in darkness; Perception +24 rule of Hell wherever they tread. that even the most tightly controlled demonic slave leaves a trace of ruin and despair in its wake. Nevertheless, many cave fishers lair upon ledges overlooking swift-f lowing subterranean rivers, givingStatistics them a relatively steady stream of food, especially in cases where such
rivers are used as trade routes. In the wild, dogs are viciousand territorial creatures. Special Abilities Gestalt (Su) Nine lantern archons can fuse together as a full-round action, becoming a single Large entity that is more powerful than the individual archons that make up its parts. A barghest eventually sheds its skinto transform into a greater
barghest, at which point it oftenseeks out a tribe of goblins or other creatures to rule.Basidirond Spores (Ex) Any creature struck by a basidirond’s slam attack is coated with spores. Out of the archon’sInit +7; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception +22 hands, it is a chunk of useless metal.Aura aura of menace (DC 22), magic circle
against evil Messengers of good deities and mighty celestials, trumpet archons serve as the vanguard of divine armies and rallyDefense the legions of heaven to war. Speed swim 80 ft. within the swept area are affected if they are four or more Natural Armor: This shows by what amount the dragon’s size categories smaller than the dragon. Unlike
many demons, shadow demons are incorporeal.Init +8; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +20 When a particularly envious and evil mortal soul is pulled into the Abyss, it is transformed, split apart, andDEFENSE combined with other souls until what emerges is little more than jealous malevolence without the impedimentAC 18, touch 18, flat-footed
14 (+4 deflection, +4 Dex) of a physical body.hp 59 (7d10+21)Fort +5, Ref +11, Will +7 67Defensive Abilities incorporeal; DR 10/cold iron or good; Immune cold, electricity, poison; Resist acid 10, fire 10; SR 17Weaknesses sunlight powerlessnessOFFENSESpeed fly 40 ft. An old dragon’s aura extends to 10 feet. When a bulette charges, it can make a
DC 20 Acrobatics check to jump into the air and land next to its enemies. Dark creepers treat their tall, lithe masters almost likeOffense gods, presenting them with offerings and obeying their every whim. Melee bite +6 (1d6+3 plus trip), 2 claws +6 (1d3+3) Melee bite +6 (1d6+3 plus grab), 2 claws +6 (1d3+3) Special Attacks pounce, rake (2 claws

+6, 1d3+3) Statistics Statistics Str 17, Dex 19, Con 15, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 6 Base Atk +2; CMB +5; CMD 19 (23 vs. emotion. Descended from mysterious fey that once dwelt AC 17, touch 13, flat-footed 15 (+2 armor, +2 Dex, +2 natural, deep underground, the derros lust for the comforts of the +1 size) surface, yet the light of the sun causes them to
blister, burn, and die. Defense The strange fungal basidirond is a deadly plant monster AC 18, touch 11, flat-footed 17 (+1 Dex, +7 natural) that feeds on mineral-rich moisture, be it runoff from hp 52 (7d8+21) cave walls or fresh blood. trip) Feats Improved Initiative, Run Feats Dodge, Great Fortitude, Iron Will, Mobility, Toughness Skills Acrobatics
+10 (+22 jump), Perception +14, Stealth +15; Skills Perception +14, Swim +16 Racial Modifiers +8 Acrobatics, +8 Perception, +8 Stealth Ecology Ecology Environment warm aquatic Organization solitary, pair, or school (3–6) Environment warm forests Treasure none Organization solitary, pair, or pack (3–12) Treasure none As swift and agile as it is
deadly, the The sleek elasmosaurus is a long-necked, aquatic reptile. Some conjure support of that which would bring destruction to all. of objects only), veil (self only), unholy blight 1/day—power word stun, summon (level 4, 1 glabrezu 20% or 1d2 vrocks 50%) 1/month—wish (granted to a mortal humanoid only)StatisticsStr 31, Dex 11, Con 31, Int
16, Wis 16, Cha 20Base Atk +12; CMB +24; CMD 34Feats Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Critical (pincer), Persuasive, Power Attack, Vital StrikeSkills Bluff +28, Diplomacy +22, Intimidate +22, Knowledge (history) +18, Knowledge (local) +18, Perception +26, Sense Motive +18, Stealth +7, Use Magic Device +17; Racial Modifiers +8 Bluff, +8
PerceptionLanguages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft.ecologyEnvironment any (Abyss)Organization solitary or troop (1 glabrezu, 1 succubus, and 2–5 vrocks)Treasure standardWhereas the succubus is a demon that works her wilesby exploiting the physical lusts and needs of her prey,the glabrezu is a tempter of a different sort. at its
opponents with claws and teeth. Some of these boggards rank among theStatistics caste of priest-kings and enjoy a life of grotesque pleasures ruling their clans.Str 15, Dex 9, Con 14, Int 8, Wis 11, Cha 10 Though often hunched over, boggardsBase Atk +2; CMB +4; CMD 13 stand 5 feet tall and weigh close to 200Feats Toughness, Weapon Focus
(morningstar) pounds. master’s soul—and as many collateral souls as possible— faces damnation upon death. 1d4 1d3 — — — — 40 ft. Azatas do not exploit these titles to exert Aizen Myo-o, the Red Wisdominf luence over each other, instead using them for personal Cernunnos, the Stag Lordidentification or a bit of self-importance. A solar charm
monster (DC 25), permanency, resurrection, waves stands about 9 feet tall and weighs about 500 pounds, withIllustration by Andrew Hou of exhaustion a strong, commanding voice that is impossible to ignore. courage or drive to prove the quaits wrong. Defense Hamatulas are collectors and organizers, and are AC 26, touch 16, flat-footed 20 (+6 Dex,
+10 natural) favorite allies of greedy summoners as they often bring hp 138 (12d10+72) with them tempting treasures from Hell’s vaults or know Fort +14, Ref +14, Will +8 the paths to deadly riches. A rare few are priests of ancientSpace 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. (35 ft. This mortal souls. When a hobgoblin kills, it’s because of tradition and order.
Weapons retain this quality DR 15/cold iron and good; Immune electricity, fire, poison; for one hour after the balor releases the weapon, but after this the weapon reverts to its standard magical Resist acid 10, cold 10; SR 31 qualities, if any. They are Perception +10 too stupid and belligerent to acquire followers, though sometimes a tribe of kobolds
might give them offerings. Death Throes (Su) When a dark stalker is slain, its body combusts in a flash of white-hot flame. can land on foes as a standard action, using its whole body to crush them. They disdain the Aura mucus cloud (5 feet) gods and see themselves as the true masters of creation. trip)Str 16, Dex 19, Con 15, Int 2, Wis 15, Cha 12
Feats Cleave, Great Fortitude, Improved Initiative, ImprovedBase Atk +3; CMB +7; CMD 21Feats Dodge, Improved Initiative, Skill Focus (Perception) Overrun, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (tail)Skills Fly –1, Perception +11 Skills Perception +16Ecology EcologyEnvironment warm coastline Environment warm plainsOrganization solitary, pair,
Organization solitary, pair, or herd (3–12) Treasure none or flock (3–12)Treasure noneThe pteranodon is The stegosaurus is one of the mostnot itself a dinosaur distinctive-looking dinosaurs—itsbut rather a large twin rows of dorsal plates and spikedf lying reptile that tail are enough to give mostis often found in predators second thoughtsareas
dinosaurs before attacking. Defense It’s often been speculated that behirs are somehow related to blue dragons, but the exact nature of this AC 21, touch 9, flat-footed 20 (+1 Dex, +12 natural, –2 size) link remains unknown. Though the chuuls themselves seem uninterested in Immune poison using tools of any kind, they have an almost compulsive
need to collect keepsakes from their victims. By ensuring a constant f low Fort +8, Ref +3, Will +2 of nutritious moisture, canny cave dwellers can use Immune cold, plant traits basidironds as guardians for their lairs, although they Weaknesses cold lethargy must take care to avoid the plant’s hunting routes lest they become its latest victims. Tail
Slap: The dragon can slap one foe each round with its Age Categories tail. Thisbalor lords rule much smaller regions (generally areas ability can activate up to once per round.comparable in size to a single continent), their power isvast indeed. If the creature’s flesh isn’t kept moist, it dries quickly and the victim takes 1d12 points of 8 damage every 10
minutes. Ancient Acid pool, insect plague 11th This acid pool has a radius of 5 feet per age category of the dragon. Fanatics obsessed Attack, Quicken Spell-Like Ability ( fireball), Vital Strike with diabolical superiority and ironclad obedience, pit Skills Appraise +17, Bluff +31, Diplomacy +31, Disguise +27, Fly fiends left to their own devices raise
massive armies, +30, Intimidate +31, Knowledge (arcana) +28, Knowledge (planes) +31, Knowledge (religion) +31, Perception +33, Sense Motive +33, Spellcraft +31, Stealth +28, Survival +22, Use Magic Device +28 Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic, Infernal; telepathy 100 ft. This game is dedicated to Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.Based
on the original roleplaying game rules designed by Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson and inspired by the third edition of the game designed by Monte Cook, Jonathan Tweet, Skip Williams, Richard Baker, and Peter Adkison. • Guidelines for providing appropriate monstrous treasures for any occasion. sacred mountain’smetaphysical processes,the faith
ofgoodly Asteria, of the Endless Order mortals, and the transformation of virtuous spirits. deinonychus is a pack hunter, Although not technically a dinosaur, they and their kind running with several of its are often found hunting in oceans and lakes in areas kind to take down prey where dinosaurs are more common. With no way to return home, these
1/week—commune (6 questions, CL 12th) imps, freed of their bonds to arcane masters, can Statistics become dangerous pests or even leaders of small tribes of savage humanoids like goblins Str 10, Dex 17, Con 10, Int 13, Wis 12, Cha 14 or kobolds. Speed 30 ft., swim 20 ft. bat-like wings stretch from its scaly hide. 7Aboleth can restore an afflicted
creature to normal, but immunity to disease offers no protection from this attack. The coloration of a giant crab’s hard exoskeleton varies widely depending on species, and over time even shifts in response to its diet. SQ change shape (alter self, Small or Medium humanoid) Ecology Environment any (Abyss) Organization solitary, pair, or harem (3–12)
Treasure double Special Abilities Energy Drain (Su) A succubus drains energy from a mortal she lures into an act of passion, such as a kiss. Other dark creepers within 10 feet are automatically blinded for at least 1 round, due to their light blindness. effects that attempt to physically move it from its location. When it’s Offense created, anyone inside
this area takes an amount of damage equal to half the dragon’s breath weapon, with a Reflex save Speed 40 ft., fly 200 ft. A creature can guard treasures of varying amounts). physically indomitable, and possessed of ingenious Special Attacks constrict 2d8+19, devil shaping evil intellects, these diabolical tyrants hold great Spell-Like Abilities (CL
18th) autonomy whether in their service to the archfiends, in At will—blasphemy (DC 25), create undead, fireball their rule of vast infernal fiefdoms, or in subjugation of mortal worlds. This sandstorm lasts for up to 1 hour, but can Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. The Forgotten, Free Even from Memory Itzamna, Who Watches from Clouds It is not surprising
that the three best-known kinds of Lada, Lady of Danceazatas can all f ly, for they rarely stay in one place for long Maahes, the Guardian Beastand prefer the thrill of motion and discovery to creature Muyingwa, the Seed Throwercomforts. Failure indicates that the creature is reduced to ash. ravenous and grotesquely opportunistic as the
scavengersSpecial Attacks dance of ruin, spores, stunning screechSpell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) they resemble, vrocks delight in bloodshed, relishing At will—greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Basilisks live in nearly any terrestrial environment, fromforest to desert, and their hides tend to match and ref lecttheir surroundings—a desert-dwelling basilisk
might betan or brown, while one that lives in a forest could bebright green. While The dire ape attacksgenerally shy and anything that intrudes onpeaceful creatures when its territory, including otherleft to their own business, dire apes not of its troop, andgorillas are territorial and does not break off the attackbecome highly aggressive until the
trespasser is deadwhen provoked. Although not usually evil, they areFort +4, Ref +5, Will +6 interested only in themselves and regard all others asImmune charm, sleep playthings to be manipulated and deceived. (good)Melee +3 holy greatsword +27/+22/+17 (3d6+15/19–20) or slam +24 (2d8+12)Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.Spell-Like Abilities (CL
16th) Constant—detect evil, detect snares and pits, discern lies (DC 20), true seeing At will—continual flame, dispel magic, holy smite (DC 21), invisibility (self only), lesser restoration, remove curse, remove disease, remove fear (DC 18), speak with dead (DC 20) 3/day—blade barrier (DC 21), flame strike (DC 22), power word stun, raise dead, waves of
fatigue 1/day—earthquake (DC 25), greater restoration, mass charm monster (DC 25), waves of exhaustionSpells Prepared (CL 16th) 8th—earthquake (DC 25), fire storm (DC 25) 7th—holy word (DC 24), regenerate (2) 6th—banishment (DC 23), greater dispel magic, heal, mass cure moderate wounds (DC 23) 5th—break enchantment, dispel evil (2,
DC 22), plane shift (DC 22), righteous might 4th—death ward, dismissal (DC 21), neutralize poison (DC 21), summon monster IV 3rd—cure serious wounds (2), daylight, invisibility purge, summon monster III, wind wall 2nd—align weapon (2), bear’s endurance (2), cure moderate wounds (2), eagle’s splendor 1st—bless (2), cure light wounds (4), shield
of faith 0 (at will)—detect magic, purify food and drink, stabilize, virtueStatistics 11Str 27, Dex 19, Con 24, Int 22, Wis 25, Cha 24Base Atk +17; CMB +26; CMD 40Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Great Fortitude, ImprovedAngel, Solar circle against evil, prayer, protection from energy, wind wall 2nd—align weapon, bear’s endurance, bull’s strength, This
towering humanoid creature has shining topaz eyes, metallic consecrate, cure moderate wounds (2), eagle’s splendor skin, and three pairs of white wings. These increases are divided into 12 age categories—as a dragon ages, its base statistics Crush (Ex): A f lying or jumping Huge or larger dragon change as noted on the Dragon Age Categories table.
The creatures featured herein monster’s type. Statistics Statistics Str 15, Dex 15, Con 19, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 14 Str 26, Dex 15, Con 20, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 9 Base Atk +3; CMB +5; CMD 17 Base Atk +7; CMB +17; CMD 30 (34 vs. They depend on the mad to call them up hordes grows—a single soul can fuel the manifestation from the Abyss, and while
they gnash their fangs and of dozens or even hundreds of demons, with the exact rail against the commands and strictures enforced, most nature of the sins carried by the soul guiding the shapes demons find ways to twist their summoners’ demands so and roles of the newly formed fiends. Trumpet archons speak with clear, musical voices. Yet a
leopard that settles in an area bordered by humanoid civilization can easily and swiftly become a dangerous predator.Cat–Cave FisherCave Fisher grounds for the cave fisher. Today, Lamashtu, the Demon Queen because of the inf luence of sinful mortal souls upon the Nocticula, Our Lady in Shadow Abyss, mixed with unholy tamperings at the hands
of the Orcus, Prince of Undeath daemonic keepers of Abaddon and the cruel whims of fate Pazuzu, King of the Wind Demons and evolution, the rule of the qlippoth has receded. While to cling tenaciously to the victim. Sutter, and Vic Wertz Editorial Interns: David A. Full details on page 399 in the Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook. Melee gore +17
(2d10+12) Melee bite +20 (4d6+22/19–20 plus grab) Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft. While the majority of centaurs warrior and the lower body of a sleek warhorse. line, DC 23, 12d8 0 (at will)—arcane mark, bleed (DC 15), detect magic, light, electricity), crush, desert thirst (DC 21) mage hand, mending, message, read magic, resistanceSpell-Like Abilities
(CL 16th) STATISTICS At will—ghost sound (DC 13), minor image (DC 15), ventriloquism (DC 14) Str 35, Dex 8, Con 25, Int 20, Wis 21, Cha 20 Base Atk +24; CMB +40; CMD 49 (53 vs. of objects only), invisibility (self only), major image (DC 17), wall of ice 3/day—quickened invisibility (self only) 1/day—summon (level 4, 1 bone devil, 35%) Statistics
Str 21, Dex 21, Con 20, Int 16, Wis 15, Cha 18 Base Atk +10; CMB +16; CMD 31 Feats Alertness, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Quicken Spell-Like Ability (invisibility) Skills Bluff +17, Diplomacy +17, Fly +21, Intimidate +17, Knowledge (planes) +16, Perception +19, Sense Motive +19, Spellcraft +16, Stealth +14 Languages
Celestial, Common, Draconic, Infernal; telepathy 100 ft. Creatures other than the dragon inside Melee bite +15 (2d6+7), 2 claws +14 (1d8+5), 2 wings +12 the storm take 2d6 points of damage per round in addition to the normal sandstorm penalties (Pathfinder RPG Core (1d6+2), tail slap +12 (1d8+7) Rulebook 431). In these cases, a behir’s
tendency to attack first and ask questions later (or not at N Huge magical beast all) means that anyone seeking to strike a deal must bring powerful incentives and impress the behir immediately Init +1; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception +8 with his offer. A balor lord typically rules over a powers a balor lord might wield.region no
larger than half the size of the realm in whichit resides (as only full demon lords can command the Lifedrinker (Su) Whenever the balor lord slays a livingrule of an entire Abyssal realm), and even though most foe, it receives the benefits of a heal spell (CL 20th). Shadow Shift (Su) When in dim illumination, a cloaker canInit +7; Senses darkvision 60
ft.; Perception +14 manipulate shadows as a free action to create one of three effects: blur (lasts 1d4 rounds, self only), mirror image (CL 6th),Defense or silent image (DC 15, CL 6th, save DC is Charisma-based). yeth hounds, and similar depraved outsiders.Melee bite +8 (1d8+3), slam +8 (1d4+1) or mwk greatsword 19 +9/+4 (2d6+3), bite +3
(1d8+2)Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) Constant—detect evil, magic circle against evil At Will—aid, continual flame, greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. An ankylosaurus is 30 feet long and 83weighs 6,000 pounds.Ankylosaurus CompanionsStarting Statistics: Size Medium; Speed 30 ft.; AC +9natural armor; Attack tail (1d6); Ability Scores Str 10,Dex 14,
Con 9, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 8; Special Qualitieslow-light vision, scent. Asmodeus’s legions it does imply which fiends might serve their brethren orhold respect for aptitude and experience, and a particularly hold inf luence over others.skilled lesser devil might come to oversee newly formedmembers of a fundamentally more powerful form. (5–8 plus 1
sorcerer of 3rd–5th level), or band (11–20 plus 30% noncombatants plus 3 sorcerers of 3rd–8th level) Treasure NPC Gear (leather armor, short sword or aklys, repeating light crossbow with 10 poisoned bolts, other treasure) Special Abilities Madness (Ex) Derros use their Charisma modifier on Will70 saves instead of their WisdomDerro–DevilDevil
Some Known DevilsMasters of corruption and despoilers of purity, devils seek Amid the pits of Hell plot countless diabolical lords. Likewise, in worlds oppressed sometimes command multiple armies led by planetars,by evil, solars are the secret priests who bring hope to the acting as great field marshals for massive incursions againstdowntrodden, or
in some cases allow themselves to be the legions of Hell or the hordes of the Abyss.martyred so that their holy essence can explode outward toland and grow in the hearts of great heroes-to-be. On yet another, a solar with a f laming sword Yet such solars still watch over their progeny from afar, andstands watch over the original mortal paradise so
that no in times of peril, they might even be moved to intercede tocreature may enter. Pinned score increases according to their age category, as indicated foes take damage from the crush each round if they don’t on the Dragon Ability Scores table. 20 ft.Tiny 100 ft. It nascent demon lords, powerful entities that, in time, might is the prolonging of
mortal pain and suffering that fuels achieve enough power that the Abyss takes note and elevates a demon’s lusts and desires, for it is partially from mortal them to the status of actual demon lords. gender of both themselves and their romantic companions.Melee 2 claws +8 (1d8+4) While not standard, it is those doppelgangers use their giftsSpellLike Abilities (CL 18th) for cruel and sadistic purposes that are most notorious, and At will—detect thoughts (DC 13) these shapeshifters are the primary cause of the race’s sinister reputation. The creature’s mode ofhunting is unique—it clambers up a cave wall tosettle on a ledge or in a crack, typically at a heightof at least 30 feet. Imp CR 2 XP 600
Imps vary widely in appearance, ranging through a LE Tiny outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) spectrum of bestial traits and grotesque body shapes, Init +3; Senses darkvision 60 ft., detect good, detect magic, see though most take the forms of red-skinned, winged humanoids with bulbous features. Young Juvenile Smoke vision — Red Dragon
Young adult CE dragon (fire) Adult Detect magic 1st Mature adult Base Statistics Old Frightful presence, pyrotechnics 3rd Very old CR 6; Size Small; Hit Dice 7d12 Ancient DR 5/magic, spell resistance 5th Speed 40 ft. The stats presented here are for a Medium animated The skeleton locked within rattles as this animated cage lurches object (with 2
CP that have not been spent to gain additional forward on chain legs in search of new prisoners. As a result, generations ofAC 15, touch 13, flat-footed 13 (+2 Dex, +2 natural, +1 size) darkmantles quickly accrue, and over the years thehp 15 (2d10+4) evolution of these creatures is similarly swift. Usually encountered in groups,Dark Creeper CR 2
dark creepers f lee from bright light, but are quite braveXP 600 in the dark.CN Small humanoid (dark folk) Dark creepers stand just under 4 feet tall and weigh 80 pounds. of objects only), the sounds and sensations of ripping the still-pulsing telekinesis (DC 18) entrails from a living husk. The deepest, darkest caverns are 1/day—darkness rumored to
host darkmantles of incredible size, capable of smothering multiple human-sized foes at once inSTATISTICS their leathery folds.Str 11, Dex 15, Con 14, Int 2, Wis 11, Cha 10 55Base Atk +2; CMB +1 (+5 grapple); CMD 13 (can’t be tripped)Feats Improved InitiativeSkills Fly +5, Perception +4, Stealth +10; Racial Modifiers +4 Perception, +4
StealthECOLOGY Illustration by Michael JaecksEnvironment any undergroundOrganization solitary, pair, or clutch (3–12)Treasure noneA darkmantle’s tentacle-span measures justunder 5 feet—when attached to a cave roof anddisguised as a stalactite, its length varies from 2 to 3 feet.A typical darkmantle weighs 40 pounds. This is a mind- affecting
fear effect. These creatures are Fort +9, Ref +2, Will +4 thought to have been either the leaders or the war beasts Defensive Abilities ferocity of the ancient race, and modern cyclopes honor them as elusive, destructive living gods. Thus, even the least Lords of Hell: Dukes of Hell, archdevils, AsmodeusDevil, Barbed Grab (Ex) A barbed devil can use
its grab attack against a foe of up to Medium size. This attack overcomes damage reduction of any type. stun, scorching ray, trap the soul (DC 26), unholy aura Born within the depths of Nessus, the ninth and (DC 26), wall of fire deepest layer of Hell, pit fiends are raised from the 3/day—quickened fireball (DC 21) ranks of cornugons and gelugons by
the archdevils and 1/day—meteor swarm, summon (level 9, any 1 CR 19 or their dukes alone. While none planar ally4th, ray of enfeeblement1st, of these effects harms the soul, the caster makes a DC 25Illustration by Kevin Yan spectral hand2nd, suggestion3rd (DC 18), true caster level check when a spell seeing6th, vampiric touch3rd (DC 18) is
deflected—success indicates that the trapped soul is released Statistics from its prison and the creature whose body it belonged to can Str 28, Dex 16, Con —, Int 19, Wis 16, now be restored to life as normal. (good) Melee bite +5 (1d8+4) Speed 5 ft., fly 40 ft. Possessed of deadly infernal diabolists.powers and unified under the banner of Asmodeus,
the Astaroth, Prince of AccusersPrince of Darkness, and his eight archdevil tyrants, the Baalzebul, Lord of the Flieslegions of Hell guard and torment the foulest spirits of the Dispater, the First Kingmultiverse, but ever eye the worlds of the Material Plane in Glasya-Labolas, Author of Bloodshedsearch of new conquests. Only in the case of relatively
unintelligentStat Block monsters (creatures with an Intelligence of 2 or lower are almost never anything other than neutral) and planarThis is where you’ll find all of the information you need to monsters (outsiders with alignments other than thoserun the monster in an encounter. (good) damage on a foe regardless of the foe’s armor. Areas of foliage
LE Huge dragon (air) Init +0; Senses dragon senses; Perception +25 96 that have been magically manipulated affect it normally. Death is usually the +14, Escape Artist +12, Fly +19, Intimidate +17, Knowledge (planes) +8, Knowledge (religion) only way to escape an erinyes’s +8, Perception +16, Sense Motive +10, Stealth +15Languages Celestial,
Common, Draconic, Infernal; not-so-tender attentions, telepathy 100 ft. Many osyluths carry twisted Fort +12, Ref +12, Will +7 and eerie bone weapons, but these tools are more for DR 10/good; Immune fire, poison; Resist acid 10, cold 10; SR 20 torture and intimidation than actual combat. DC 13 Will save or become shaken for 1d4 rounds. Note
that in cases where a line in a stat block has is the listed alignment relatively unchangeable.no value, that line is omitted. Special Attacks nausea Spell-Like Abilities (CL 13th) At will—chaos hammer (DC 18), greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. They are generally peaceful, though they from the waist up and that of a snake from the waist down. Special
Attacks dismantle armor, penetrating strike, web (+11 ranged, DC 23, 12 hp) Spell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) At will—plane shift (bebilith only) Statistics Str 28, Dex 12, Con 24, Int 11, Wis 13, Cha 13 Base Atk +12; CMB +23; CMD 34 (46 vs. Dragons have skill ranks equal to 6 + their sweep affects a half-circle with a radius of 30 feet (or 40 feet
Intelligence modifier per Hit Die. In cases where a single azata is convincedThese gatherings do not preclude more permanent azata his way is right, he might even enter a sort of self-imposedholdings and communes, however, and the heights of exile, abandoning the support of his kin so he can launch aElysium endlessly ring with the songs of azata
choirs. While the stoic, homebound archons call their cousins Most azatas originate from the untamable beauty off lighty, azatas are driven by a crusading nature and feel Elysium, created and nourished by the inf lux of goodlybored when forced to stay in one place too long. These vile demons form from the souls of paralysis, poison; Resist acid 10,
cold 10, fire 10; SR 19 evil gluttons, particularly from cannibals, blood-drinkers, and those who prefer the tang of undead f lesh. These chokersAC 17, touch 13, flat-footed 15 (+2 Dex, +4 natural, +1 size) feel most at home in the darkened narrow alleywayshp 16 (3d8+3) of human cities, squeezing themselves into sewers,Fort +2, Ref +3, Will +4
forgotten alcoves, barrels, and similar cramped, overlooked spaces. While some of these unique celestials holdknights, and explorers who roam the planes in search of influence over vast realms and legions of followers, othersgood folk in need of their help. Aura stench (DC 24, 10 rounds) Although quite intelligent, a hezrou can fairly be said to waste
its intellect. and particularly in his lungs. Focus (longsword) A balor reduced to fewer than 50 hit points almost always Skills Acrobatics +27, Bluff +31, Diplomacy +31, Fly +32, seeks to f lee via teleportation, but if that and f light prove Intimidate +31, Knowledge (history) +27, Knowledge impossible it seeks to position itself such that, if it is
(nobility) +27, Knowledge (planes) +30, Knowledge (religion) slain, its death throes are as devastating as possible to +27, Perception +38, Sense Motive +30, Stealth +26, Use the enemy host. If Bebilith CR 10 the target makes two consecutive saving throws in a row, XP 9,600 the effect is cured. A chimera is 5 feet tall at the shoulder, Chimera CR 7
nearly 10 feet long, and weighs 700 pounds. XP 9,600 Incinerate (Su) A great wyrm red dragon can incinerate creatures CE Large dragon (fire) in its fiery breath. The creatures’heads and bodies are usually the color of basalt or darkgranite, but their webbed tentacles can change color tomatch their surroundings. Although among the most loathsome
creaturesin existence, lemures serve a vital role in Hell’sperverse ecology. These XP 4,800 treants remain animated for up to 1 hour, at which time they LE Large dragon (air) revert to being ordinary trees. The save DC is Strength-based. A dire creature damaged by a bat bat prefers feeding on livestock swarm continues to bleed, and herd animals.
Melee 2 claws +4 (1d4+1), bite +4 (1d4+1) Spell-Like Abilities (CL 2nd) 1/day—cause fear (DC 11), stinking cloud (DC 13), summon (level 1, 1 dretch 35%) Statistics Str 12, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 5, Wis 11, Cha 11 Base Atk +2; CMB +2; CMD 12 Feats Toughness Skills Escape Artist +5, Perception +5, Stealth +9 Languages Abyssal (cannot speak);
telepathy 100 ft. In such enemy without bothering to think through the implications cases, archons generally prefer to meet foes head-on if it is of their sudden act, it’s possible to do more harm than good. The darkmantle isn’t a particularly goodclimber, but it can cling to a cave rooflike a bat, hanging by the hooks at theends of its tentacles so that its
danglingbody looks nearly indistinguishable froma stalactite. It is 30 feetare common. Melee slam +3 (1d4+1) Melee bite +13 (2d6+12) Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Yet evenmore harrowing than a pack of wilddogs is the rabid dog. trip) Feats Dazzling Display, Improved Initiative, Multiattack, Storm Breath (Su) An ancient or older blue dragon can use
its breath weapon to create a storm of lightning. Some The truly mad call upon demons to offer themselves, are schemers and manipulators of emotion and politics, both body and soul, in the misguided belief that alliance others are destructive engines of ruin. but are not foolish or without passion, and little in the Archons speak Celestial, Draconic,
and Infernal, but can multiverse dares stand against the rage of Heaven. hp 172 (15d10+90) Fort +16, Ref +13, Will +11; +4 vs. Melee bite +3 (1d6+2 plus grab), sting +3 (1d4+2 plus Melee swarm (3d6) Space 10 ft.; Reach 0 ft. They see four times as well as a90 (+10 feet for Colossal dragons). CE Small humanoid (derro) Vulnerability to Sunlight
(Ex) A derro takes 1 point of Con damage after every hour it is exposed to sunlight. Derros often abduct surface dwellers to hp 25 (3d8+12) perform hideous experiments on them in their never- Fort +5, Ref +3, Will +6 ending quest to divine what protects those who dwell SR 14 Weaknesses vulnerability to sunlight above from the burning death, yet
the intrinsic madness that plagues all derros Offense dooms these experiments to failure Speed 20 ft. Darkvision: Aasimars can see in the dark up to 60 feet.NG Medium outsider (native) Skilled: Aasimars have a +2 racial bonus on Diplomacy and Perception checks.Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +5 Spell-Like Ability: Aasimars can use
daylight once per day as a spell-like ability (caster level equals the aasimar’sDefense class level). P. Here you’ll find information on how the monster fits intoAbility Scores: The creature’s ability scores are listed the world, notes on its ecology and society, and other bitshere. A typical astral deva looks human gentle inner radiance that makes it difficult
to look directly at. The save DC is Strength-based.Demon, Nabasu burst of smoke. cone. Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft. Environment: The regions and climates in which theDefensive Abilities/DR/Immune/Resist/SR: All of the creature is typically encountered are listed here; thesecreature’s unusual defensive abilities. You can adjust the statsgiven here by
changing Hit Dice and size (changing Strength,Dexterity, and Constitution as appropriate) to represent awide range of giant centipede species. A filament is AC 14 (touch 12), has 5 hit points, and has DR 15/slashing. They hate well-lit areas Sleight of Hand +5, Stealth +8; and always prefer to fight under Racial Modifiers +4 Climb, +4 the cover of
deeper darkness. LE Large outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) These devils especially delight in journeying to the mortal Init +9; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in darkness; Perception +19 plane, as their cruel talents and service to evil spellcasters Aura fear aura (5 ft., DC 19, 1d6 rounds) often mean gaining much valuable information, which they
might hold in their perfect memories for centuries before Defense reporting back to their diabolical masters. brave or skilled orcs are fond of using daeodons The boar’s stubborn as mounts, and orc nature and habit of eating cavalry mounted on even bones makes it well suited as dire boars make for a a pet for certain folk. Aasimars with high
Intelligence scores canResist acid 5, cold 5, electricity 5 choose any of the following bonus languages: Draconic, Dwarven, Elven, Gnome, Half ling, and Sylvan.OffenseSpeed 30 ft. The following table lists the most common variants. DC 13; frequency 1/round for 6 rounds; effect 1d4 DexGiant centipedes attack nearly any living creatures with damage;
cure 1 save. with a preternatural silence and otherworldly grace. speak with almost any creature because of their truespeech Although archons are champions of good, they have little ability. Cloakers are immune to these sonic, mind-affecting attacks. dragon gains over its base Hit Dice as it grows. When Constitution-based.a f lash beetle does so,
Goliath Beetle (CR 8):all creatures in a 10- The immense goliathfoot burst must beetle is a Hugemake a DC 12 stag beetle withFortitude save 12 HD andor be dazzled the tramplefor 1d3 rounds. Against fiends and the irredeemably corrupt, though,polished greatsword show it to be more than a common beast. Adult Black Dragon CR 11 Swamp Stride
(Ex) A very young or older black dragon can XP 12,800 move through bogs and quicksand without penalty at its CE Large dragon (water) Init +5; Senses dragon senses; Perception +24 92 normal speed. The boggard cannot move more than 10 feet away from the target, but the boggard can release its tongue as a free action. All creatures within 5
feet take 1d6 points Incinerate, discern location 19th of fire damage at the beginning of the dragon’s turn. Many derros wield strangeIllustration by Jon Hodgson Ecology and unusual weapons like hooked polearms, eerie whistling aklyses, long hollow spears Environment any underground that can be filled with toxins, or crystalline throwing wedges
that shatter on impact to create Organization solitary, horrific bleeding wounds. caves, ruins, or even city sewers—anywhere they can 7th-Level Advancement: Size find darkness to hide in Large; AC +3 natural armor; Attack during the day and a supply bite (1d8); Ability Scores Str +8, Dex of food to feast upon at night. Ecology Environment any (the
Abyss) Organization solitary or band (2–6) Treasure standardIllustration by Tyler Walpole Special Abilities Dismantle Armor (Ex) If a bebilith hits a foe with both claw attacks, it can attempt to peel away the target’s armor and shield as a free action by making a CMB check. Other species of giant centipedes exist as well, somesmaller but most quite a
bit larger. suffering to those its weapon does not touch; to a bugbear, Melee morningstar +5 (1d8+3) the true goal of murder is to strike not at the victim, but at Ranged javelin +3 (1d6+3) those who held the victim dear. Hound archons loathe killing mortals and prefer to disarm or incapacitate even evil individuals when theyThis canine-headed
humanoid’s well-groomed appearance and can. Racial(including modifiers from Constitution, favored class modifiers to skills are indicated at the end of this entry.levels, creature type modifiers, and the Toughness feat). The save DC is Constitution-based.Ankhegs are an all-too-common plague upon the ruralareas of the world. Melee gore +8 (2d6+9)
Speed 40 ft. Their empires are confined to abandoned stretches of sewers under CE Small outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) backwater cities, unstable reaches of swampland avoided by more sensible minds, and other undesirable corners of Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +5 the Abyss that even demons find uncomfortable or
foul. evil) Skills Craft (any one) +31, Diplomacy +32, Fly +32, Knowledge hp 363 (22d10+242); regeneration 15 (evil artifacts, effects, (history) +31, Knowledge (nature) +31, Knowledge (planes) and spells) +31, Knowledge (religion) +31, Perception +33, Sense Motive Fort +25, Ref +14, Will +23; +4 vs. Hateful and hungry, they hunt44 on the
ground or in the air. The save DC is equal to the dragon’s breath weapon DC. This behemoth avoids When faced with a foe or small group more civilized reaches ofof threats, the grizzly attempts tosubdue or kill with its claws. A solitary chimera may be a young Speed 30 ft., fly 50 ft. f lora and water, causing plant life to twist and knurl and infusing
water with a foul odor and brackish taste— Hezrou CR 11 signs much easier to spot on the Material Plane than the XP 12,800 Abyss. Young—ghost sound; Juvenile—minor image; Adult—ventriloquism; Old—hallucinatory terrain; Ancient— Str 21, Dex 12, Con 17, Int 12, Wis 13, Cha 12 veil; Great wyrm—mirage arcana. The can inhale the soul of a
living creature within 30 feet. A guilds keep boars for the disposal typical adult daeodon of bodies, while orc tribes let them is 10 feet long and 7 feet run loose in their lairs, where they tall at the shoulder. Advancement: Size Large, AC +3 natural armor; 7th-Level Adv.: Size Large; AC +3 Attack gore (2d6); Ability Scores Str natural armor; Attack bite
(2d6); +8, Dex –2, Con +4; Special Qualities Ability Scores Str +8, Dex –2, Con +4; Special Qualities grab, powerful bite. cone, DC 28, 20d6 acid), crush (Medium creatures, DC 28, 4d6+18), miasma, tail sweepSpell-Like Abilities (CL 23rd) At will—charm person (DC 16), dominate person (DC 20), entangle (DC 16), plant growth, suggestion (DC
18)Spells Known (CL 13th) 6th (4/day)—disintegrate (DC 21), true seeing 5th (7/day)—polymorph, summon monster V, teleportChromatic Dragon, Red Age Category Special Abilities Caster Level Wyrmling A crown of cruel horns surrounds the head of this mighty dragon. This game would not be possible without the passion and dedication of the
thousands of gamers who helped playtest and develop it. from the surf, their spider-like legs twitching across the sand. Artificial illumination or light spells of 2nd level or lower do not negate this ability.Sunlight Powerlessness (Ex) A shadow demon is utterly powerless in bright light or natural sunlightDemon, Succubus Profane Gift (Su) Once per day
as a full-round action, a succubus may grant a profane gift to a willing humanoid Tiny horns, bat-like wings, and a sinuous tail betray the demonic creature by touching it for 1 full round. It can constrict the same round it establishes a hold. Speed 30 ft.Melee tail +14 (3d6+12 plus stun) Melee tail +22 (4d6+19)Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft. While fiendish
lords being a deadly foe in any incarnation—the hierarchieswield transformation into greater or lesser forms as both and nuances of Hell’s society carry distinctions vital toprize and punishment, some devils spontaneously rise the survival of any who would commune with devils. Anyone held in the tentacles must succeed on a DC 19 Fortitude save
each round on the chuul’s turn or be paralyzed for 6 rounds. Understanding this, these celestials Azatas speak Celestial, Draconic, and Infernal, butremain removed from the majority of mortal conf licts, can speak with almost any creature because of theirpreferring to act as advisors in such situations rather truespeech special ability. flash of fire that
deals 100 points of damage (half fire, half unholy damage) to anything within 100 feet (Reflex DC 33 Balor CR 20 halves). The fallen lose some of thedeity or another and call their patron’s realm their home. The creature’s new “flesh” is soft and tender, reducing its Constitution score by 4 as long as it persists. A DC 22 Fortitude save reduces this
damage Devourer CR 11 to 3d6+18. Although few can predict when over their own triumphs. action. through the water on four powerful f lippers. Themajority of balor lords have several levels of barbarian, target must make a Fortitude save (DC 10 + 1/2 balor lord’sf ighter, or ranger (although ranger balor lords never racial HD + the balor lord’s
Charisma modifier) or die.form bonds with animals), but some instead have levels The body of a humanoid creature killed in this mannerof bard, rogue, sorcerer, or wizard. Spell-Like Abilities (CL 16th) At will—dispel chaos (DC 21), dispel good (DC 21), magic circle against good, greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Poison Use (Ex) Derros are not at risk
of poisoning themselves Derro CR 3 when handling poison. Ecology Environment any Organization solitary 82 Treasure standardDevourer–Dinosaur, BrachiosaurusDinosaur, Ankylosaurus Dinosaur, BrachiosaurusThick bony plates armor the domelike back of this quadrupedal A long tail counterbalances this reptile’s equally long neck, at thedinosaur,
its powerfully muscled tail ending in a bony club. Melee bite +12 (2d6+4), bite +12 (1d8+4), gore +12 (1d8+4), 2 claws +12 (1d6+4) Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. their large, antler-like mandibles, they use these appendagesAlthough nocturnal, the fire beetle lacks darkvision— to wrestle competing suitors and quickly Illustration by Andrew Houit relies
on its own glowing glands for illumination. Penetrating Strike (Su) A bebilith’s natural weapons are treated as chaotic and magical for the purposes of penetrating damage reduction. 59Demon, Dretch Unlike most demons, a dretch’s slovenly personality and disdain for prolonged physical labor rarely result This creature’s bloated frame shudders with
each heaving step, in success. Permanent animated Animated Object CR 3 objects can be built using the Craft Construct feat (see page XP 800 314). A single soul can often trigger the manifestation of a small army of dretches, and acid 10, cold 10, fire 10 the sight of a horde of fresh-birthed dretches pulling free from the heaving protomatter of the
Abyss is a nauseating Offense and terrifying one indeed. of objects only), messageSpells Prepared (CL 14th) 7th—mass cure serious wounds (2) 6th—banishment (DC 21), heal (2) 5th—dispel evil (DC 20), mass cure light wounds, plane shift (DC 20), raise dead 4th—dismissal (DC 19), divine power, neutralize poison (DC 19), spell immunity 3rd—cure
serious wounds, daylight, invisibility purge, magic vestment, protection from energy 2nd—bull’s strength, consecrate, cure moderate wounds (2), lesser restoration (2), owl’s wisdom 1st—bless, cure light wounds (3), divine favor, sanctuary (DC 16), shield of faith 0 (at will)—detect magic, purify food and drink, stabilize, virtueStatisticsStr 20, Dex 17,
Con 25, Int 16, Wis 20, Cha 17Base Atk +14; CMB +19; CMD 32Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes, Persuasive, Power AttackSkills Diplomacy +24, Escape Artist +17, Fly +24, Handle Animal +20, Knowledge (religion) +20, Perception +22, Perform (wind instruments) +20, Sense Motive +24, Stealth
+20Languages Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeechEcologyEnvironment any (Heaven)Organization solitary, pair, or squad (3–5)Treasure standardAssassin Vine the berries change in taste depending on what victims composted a given plant’s roots. To this end, archons of all walks often take Oro, the Flame in the Sky on the roles of questing
knights, journeying throughout Radigost, Bringer of Boons disparate worlds and realms aiding in good works and Sheave, the Orphan Lord promoting courageous acts. The two detailed below are the ones most Other variations on the common fire beetle exist. of objects only), telekinesis (DC 19) 3/day—enervation, silence (DC 16), vampiric touch
1/day—mass hold person (DC 21), regenerate, summon (level 4, 1 nabasu 30% or 1d4 babaus 30%) STATISTICS Str 22, Dex 17, Con 22, Int 15, Wis 16, Cha 19 Base Atk +9; CMB +15; CMD 29 Feats Cleave, Combat Expertise, Dodge, Improved Initiative, Power Attack Skills Acrobatics +15, Fly +15, Knowledge (arcana) +14, Knowledge (planes) +14,
Perception +23, Sense Motive +15, Stealth +15 (+23 in shadowy conditions), Survival +15; Racial Modifiers +8 Perception, +8 Stealth in shadowy areas Languages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft.Illustrations by Tyler Walpole ECOLOGY Environment any (Abyss) Organization solitary Treasure standard SPECIAL ABILITIES Consume
Life (Su) When a nabasu creates a ghoul with its gaze attack, it gains a growth point. against its master. On any round thereafter that it maintains its hold, the behir can choose to rake the grappled target or swallow it whole. This (11–20 swarms) immense creature has an average wingspan of 15 feet and Treasure none weighs roughly 200
pounds.Illustrations by Andrew Hou Special Features The dire bat generally doesn’t shelter in groups larger than eight, Wounding (Ex) Any living often living a solitary life. (average) on their backs and aiding in their ally’s protection for theirMelee bite +8 (1d6+5), tail slap +3 (1d8+2) own inscrutable reasons. It do a relatively good job at keeping
weighs approximately these warrens clean of refuse. The lot of the dretch’s existence is to serve more powerful demons as victims, and only the lucky few survive long enough to evolve. Starting Statistics: Size Medium; Speed 30 ft.; AC +3The ankylosaurus is a powerful, squat dinosaur more natural armor; Attack tail (2d4); Ability Scores Str 13,
Dexthan capable of defending itself against enemies. Such repulsive beingsDefense assemble in vast mobs, waves of putrescence thousands upon thousands strong. trip) that the best way to win aFeats Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Skill Focus (Perception), fight with a bulette is to avoid it entirely. CMD 32 (can’t be tripped) A couatl sometimes shows
its favor toFeats Alertness, Dodge, an adventurer or party that has done it a service by gifting the group with 1d4 of its brightly colored feathers. She gains the march, a hive of army ants advanced and the giant is capable of eating simple templates, but anything that gets drops her speed to in the way of its 10 feet and loses unabating swath her climb
speed of destruction16 entirely. Base Atk +3; CMB +1; CMD 15Illustration by Adam Vehige Feats Dodge, Weapon Finesse Skills Acrobatics +9, Bluff +8, Fly +21, Knowledge (arcana) +7, Knowledge (planes) +7, Perception +7, Spellcraft +7 Languages Common, Infernal SQ change shape (boar, giant spider, rat, or raven, beast shape I) Ecology
Environment any (Hell) Organization solitary, pair, or flock (3–10) Treasure standard Special Abilities Poison (Ex) Sting—injury; save Fort DC 13; frequency 1/ round for 6 rounds; effect 1d2 Dex; cure 1 save. Uncanny Dodge (Ex) This ability functions identically to the rogue ability. Eitelbach and Hank Woon Art Director: Sarah E. The by a glabrezu
always fulf ills the wisher’s need in the mostmonster’s eyes shine with a mix of intelligence and cruelty. unknown, as they see themselves as objects of worship,Only the cruelest mortal souls can fuel the creation of a not the other way around, although rumors persist ofbalor—unlike in the cases of most other demons, it often powerful balor clerics that
directly serve demon lords ortakes multiple souls of powerful villains to trigger the even evil gods.birthing of a new balor. Statistics Str 16, Dex 13, Con 13, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 9 Base Atk +2; CMB +5; CMD 16 Feats Intimidating Prowess, Skill Focus (Perception) Skills Intimidate +7, Perception +8, Stealth +10; Racial Modifiers +4 Intimidate, +4
Stealth SQ stalker Languages Common, Goblin Ecology Environment temperate mountains Organization solitary, pair, gang (3–6), or warband (7–12 plus 2 warriors of 1st level and 1 chieftain of 3rd–5th level) Treasure NPC Gear (leather armor, light wooden shield, morningstar, 3 javelins, other treasure) Special Abilities Stalker (Ex) Perception and
Stealth are always class skills for bugbears.Illustration by Andrew Hou The bugbear is the largest of the goblinoid races, a lumbering brute that stands at least a head taller than most humans. trip) Str 37, Dex 10, Con 21, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 10Feats Great Fortitude, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Base Atk +13; CMB +30; CMD 40 (44 vs. 2d8 2d6 1d8
2d8 2d8 — 120 ft. A black pudding can establish or release suction as a swift action, and as long as it is usingBoar Boar, Dire This ill-tempered beast’s tiny, bloodshot eyes glare angrily above The back of this horse-sized boar rises in a steep slope. in its description. Dark stalkers are 6 feet tall and weigh 100 Str 14, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 9, Wis 11, Cha
13 Base Atk +4; CMB +6; CMD 20 pounds. Moloch, the General of Hell Nahemah, the Dowager of Divinations As the most numerous fiendish occupants of Hell, the Orobas, Speaker of Truthsvarious forms of devils are well catalogued by diabolists. The succubus’s kiss bestows one negative level. This acts like a fireball that deals 3d6 points of fire
damage to all creatures within a 20-foot-radius burst. Constant spell-like abilities has no real lair, although such creatures are often used tofunction at all times but can be dispelled. Speed 20 ft., swim 50 ft. Stone (Ex, 1 CP): The object is made of stone or crystal. They are deadly Connla, the Wolfhound’s Sonand resolute foes of evil, fearless and clever
in battle. In Hell, this predisposes them to Avernus, Dis, Malebolge, Nessus, and Phlegethon the layers most likely Will, Improved Vital Strike, Iron Will, Multiattack, Power to harbor their burning temple-citadels. trip) hobgoblins, troglodytes, and particularly orcs, ankhegsFeats Skill Focus (Perception), Toughness make popular guardians or even
pets.Skills Climb +8, Perception +8 15ECOLOGYEnvironment temperate or warm plainsOrganization solitary, pair, or nest (3–6)Treasure incidentalSPECIAL ABILITIES Illustration by Matt CavottaSpit Acid (Ex) Once every 6 hours, an ankheg can spit a 30-foot line of acid. (clumsy), swim 40 ft.Melee bite +31 (4d6+18/19–20), 2 claws +31
(2d8+12/19–20), 2 wings +29 (2d6+6), tail slap +29 (2d8+18)Space 20 ft.; Reach 15 ft. These encounters might take the form of vast themselves the unwilling enemies of chaotic good creatures,Illustration by AMnicdrheaewl JHaoeucks armies clashing over strange planar holdings, or solitary particularly the azatas. The foe gains the grappled
condition, but the Perception +38 balor does not. evil of light they shed, and take DR 10/evil; Immune electricity, petrification great pleasure in modulating their colors and brightness Offense in time to music or to entertain other creatures. Rabies 87Type disease, injury; Save Fortitude DC 14Onset 2d6 weeks; Frequency 1/dayEffect 1 Con damage
plus 1d3 Wis damage (minimum reduction to 1 Wis); Cure 2 consecutive savesDolphin Dolphin, Orca This streamlined, fish-like mammal has sparkling eyes over a This sleek black whale has a distinctive white patch near each eye smiling mouth filled with hundreds of teeth. Angels are further subdivided into their own specific hierarchy known as the
Triad of Choirs. ground in a deadly, undulating wave.Giant Centipede CR 1/2 Centipede Swarm CR 4XP 200 XP 1,200N Medium vermin N Diminutive vermin (swarm)Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +4 Init +4; Senses darkvision 60 ft., tremorsense 30 ft.;Defense Perception +4AC 14, touch 12, flat-footed 12 (+2 Dex, +2 natural)
Defensehp 5 (1d8+1)Fort +3, Ref +2, Will +0 AC 18, touch 18, flat-footed 14 (+4 Dex, +4 size)Immune mind-affecting effects hp 31 (9d8–9) Fort +5, Ref +7, Will +3Offense Defensive Abilities swarm traits, Immune weapon damageSpeed 40 ft., climb 40 ft. and blindsense 60 ft. They watch over planar travelers and sponsor powerful mortals, pushing
This tall, human-like creature has long, feathery wings and a them to take on good causes. A wish grantedFour arms grace the torso of this towering monstrosity. with glaive)Special Attacks beardSpell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) At will—greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. These greater devils are Aura fear aura (5 ft., DC 23) trained, forged, and reforged to
be among the most lethal, merciless, and obedient warriors in the multiverse. Plant Water Undead This book’s appendices also contain a wealth of other Vermininformation—you’ll f ind rules for altering a monster’sstats (including making it more or less powerful by Climateapplying templates, adjusting size and Hit Dice, or even Cold Extraplanar
Temperate Tropicalgiving a monster class levels), guidelines for monstrousPCs, and more. (good) with their neighbors. magical gear assigned to it, the assumption is a mediumRanged: As Melee above, but for ranged attacks. Death is, in some ways, their Abyss. The save DC is Charisma-based and includes a +2 racial bonus.CE Medium humanoid
(boggard) Boggards resemble anthropomorphic frogs or toads,Init -1; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception +4 complete with webbed hands and feet, large eyes, and overly wide mouths. A single Very young Immunity to acid, water breathing — sharp horn protrudes from the end of its toothy snout. line, DC 28, 20d6 acid), corrupt
water, crushSpell-Like Abilities (CL 22nd) At will—darkness (100-ft. A tail slap is a secondary attack that deals the indicated damage plus 1-1/2 times the dragon’s Strength bonus (this is Many of a true dragon’s abilities, attacks, and other statistics an exception to the normal secondary attack rules). A dragon can use its breath weapon once every 1d4
rounds, even if it possesses more than one breath weapon. 2,000 pounds. The bleeding Medium; Speed 20 ft., can be stopped by a DC f ly 40 ft. Solars who spend a long time in theMaterial Plane, especially those in the guiseof mortals, are sometimes the source of half-celestial or aasimar bloodlines in mortalfamilies, due either to romantic
dalliancesor simply the mortals’ proximity tocelestial energy. Advanced dretches are rare, but those who do yet despite its shape, the thing moves with surprising quickness. 2 Attacked by a swarm of spiders! Spend a full round action to attack the floor near you with your weapon. The save DC is Wisdom-based.Illustration by Michael Jaecks The
assassin vine is a carnivorous plant that collects its own grisly fertilizer by grabbing and crushing animals and depositing the carcasses near its roots. Creatures ability score increases (see the Dragon Ability Scores table). The soul of a creature slain by this attack becomes XP 12,800 trapped within the devourer’s chest. (average) rage, hatred, and
violence of that despicable realm. of objects only), messageStatisticsStr 15, Dex 10, Con 13, Int 10, Wis 13, Cha 12Base Atk +6; CMB +8; CMD 18Feats Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Power AttackSkills Acrobatics +9, Intimidate +10, Perception +10, Sense Motive +10, Stealth +13, Survival +14; Racial Modifiers +4 Stealth, +4 SurvivalLanguages
Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeechSQ change shape (beast shape II)EcologyEnvironment any (Heaven)Organization solitary, pair, or squad (3–5)Treasure standard (masterwork greatsword, other treasure)Special AbilitiesChange Shape (Su) A hound archon can assume any canine form of Small to Large size, as if using beast shape II. A stat
block is organized listed are unusual and typically outcasts from their kind)as follows. Natural Armor +5; Breath Weapon line, 2d8 electricity Juvenile Frightful presence, minor image 1st Str 13, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 10, Wis 11, Cha 10 Young adult DR 5/magic, spell resistance 3rd ECOLOGY Adult Electricity aura, ventriloquism 5th Environment warm
deserts Organization solitary Mature adult DR 10/magic 7th Treasure triple Old Mirage, hallucinatory terrain 9th SPECIAL ABILITIES Very old DR 15/magic 11th Desert Thirst (Su) A blue dragon can cast create water at will (CL equals its HD). An imp consular can be summoned via the Improved Familiar feat, but only by a spellcaster of Offense 8th
level or higher. Triceratops CR 8 Tyrannosaurus CR 9 XP 4,800 XP 6,400 N Huge animal N Gargantuan animal Init –1; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +24 Init +5; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +37 Defense Defense AC 21, touch 7, flat-footed 21 (–1 Dex, +14 natural, –2 size) AC 21, touch 7, flat-footed 20 (+1 Dex, +14 natural, –
4 size) hp 119 (14d8+56) hp 153 (18d8+72) Fort +15, Ref +8, Will +5 Fort +15, Ref +12, Will +10 Offense Offense Speed 30 ft. indicated with a superscript “B.”hp: The creature’s hit points, followed by its Hit Dice Skills: The creature’s skills are listed here. trip) Weapon Focus (bite)Feats Alertness, Improved Initiative, Improved Vital Strike, Skills
Fly +17, Handle Animal +26, Intimidate +29, Knowledge (arcana) +29, Knowledge (history) +29, Knowledge (geography) Power Attack, Skill Focus (Stealth), Vital Strike, Weapon +29, Perception +34, Spellcraft +29, Stealth +23, Swim +44 Focus (bite) Languages Common, Draconic, Giant, Goblin, OrcSkills Fly +12, Handle Animal +16, Intimidate
+19, Knowledge (arcana) SQ speak with reptiles, swamp stride, water breathing +19, Perception +24, Spellcraft +19, Stealth +20, Swim +32Languages Common, Draconic, Giant Lording over the darkest swamps and marshes, blackSQ speak with reptiles, swamp stride, water breathing dragons are the undisputed masters of their domain, ruling
through cruelty and intimidation. in armor) Melee longsword +5 (1d8+2/19–20), 2 hooves +0 (1d6+1) Ranged spear +5 (1d8+2/×3) Space 10 ft., Reach 5 ft. Fort +9, Ref +7, Will +12 The trapped essence gains one permanent negative level Defensive Abilities spell deflection, undead traits; SR 22 for every 5 points of essence drained—these negative
levels remain if the creature is brought back to life (but Offense they do not stack with any negative levels imparted by being brought back to life). The save DC is Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. retaining the qualities of its actual composition).MARILITH CR 17 Multiweapon Mastery (Ex) A marilith never takes penalties toXP 102,400 her attack roll when
fighting with multiple weapons.CE Large outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) The leaders of Abyssal hordes and queens of Abyssal nations, the dreaded mariliths serve demon lords asInit +4; Senses darkvision 60 ft., true seeing; Perception +31 governesses, advisors, and even lovers, yet their brilliance as tacticians makes them most sought
after as generals andAura unholy aura (DC 25) commanders of armies. Wings stained (CL 16th, DC 20). trip)Str 21, Dex 13, Con 19, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 6 Feats Endurance, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Run, SkillBase Atk +3; CMB +9 (+13 grapple); CMD 20 (24 vs. Only theirknobby, f lailing limbs work as they should, and thosethey merely use to
destroy any non-infernal life thatdraws too near. An erinyes’s rope functions only for the erinyes who made it and no other. evil Defensive Abilities uncanny dodge; DR 10/evil; Immune acid, cold, petrification; Resist electricity 10, fire 10; SR 25 Offense Speed 50 ft., fly 100 ft. The save is Constitution-based.Poison Use (Ex) Dark creepers are skilled in
the use of poison and never risk accidentally poisoning themselves. hp 103 (9d10+54) Only when finally sated can a nabasu return to the Abyss. Aasimars have the following racial traits.Aasimar CR 1/2 +2 Charisma, +2 Wisdom: Aasimars are insightful,XP 200 confident, and personable.Aasimar cleric 1 Normal Speed: Aasimars have a base speed of
30 feet. Friendly and curious beings, lantern archons eagerly Lantern Archon CR 2 converse with and assist other creatures. everything in its path. 81 Only the most powerful of mortal spellcasters canor dare summon a pit fiend. At attention, bearded devils stand over 6 feet tall 10; SR 16 (though their squatting battle stances often make them appear
shorter) and weigh upward of 200 pounds.Offense 73Speed 40 ft.Melee glaive +11/+6 melee (1d10+6 plus infernal wound) or 2 claws +10 melee (1d6+4)Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. Against a foe that has greaterhp 57 (6d10+24) reach (or one able to otherwise avoid the devil’s favoredFort +9, Ref +7, Will +3 tactic), they drop their glaives and resort to
their clawsDR 5/good or silver; Immune fire, poison; Resist acid 10, cold and hideous beards. A dark stalker’s gear and treasure are unaffected by this explosion. trip) Knowledge (nature) +31, Knowledge (planes) +31, PerceptionFeats Alertness, Cleave, Flyby Attack, Great Cleave, Improved +35, Spellcraft +31, Stealth +13, Survival +31, Swim +46,
Use Magic Device +31 Critical (bite, claw), Iron Will, Power Attack Languages Abyssal, Common, Draconic, Elven, Giant, SylvanSkills Fly +10, Knowledge (arcane) +21, Knowledge (nature) SQ camouflage, trackless step, water breathing, woodland stride Green dragons dwell in the ancient forests of the world, +21, Perception +25, Spellcraft +21,
Stealth +10, Survival +21, prowling under towering canopies in search of prey. Acceptance into the clan then depends on the young boggard’s successful huntOffense to kill a sentient humanoid. These remarkable plants can see minute movements in the earth and air and detect changes in light and heat through their broad leaves, giving them
exceptional awareness of the area around them. For unusual creatures, you canfor their first HD, but all other HD rolls are assumed to swap out the languages known for other choices as needed.be average. (clumsy) Colossal 250 ft. beetles exist as well. All creatures adjacent to an aboleth must succeed on a DC 20 Fortitude save each round or lose
the ability to breathe air (but gain the ability to breathe water) for 3 hours. Typical aasimar features are hairthat shines like metal, unusual eye or skin color, or evenglowing golden halos. (poor)Melee bite +23 (3d8+11/19–20), 2 claws +23 (2d6+11)Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft.Special Attacks unholy nimbusSpell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) Constant—true
seeing, unholy aura (DC 23) At will—call lightning (DC 18), feeblemind (DC 20), greater dispel magic, slow (DC 18), greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Cha 21 Devourers are the undead Base Atk +10; CMB +20; CMD 33 remnants of fiends and evil Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Combat spellcasters who became lost beyond the farthest reaches of Casting,
Combat Expertise, the multiverse. Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft. The area becomes Spell-Like Abilities (CL 11th) lava to a depth of 1 foot. Additional Attack (Ex, 1 CP): Gains an additional slam attack. It is said thatDevil, Imp the role of dutiful servants, often granting their masters cunning advice and infernal insights. Chuuls are excellent swimmers but
prefer to attack land-bound creatures or those wallowing in shallow water. The save DC is 72 Charisma-based.Devil, Barbed–Devil, BeardedDevil, Bearded level check or the spell does not function. Watched over by benevolent mentors and captains of Hors, the Freezing Sun the divine orders, each spirit is encouraged and aided in Inanna, Princess of
the Sky indulging its fundamental desire to see peace, honesty, and Lugus, the Three-Faced fairness spread across all lands, especially throughout the Ogoun, of Fire and Iron Material Plane. Immunities (Ex): Every dragon is immune to sleep and Spells: A dragon knows and casts arcane spells as a paralysis. Special Attacks bardic performance (20
rounds/day), constrict (2d6+5) Spell-Like Abilities (CL 7th) 3/day—darkness, hallucinatory terrain (DC 18), knock, light 1/day—charm person (DC 15), speak with animals, speak with plants Spells Known (CL 7th) 3rd (2/day)—charm monster (DC 17), cure serious wounds 2nd (4/day)—hold person (DC 16), invisibility, sound burst (DC 16), suggestion
(DC 16) 1st (5/day)—charm person (DC 15), cure light wounds, identify, sleep (DC 15) 0 (at will)—dancing lights, daze (DC 14), detect magic, lullaby (DC 14), mage hand, read magicIllustration by Alex Shim Statistics Str 20, Dex 17, Con 21, Int 14, Wis 16, Cha 19 Base Atk +7; CMB +13; CMD 26 (can’t be tripped) Feats Combat Casting, Hover, Iron
Will, Lightning Reflexes Skills Bluff +14, Diplomacy +14, Fly +11, Knowledge (nature) +9, Perception +13, Perform (stringed instruments) +16, Sense Motive +13, Survival +14; Racial Modifiers +4 Survival Languages Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeech Ecology Environment any (Elysium) Organization solitary, pair, or choir (3–6) Treasure
standard (+1 longsword, masterwork harp) Special Abilities Bardic Performance A lillend has the bardic performance ability of a 7th-level bard, granting her access to that ability’s countersong, fascinate, inspire courage, inspire competence, and suggestion aspects. Bleeding caused in this way is difficult to staunch—a DC 26 Heal check stops the
damage, and any attempt to heal a creature suffering from an infernal wound must succeed on a DC 26 caster level check or the spell does not function. In order to fully use the creaturesin the Pathfinder RPG Bestiary, you’ll need a copy of the Creature Type TerrainPathfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook. poison, +2 resistance vs. Talesspeak of
larger ankhegs that dwell in remote deserts—such creatures likely feed primarily on giant scorpionsand camels, and rarely come in contact withcivilization due to their remote locations. Certainly, a creature capable ofStatistics changing its shape has a handy way to avoid capture for its crimes, and some particularly maliciousStr 18, Dex 13, Con 12,
Int 13, Wis 14, Cha 13Base Atk +4; CMB +8; CMD 20 doppelgangers enjoy disrupting relationships byFeats Dodge, Great Fortitude posing as unfaithful lovers.Skills Bluff +9 (+13 while using change shape ability), Rumors persist of even more powerful Diplomacy +4, Disguise +9 (+29 while using change doppelgangers capable of not only shape
ability), Perception +9, Sense Motive +6, Stealth shifting their appearance, but +5; Racial Modifiers +4 Bluff, +4 Disguise also skills, memories, andLanguages Common even the extraordinary andSQ change shape (alter self ), mimicry, supernatural abilities of perfect copy creatures whose forms they choose to mimic.Ecology These doppelgangers’
change shape abilityEnvironment any functions like theOrganization solitary, pair, or gang (3–6) spell polymorph ratherTreasure NPC Gear than alter self.Special Abilities 89 Illustration by Matt CavottaMimicry (Ex) A doppelganger is proficient in all weapons, armor, and shields. Aura frightful presence (180 ft., DC 20) Defense AC 27, touch 8, flatfooted 27 (+19 natural, –2 size) hp 172 (15d12+75) Fort +14, Ref +9, Will +14 DR 5/magic; Immune acid, paralysis, sleep; SR 23 Offense Speed 40 ft., fly 200 ft. The dance immediately ends and must be started anew if any of the participating vrocks is slain, stunned, or otherwise prevented from dancing. Chuuls are armored, crustacean-like
predators that lurk beneath the surfaces of shallow ponds and mires, bursting from concealment to snatch up prey in their chitinous pincers and then paralyzing them with their mouth tentacles before eating them alive. natural armor; AttackPteranodon Companions tail (2d6); Ability Scores Str 10, Dex 18, Con 10,Starting Statistics: Size Medium;
Speed 10 ft., Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 10;f ly 50 ft. evil All trumpet archons carry a gleaming magical trumpetDR 10/evil; Immune electricity, petrification; SR 25 or horn with which they create wondrous music, sound calls to other archons, paralyze enemies, or defend theOffense virtuous. CN Medium humanoid (dark folk) The strange and mysterious dark
stalkers are the undisputed Init +4; Senses see in darkness; Perception +8 leaders of dark folk society. While a devil’s station does not mean it canalways correspond to a specific tenure of torment or place instantly command every other devil of inferior standing,in the infernal chain of command. Wing attacks are secondary attacks that deal and
bloodshed. The save Poison (Ex) Bite—injury; save Fort DC is Constitution-based and includes a +2 racial bonus. These treants can be called from any Huge or larger living tree. The victim takes 1d8+2 points of damage and must succeed on a DC 17 Fortitude save or contract devil chills. Legendary hunters and skilled warriors, centaurs are part man
and part horse. As a standard action, a creature can rip the filament free with a DC 20 Strength check. Most barbed devils stand upward of 7 feet tall and weigh 300 pounds, though their leanly Offense muscled bodies appear much larger due to the constantly growing and adjusting spines that protrude from their Speed 30 ft. The This fiend’s armored
f lesh is scaly and moist. As a swift action, a lantern archon can dampen its light to that of a candle for 1 Base Atk +2; CMB –4; CMD 6 round. Invariably, several dark stalkers serve asSpeed 30 ft. of the horned devil, not of the spiked chain. Tales of its forms. Black puddings are the scavengers of the underworld,Black Pudding CR 7 constantly on the
lookout for a meal. It’s impossible to harvest new filaments from a dead cave fisher, but filamentsAC 15, touch 11, flat-footed 14 (+1 Dex, +4 natural) harvested from living ones are incredibly light and strong,hp 22 (3d8+9) functioning as silk rope once the sticky adhesive on aFort +6, Ref +2, Will +1 length decomposes (which generally takes 3d6
minutes).Immune mind-affecting effects A cave fisher’s filament glands are useful in constructing sovereign glue and similar sticky magical items. (perfect) completely consumed may only be restored Melee 2 claws +18 (1d8+9 plus energy drain) to life by a miracle or wish. 40 ft.Small 150 ft. 1/day—greater restoration, power word blind, power word
kill, Most have silvery or golden skin. Fear (Su) A barbed devil’s fear attack affects any creature it damages with its claws. Only death can extinguish this light. Companions 7th-Level Advancement: Size Large; AC +2 natural Starting Statistics: armor; Attack bite (1d8); Size Medium; Speed Ability Scores Str +8, swim 80 ft.; AC +1 Dex –2, Con +4;
Special natural armor; Attack Qualities blindsight slam (1d4); Ability 120 ft. Thus, particularly Listed here, from the absolute weakest devils to the lordswatchful hamatulas might join the ranks of Phlegethon’s of Hell, is the most basic hierarchy of the infernal realm’sbone devil inquisitors, while veteran barbazus might best-known denizens.serve
among the pit fiends of Nessus. Those that cannot weatherthe devils’ burning rage are slain—their souls typicallyracing the pit fiends back to Hell. In addition, a doppelganger can use any spell trigger or spell completion item as if the spells were on its spell list. You can create and rip it apart with their gutting talons. Special Attacks constrict
(1d8+7), entangle Statistics Str 20, Dex 10, Con 16, Int —, Wis 13, Cha 9 Base Atk +3; CMB +9 (+13 grapple); CMD 19 (can’t be tripped) SQ camouflage Ecology Environment temperate forests Organization solitary, pair, or patch (3–6) Treasure incidental Special Abilities Camouflage (Ex) Since an assassin vine looks like a normal plant when at rest,
a DC 20 Perception check is required to notice it before it attacks for the first time. A tail sweep base natural armor bonus increases with each age category. A full list of archon traits is presented on page 310. A bushy, A single huge eye stares from the forehead of this nine-foot-tall expressive brow couples with a cyclops’s massive eye to giant. Devil
Chills: Disease—injury; save Fort DC 17; onset 1d4 days; frequency 1/day; effect 1d4 Str damage; cure 3 consecutive saves.Infernal Wound (Su) The damage a bearded devil deals with its glaive inflicts persistent wounds that cause 2 points of bleed damage. As a general rule, a pit fiend Duke of Hell has severallevels of a particular character class, the
advanced simpletemplate, or in some cases unusual spell-like abilities orunique powers over and above those of most pit fiends.Listed here are three sample unique pit fiend dukeabilities, but these examples are by no means the entiretyof what strange powers an infernal duke might wield. As such, a behir can often be bought off Behir CR 8 or
reasoned with by those brave negotiators willing to get XP 4,800 close enough to make their pitch. As a full-round action, he can The statistics given above are for soldier ants—the remove the ants with a DC 17 Reflex save. Orca CompanionsIllustration by Dean Spencer Dolphins are social predators that hunt shallow seas and rivers in large family
groups called pods. (clumsy)Melee bite +33 (4d6+18/19–20), 2 claws +32 (2d8+12), 2 wings +30 (2d6+6), tail slap +30 (2d8+18)Space 20 ft.; Reach 15 ft. Slime (Ex) A creature hit by an aboleth’s tentacle must succeed on a DC 20 Fortitude save or his skin and flesh transform into a clear, slimy membrane over the course of 1d4 rounds. Special
Attacks breath weapon (80-ft. of the Upper Planes, stand several unique and potent membersAzatas are champions of these concepts, great bards, of the azata race. Breath weapons come in two shapes, lines and cones, a dragon can employ and the damage it deals (a dash whose areas vary with the dragon’s size. a devourer can deal 12d6+18 points
of damage as if using a slay living spell. Melee bite +21 (2d8+12/19–20), 2 claws +21 (2d6+8/19–20),Dragon (Chromatic), Green 2 wings +16 (1d8+4), tail slap +16 (2d6+12) 4th (7/day)—dimension door, ice storm, scrying (DC 19), stoneskinSpace 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Large; AC +3 natural armor; Attack tail (2d8 7th-Level Advancement: Size Large;
AC +2 plus trip); Ability Scoresnatural armor; Attack bite (2d6); Ability Scores Str +8, Dex –2, Con +4.Str +8, Dex –2, Con +4. trip) Skills Fly –6Ecology EcologyEnvironment anyOrganization solitary, cluster (2–6) or colony (7–12) Environment temperate forestsTreasure none Organization solitary, pair, or cluster (3–6) Treasure noneSpecial Abilities
Nearly 10 feet long, giant stag beetles become seriousLuminescence (Ex) A fire beetle’s glowing glands provide light dangers when they wander into logging camps due to their in a 10-foot radius. of objects only), vampiric touch 1/day—dominate person (DC 23), summon (level 3, 1 babau 50%)Illustration by Tyler Walpole Statistics Str 13, Dex 17, Con
20, Int 18, Wis 14, Cha 27 Base Atk +8; CMB +11; CMD 22 Feats Agile Maneuvers, Combat Reflexes, Iron Will, Weapon Finesse Skills Bluff +27, Diplomacy +19, Disguise +19, Escape Artist +11, Fly +14, Intimidate +16, Knowledge (local) +15, Perception +21, Sense Motive +13, Stealth +14; Racial Modifiers +8 Bluff, +8 Perception Languages
Abyssal, Celestial, Common, Draconic; tongues, telepathy 100 ft. Chokers walk with a disturbing, almost comical gaitdue to their extremely limber legs. A dragon’s SR is Damage Reduction: Dragons gain damage reduction equal to 11 + its CR.as they age, as indicated on each dragon’s specific entry.Chromatic Dragon, Black Water Breathing (Ex) A
black dragon can breathe underwater indefinitely and can freely use its breath weapon, spells, and Hissing green acid drips from the fanged maw of this black- other abilities while submerged. The save DC is Constitution-based, and includes a +2 racial bonus. Another category of unique demons exists between enemy—for a mortal who dies can often
escape a demon’s the mighty balor race and the demon lords—these are depredations and f lee to his just reward in the afterlife. Sadly, this is indeed possible, though thankfully rare, and only the proudest or Angels can be of any good alignment. Nausea: All creatures in a 30-foot cone must save (Fortitude negates) or fall prone and be nauseated for
1d4+1 rounds. Lantern archons light many settlements in the celestial realms in lieu of mundane or magical (planes) +3, Perception +4, Sense illumination, serving as disguised sentinels always Motive +5 watchful for approaching evil. Regardless of its type, a chimera’s breath weapon is usable once every 1d4 rounds, deals 6d8 points of damage,
and allows a DC 17 Reflex save for half damage. hunting game and punishing interlopers with a fury that shakes the hillsides.Bulette CR 7XP 3,200 Bulettes are perfect eating machines, consuming bones, armor, and even magical items with their powerful jawsN Huge magical beast and churning stomach acid. Combat A breath weapon always starts

at an intersection adjacent to the dragon and extends in a direction of the dragon’s The Dragon Attacks and Speeds table lists the attacks choice. This ability is otherwise similar to entangle (CL 4th, DC 13). Its maximum hit points increase by 10 for each growth point, and its caster level for spell-like abilities increases by 1. A quasit serves, Speed 20
ft., fly 50 ft. If an ankheg chooses to make a permanent tunnel when burrowing, itAC 16, touch 9, flat-footed 16 (+7 natural, –1 size) moves at half speed. DC 19), greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Small centipede, toad, or wolf; polymorph) Ecology Environment any (Abyss) Organization solitary or flock (2–12) Treasure standard Special Abilities Poison
(Ex) Claw—injury; save Fortitude DC 13 (includes a +2 racial bonus); frequency 1/round for 6 rounds;66 effect 1d2 Dexterity; cure 2 consecutive saves.Demon, Quasit–Demon, ShadowDemon, Shadow and flees from it. These save DCs are Charisma-based.Demon, Succubus–Demon, VrockDemon, Vrock Spores (Ex) A vrock can release a cloud of spores
from its body once every 3 rounds as a free action. A according to its size. Any non-Bulbous eyes glare atop this creature’s decidedly toad-like head. They once ruled the world with vast Init +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +14 empires, and today view most other forms of life as either food or slaves—and sometimes both. If used on a wall or
ceiling, treat this ability as an avalanche that deals fire damage. Instead, the creature splits into two identical puddings, each with half of the original’s current hit points (round down). forefront of divine armies, and war against all who would The natives of Heaven arise from amid the earth and corrupt that which is just. Forthe more powerful nondivine beings in the multiverse. Chimeras speak with three overlapping voices, but heads f lank its central feline one—a dragon and a horned goat. Other colored puddings are rumored to exist, with white ones living in the arctic, brown ones living inOffense swamps, and tan ones living in deserts.Speed 20 ft., climb 20 ft. trip)SQ hold breath Feats
Improved Critical (bite), Improved Initiative, Iron Will,ECOLOGY Run, Skill Focus (Perception, Stealth) Skills Perception +14, Stealth +0 (+8 in water), Swim +21;Environment warm rivers and marshesOrganization solitary, pair, or colony (3–12) Racial Modifiers +8 Stealth in waterTreasure none SQ hold breathSPECIAL ABILITIES ECOLOGYDeath
Roll (Ex) When grappling a foe of its size or smaller, Environment warm rivers and marshes a crocodile can perform a death roll upon making a Organization solitary, pair, or colony (3–6) successful grapple check. Age Category Special Abilities Caster Level BLUE DRAGON LE dragon (earth) Wyrmling Desert thirst, immune to electricity — BASE
STATISTICS Very young Sound imitation — CR 5; Size Small; Hit Dice 6d12 Young Ghost sound — Speed 40 ft., burrow 20 ft. often protect the lands under their care. See page 311 for full details onthan champions, granting goodly mortals ownership truespeech and other shared azata traits.Azata, Bralani Bralanis are among the fiercest and wildest
of the azatas, living from moment to moment and always on the lookout Silver-white hair the color of a lightning strike whips about this for chances to test their skill in battle. This catastrophic withering begins on the round the creature is bitten and continues for another 4 A spider the size of an elephant, this dark blue arachnid rears up on rounds
thereafter, for 5 rounds of withering in all. trip) Base Atk +1; CMB +3; CMD 15 (19 vs. d10 Head Color Breath Weapon 1–2 Black 40-foot line of acid 3–4 Blue 40-foot line of lightning 5–6 Green 20-foot cone of acid 7–8 Red 20-foot cone of fire 9–10 White 20-foot cone of cold Chimeras are monstrous creatures born of primordial evil. poison, +4
resistance vs. Alternatively, it can destroy an equal Ancient Storm breath, veil 13th amount of liquid in a 10-foot burst. Dark creepers favor a foul-smelling black paste distilled from certain deep-underground fungi known as black smear— injury; save Fort DC 15; frequency 1/round for 6 rounds; effect 1d2 Str; cure 1 save.Rag Armor (Ex) A dark
creeper’s multiple layers of filthy rags function as leather armor when worn by one of their kind.See in Darkness (Su) A dark creeper can see perfectly in darkness of any kind, including that created by deeper darkness.Dark creepers lurk in the black places deep belowthe surface of the world, venturing forth at night orDark Stalker their diminutive
kin, the dark creepers, dark stalkers use black poison on their weapons and generally carry six doses This tall humanoid’s pale brow and black, soulless eyes are all on them. f lanks, and its green body glistens with thick, clear slime. For each additional vrock that joins in the dance, the damage increases by 5d6 and the DC to avoid the effect increases
by +1, to a maximum of 20d6 when four or more vrocks are dancing (the DC continues to increase with additional vrocks, but the damage does not). team (2–4), squad A derro stands 3 feet tall and weighs 70 pounds. XP 1,200 See in Darkness (Su) A dark stalker can see perfectly in darkness of any kind, including that created by deeper darkness. Its
With each graceful step, this leopard’s steely muscles ripple long and powerful legs are obviously capable of great speed. Boggards startAC 14, touch 9, flat-footed 14 (+2 armor, –1 Dex, +3 natural) out life as tadpoles in breeding ponds, eventually growinghp 22 (3d8+9) to a length of 3 feet before sprouting arms and legs andFort +5, Ref +0, Will +1
becoming capable of terrestrial living. XP: Listed here are the total experience points that PCsearn for defeating the monster.Aura: If the creature has a particular magical or 10, 8); in both cases, the creature’s ability score modifiersexceptional aura, it is listed here along with its radius are listed at the end of its description.from the creature and, as
applicable, a save DC to resist the Base Atk/CMB/CMD: These values give the creature’saura’s effects. Unlike most devils, imps often find themselves free Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) and alone on the Material Plane, particularly after they’ve been summoned to serve as familiars and their masters Constant—detect good, detect magic have perished
(often indirectly due to the machinations of At will—invisibility (self only) 1/day—augury, suggestion (DC 15) the imp itself ). The acid pool XP 3,200 floats on water, and deals damage to anything on the surface. cone, DC 17, 6d6 acid) Spell-Like Abilities (CL 9th) Spell-Like Abilities (Sp) A green dragon gains the following spell-like abilities, usable at
will upon reaching the listed At will—entangle (DC 12) age category. In light form, it can fly and gainsAC 28, touch 16, flat-footed 26 (+4 deflection, +1 Dex, +1 the incorporeal quality—it can make light ray attacks or use dodge, +12 natural) spell-like abilities in this form, but can’t make physical attacks or cast spells. additional forms of attack no
matter what its age, as givenIts caster level depends on its age, as shown for each type. improve as a dragon grows older. When at the end of a mortal lifea creature’s soul is damned—whether because itrevered diabolical forces or failed in the worship ofanother deity—it joins the masses of suffering soulsf illing the plains of Avernus, Hell’s f irst layer.
1d4 points of damage per round for 10 rounds as the spores grow into thick green vines. SaveCN Large aberration DCs are Charisma-based. The plants XP 800 use simple tactics, lying still until prey comes within reach and then attacking. This attack bypasses all damage reduction.Offense Spells Ghaeles cast divine spells asSpeed 50 ft., fly 150 ft.
Many races remain wary of centaurs, though, largely due to AC 20, touch 11, flat-footed 18 (+6 armor, +2 Dex, +1 natural, legends of territorial beastmen and the regular, violent +2 shield, –1 size) encounters the centaurs have with stubborn settlers and expansionist countries. of objects only) light f luctuates along with their words or tones,
Statistics punctuating their speech with sparks of light or gentle Str 1, Dex 11, Con 12, Int 6, Wis 11, Cha 10 pulses. Born directly from the pits of Hell, imps are among the least of the true devils; these vicious, manipulative fiends, however, hold an important role in the corruption of mortal souls. N Medium plant Cold Lethargy (Ex) Although a
basidirond is immune to cold damage, any cold effect it is exposed to slows it for 1d4 Init +1; Senses low-light vision, tremorsense; Perception +0 rounds. They favor26 enchantment and healing spells.Azata, Lillend–BarghestBarghest GREATER BARGHEST CR 7 XP 3,200This snarling, canine beast pads forward on all fours, its slenderfront limbs
looking more like hands than a wolf ’s paws. They form from the souls of greedy or avaricious evilhp 203 (14d10+126) mortals, particularly those who ruled over empires ofFort +22, Ref +9, Will +21 slavery, theft, banditry, and more violent vices.DR 10/good; Immune electricity, poison; Resist acid 10, cold 65 10, fire 10; SR 25OffenseSpeed 30 ft., fly
40 ft. A pride of chimeras is very leonine in its hierarchy, with a Offense dominant male leading the group and most of the hunting done by the females. A typical solar looks roughly resist energy, summon monster VII, speak with dead (DC 20), waves of fatigue human, though some physically resemble other humanoid 3/day—blade barrier (DC 23),
earthquake (DC 25), heal, mass races and a rare few have even more unusual forms. If a breath weapon indicates that a dragon of that size does not possess that deals damage, those caught in the area can attempt Ref lex natural attack). sin and cruelty that these monstrous fiends were born. An assassin vine can move about, but usually stays put
Assassin Vine CR 3 unless it needs to seek prey in a new vicinity. Born on the icy layer of Cocytus, Hell’s seventh layer, most ice devils migrate to Caina, the eighth layer,Ice Devil (Gelugon) CR 13 where they plot world-damning machinations fromXP 25,600 courts of freezing steel. Endless layersFilthy, reeking black rags wrap this small humanoid
from head to of f ilthy, moldering black cloth shroud these smalltoe, leaving only its hands and pale white nose visible. SQ water breathing, woodland stride Woodland Stride (Ex) A very young or older green dragon Adult Green Dragon CR 12 can move through any sort of foliage at full speed without XP 19,200 taking damage or suffering impairment.
AsMelee 2 claws +13 (2d6+5), bite +13 (1d8+5), 2 talons +13 (1d6+5)Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Their natural outsider races. Aquatic caverns might develop darkmantles that can swim, while those beset with volcanism mightSpeed 20 ft., fly 30 ft. The fruit is tough and 22 has a hearty and typically bitter f lavor, although some sayAssassin Vine–
AzataAzata Azata Empyreal LordsAzatas are a race of celestials native to the plane of Elysium, Among the ranks of the empyreal lords, the divine championswhere the pursuit of freedom and goodness is paramount. They recruit mortal life one can attain is rulership over a handful of Abyssal realms, only if such cohorts speed along the eventual
destruction and most can barely maintain sway over even one layer of the of hope and goodness. (good)Melee +4 greatsword +23/+18/+13 (2d6+11/19–20) 21Special Attacks trumpetSpell-Like Abilities (CL 14th) Constant—magic circle against evil At will—aid, continual flame, detect evil, greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. This functions Weapon
Focus (bite) as speak with animals, but only with reptilian animals. Spells A lillend casts spells as a 7th-level bard. In solid form, it cannot fly or use light rays. game—if you play a fast or slow game, you’ll want to adjustSpace/Reach: The creature’s space and reach—if the the monster’s gear as appropriate. Speed 40 ft. CE Medium dragon (water) Init
+6; Senses dragon senses; Perception +14 Acidic Bite (Su) At old age, a black dragon’s bite deals an additional 2d6 points of acid damage. An astral Astral Deva CR 14 deva is 7-1/2 feet tall and weighs 250 pounds. Magic Device +31; Racial Modifiers +8 Perception Languages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft. put down enemy
threats.Caged fire beetles are a popular source of long-lasting Variant species of these giant 33illumination among eccentrics and miners. the stat block indicates the creature’s preferred terrain.Weaknesses: All of the creature’s unusual weaknesses Organization: This lists how the creature is organized,are listed here. prudent to do so, but if
outmatched, they do what they can Still, while opposing the chaos of an azata is a necessary step, to even the odds (usually by employing hit-and-run tactics the archon takes no pleasure in such opposition, and does its or standing off and engaging a foe with magic before best to minimize the length of such a conf lict. Charisma-based. Death-Stealing
Gaze (Su) As a free action once per day per growth point (minimum of 1/day), a nabasu can activate its death- NABASU CR 8 stealing gaze for a full round. The vine’s seeds might be spread far by birds Immune electricity, plant traits; Resist cold 10 and fire 10 swift enough to pluck them and escape. Each its six hind legs to raise its barbed and razoredged front claws. Once an ankheg uses this attack, it must wait 6 hours before using it again. standard soldier ant. The save DC isErinyes CR 8 Dexterity-based.XP 4,800LE Medium outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) Known by many names—the Fallen, the Ash Wings, andInit +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in darkness, true seeing; the Furies
—the devils called erinyes mock the form ofPerception +16 the angelic hosts in their exaction of vengeance andDefense bloody justice. At will—ghost sound (DC 11) Spell-Like Abilities (Sp) A blue dragon gains the followingIllustration by Ben Wootten spell-like abilities, usable at will upon reaching the listed STATISTICS age category. Both males and
females are almostCyclops–Dark CreeperDark Creeper into neighboring societies when the urge to steal and cause mayhem grows too great to resist. human in dim light and twice as well in normal light.DragonDragon Age CategoriesAge Age in Natural Breath WeaponCategory Years CR Size Hit Dice Armor Base Base × 21 Wyrmling 0–5 Base Base
Base Base Base × 3 Base × 42 Very young 6 –15 Base + 2 Base + 1 Base + 2 Base + 3 Base × 5 Base × 63 Young 16 –25 Base + 4 Base + 2 Base + 4 Base + 6 Base × 7 Base × 84 Juvenile 26 – 50 Base + 5 Base + 2 Base + 6 Base + 9 Base × 9 Base × 105 Young adult 51–100 Base + 7 Base + 3 Base + 8 Base + 12 Base × 11 Base × 126 Adult 101–
200 Base + 8 Base + 3 Base + 10 Base + 15 7 Mature adult 201–400 Base + 9 Base + 3 Base + 12 Base + 18 8 Old 401–600 Base + 11 Base + 4 Base + 14 Base + 21 9 Very old 601–800 Base + 12 Base + 4 Base + 16 Base + 24 10 Ancient 801–1,000 Base + 13 Base + 4 Base + 18 Base + 27 11 Wyrm 1,001–1,200 Base + 14 Base + 4 Base + 20 Base
+ 30 12 Great wyrm 1,201+ Base + 16 Base + 5 Base + 22 Base + 33 Dragon Ability ScoresAge Category Str Dex Con Int Wis Cha1 Wyrmling Base Base Base Base Base Base2 Very young Base + 4 Base – 2 Base + 2 Base + 2 Base + 2 Base + 23 Young Base + 8 Base – 2 Base + 4 Base + 2 Base + 2 Base + 24 Juvenile Base + 10 Base – 2 Base + 6
Base + 4 Base + 4 Base + 45 Young adult Base + 12 Base – 4 Base + 6 Base + 4 Base + 4 Base + 46 Adult Base + 14 Base – 4 Base + 8 Base + 6 Base + 6 Base + 67 Mature adult Base + 16 Base – 4 Base + 8 Base + 6 Base + 6 Base + 68 Old Base + 18 Base – 6 Base + 10 Base + 8 Base + 8 Base + 89 Very old Base + 20 Base – 6 Base + 10 Base + 8
Base + 8 Base + 810 Ancient Base + 22 Base – 6 Base + 12 Base + 10 Base + 10 Base + 1011 Wyrm Base + 24 Base – 8 Base + 12 Base + 10 Base + 10 Base + 1012 Great wyrm Base + 26 Base – 8 Base + 14 Base + 12 Base + 12 Base + 12Dragon Attacks and Speeds Fly Speed 1 Tail 1 Tail Breath Weapon Slap Sweep Line ConeSize
(maneuverability) 1 Bite 2 Claws 2 Wings — 1 Crush 30 ft. (poor), swim 60 ft.Dragon (Chromatic), BlackMelee bite +21 (2d6+10), 2 claws +20 (1d8+7), 2 wings +15 3rd (7/day)—dispel magic, heroism, hold person (DC 17), slow (1d6+3), tail +15 (1d8+10) (DC 17)Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. Lemures to be reshaped must be within 50 feet of the pit fiend,
becoming stationary and unable to Aura fear (20 ft., DC 23) move once the shaping begins. Whatfrom particularly evil souls long trapped upon an infernal distinguishes a breed of devils above or below others islayer. foul and unable to support water-breathing life. Listed here are three sample balor lord abilities, butdo not call a demon lord their
master, but instead are these samples are by no means the entirety of the strangemasters themselves. A crush attack deals the indicated damage plus Hit Dice: This shows how many additional Hit Dice a 1-1/2 times the dragon’s Strength bonus. ThoseCockatrice to stone. Some monstersscores of 10 or 11. Statistics Str 15, Dex 14, Con 15, Int 11, Wis
14, Cha 12 Base Atk +4; CMB +7; CMD 19 (23 vs. patience for those who do not follow strict traditions and Many archons have additional abilities beyond these traits,18 patterns of goodness. safety, burrowing into the ground. trip)Feats Skill Focus (Perception, Stealth) STATISTICSSkills Perception +8, Stealth +5 (+13 in water), Swim +12; Racial
Str 37, Dex 10, Con 25, Int 1, Wis 14, Cha 2 Modifiers +8 on Stealth in water Base Atk +9; CMB +26 (+30 grapple); CMD 36 (40 vs. Instead, chuul intellects seem entirely devoted to seeking out the perfect AC 22, touch 12, flat-footed 19 (+3 Dex, +10 natural, –1 size) ambush sites to attack other intelligent creatures and hp 85 (10d8+40) decorating
their elaborate lairs with trophies from their Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +9 kills. OffenseMelee bite +2 (1d6–1 plus poison)Special Attacks poison Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft. Dire Bat CR 2 Bat Swarm CR 2 XP 600 XP 600 N Large animal N Diminutive animal (swarm) Init +2; Senses blindsense 40 ft.; Perception +12 Init +2; Senses blindsense 20 ft., low-light
vision; Perception +15 Defense Defense AC 14, touch 11, flat-footed 12 (+2 Dex, +3 natural, –1 size) AC 16, touch 16, flat-footed 14 (+2 Dex, +4 size) hp 22 (4d8+4) hp 13 (3d8) Fort +5, Ref +6, Will +3 Fort +3, Ref +7, Will +3 Defensive Abilities swarm traits; Immune weapon damage Offense Offense Speed 20 ft., fly 40 ft. Illustration by Ben
Wootten 1/day—heroism, mirror image, summon (level 3, 1 vrock 35%) A typical vrock stands 8 feet tall and weighs 400 pounds. Grisly trophies of ears or fingers are common 38 bugbear decorations.Bugbear–BuletteBulette Solitary beasts except for the occasional mated pair, they spend most of their time patrolling the perimetersThis armor-plated
creature’s toothy maw gapes wide as a fin-like of territories that can stretch up to 30 square miles,dorsal plate rises between its shoulders. lore might preach, they were not the first forms of life to Abraxas, Master of the Final Incantation rise in the stinking pits of ruin and cruelty known across Baphomet, Lord of the Minotaurs the multiverse as the
Abyss. These light rays have a maximum range of 30 Shedding a warm and calming radiance, this orb of light moves feet. Crush attacks are effective only against Age Category: This is the age category’s name. The victim must succeed on a DC 22 Will save to negate the suggestion. as with a whip. A dragon’s bite attack has reach as if the creature
were one size category larger Dragon Senses (Ex): Dragons have have darkvision 120 ft. of objects only) 1/day—summon (level 3, 1 bearded devil or 6 lemures, 50%)StatisticsStr 19, Dex 15, Con 19, Int 6, Wis 12, Cha 10Base Atk +6; CMB +10; CMD 22Feats Improved Initiative, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (glaive)Skills Climb +13, Intimidate +7,
Perception +10, Sense Motive +6, Stealth +11Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic, Infernal; telepathy 100 ft.EcologyEnvironment any (Hell)Organization solitary, pair, squad (3–10), or troop (10–40)Treasure standard (glaive, other treasure)Special AbilitiesBeard (Ex) If a bearded devil hits a single opponent with both claw attacks, it also lashes
at the same target with its spiky, filthy beard. The savetheir poisonous jaws. In this case, the icon listed at the top ofout separately as necessary. line, DC 29, 20d8 electricity), crush, desert thirst (DC 27), mirage, storm breath (DC 29, 20d8 electricity), tail sweepSpell-Like Abilities (CL 24th) At will—ghost sound (DC 15), hallucinatory terrain
(DCChromatic Dragon, Green Age Category Special Abilities Caster Level Wyrmling Scales the color of emeralds armor this ferocious dragon. Black dragons prefer treasures that do not rot or decay, making their hoard, full of coins, gemstones,AC 38, touch 8, flat-footed 38 (+30 natural, –2 size) jewelry, and other objects made from stone or metal.hp
297 (22d12+154)Fort +20, Ref +13, Will +18 93DR 15/magic; Immune acid, paralysis, sleep, SR 27OFFENSESpeed 60 ft., fly 200 ft. When lawful good deities have the need to communicate directly with a group ofAC 27, touch 13, flat-footed 24 (+3 Dex, +14 natural; +2 mortals, they often send trumpet archons to act as their deflection vs. Hereto
destroy all things good and drag mortal souls back with is a list of just a few of the infernal personalities known tothem to the depths of Hell. A new save must be made each round a creature remains within the affected area. This ability is the Immune acid, paralysis, sleep equivalent of an 8th-level spell. With no need to eat (although most babaus
relish the f lavor of mortal meat on theirBABAU CR 6 thin, raspy tongues), a babau can wait in ambush for yearsXP 2,400 or decades—their inhuman patience in anticipating a well-conceived murder also setting them apart from theCE Medium outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) other denizens of the Abyss. Lacking other food, the bulette
might gnaw on inanimate objects, yet for unknownInit +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, scent, reasons no bulette voluntarily consumes elf f lesh—a peccadillo many point to as evidence that elven wizardrytremorsense 60 ft.; Perception +11 was involved in its creation. Spells Solars can cast divine spells as 20th-level clerics. are a
supernatural ability of the devil, not of the weapon. Celestial Resistance: Aasimars have acid resistance 5,AC 15, touch 10, flat-footed 15 (+5 armor) cold resistance 5, and electricity resistance 5.hp 11 (1d8+3) Languages: Aasimars begin play speaking CommonFort +4, Ref +0, Will +5 and Celestial. 4d8 4d6 2d8 4d8 2d8 Large 200 ft. The poison DC
is Dark Stalker CR 4 Constitution-based. Vrocks generallySTATISTICS form from the evil soulsStr 21, Dex 15, Con 25, Int 14, Wis 16, Cha 16 of hateful and wrathfulBase Atk +9; CMB +15; CMD 27Feats Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Lightning mortals, particularly Reflexes, Power Attack those who were careerSkills Fly +12,
Intimidate +15, Knowledge (planes) +14, criminals, mercenaries, or Perception +23, Sense Motive +15, Spellcraft +14, Stealth +10, Survival +15; Racial Modifiers assassins. with bite) that created by a gust of wind, disperses the cloud in 1 round. “NPC gear” indicatesreactivate a constant spell-like ability as a swift action. This latter task occupies a
great deal of their focus, for the monstrous appetites and vacuous hunger of the cyclopes control the race’s destiny and may have led to their original downfall so long ago. Yet they do not confine themselves to these dark caverns, andN Small magical beast can sometimes be found dwelling in ruined fortresses or even in the sewers of bustling cities.
XP 600 The Nature of Goblinoid Evil CE Medium humanoid (goblinoid) Goblins, hobgoblins, and bugbears, despite having Init +1; Senses darkvision 60 ft., scent; Perception +8 superficial similarities, each represent a different face of evil. More often than The Abyss is a vast (some say infinite) realm, far larger not, a foolish spellcaster makes a fatal
mistake in the than any other plane save possibly the primal chaos of the conjuring and pays for it with blood, unwittingly releasing Maelstrom itself. (Adesert ankheg is a Huge advanced ankheg.)Ant, Giant Army Ant Swarm A thin, six-legged ant the size of a pony stands at the ready, its A writhing carpet of ants seethes over the ground, consuming
mandibles chittering and its stinger dripping with venom. Legends say that the first cockatrice emerged from an egg laid by a cockerel and incubated by a toad. It gains a bonus equal to its growth point total on attack rolls, CMB rolls, saving throws, caster level checks, and skill checks. OtherMelee slam +3 (1d4+4 plus grab) darkmantle variants
might develop much stonierSpecial Attacks constrict (1d4+4), grab (any size) hides, and instead of swooping down to crush preySpell-Like Abilities (CL 5th) might simply drop and pierce them through with their stalactite-like lengths. with bite)Special Attacks breath weapon (60-ft. Deep underground, these creatures dwell in strange villages (some
rumors suggest entire cities) Defense built of stone and fungus in remote caverns where they are served and worshiped by their coarser, diminutive kin, the AC 18, touch 14, flat-footed 14 (+2 armor, +4 Dex, +2 natural) dark creepers. Fast healing and regeneration values, if any, A creature with a higher-than-normal Intelligence scorefollow the
creature’s HD. Offense Poison (Ex) Bite—injury; save Fort DC 32; frequency 1/round for 10 rounds; effect 1d6 Con damage; cure 3 consecutive Speed 40 ft., fly 60 ft. Thus, most archons take the proper way to address such an inequality. Babaus obsess over the act of killing and take great pride in their grisly art, oftenInit +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft.,
see invisibility; Perception +19 leaving behind some form of grim marker or obscure signature, whether it be a distinctive modus operandi, anDEFENSE unnerving token, or other profane evidence.AC 19, touch 11, flat-footed 18 (+1 Dex, +8 natural) A babau typically carries a longspear or other weaponhp 73 (7d10+35) with which it can strike at foes
beyond its normal reach,Fort +10, Ref +6, Will +5 but given the opportunity, a babau prefers to f ightDefensive Abilities protective slime; DR 10/cold iron or good; with its teeth or claws. Born of ancient heresies mired amid the Styx-fed swamps of Stygia, Hell’s fifth layer, bone devils—also known as osyluths—enforce 74 infernal order and the will of
the archdevils.Devil, Bone–Devil, ErinyesDevil, Erinyes Entangle (Su) Each erinyes carries a 50-foot-long rope that entangles opponents of any size as an animate rope spellSome calamity has befallen this angelic warrior. trample (1d8).Instead, they stand their ground and use their tails togreat effect in battle. Wisdom and loses 6 points of Charisma.
1/day—daze (DC 13), sound burst (DC 15) A typical derro fights with a short sword or a Statistics repeating light crossbow with plenty of poison bolts. When the gestalt separates back into individual lantern archons, its remaining hit points are divided evenly among them; if it had less than 9 hit points, some of the component archons die when the 20
gestalt ends.Archon, Lantern–Archon, TrumpetArchon, Trumpet Special AbilitiesLithe and beautiful, with skin the color of marble, this being hovers Spells Trumpet archons can cast divine spells as 14th-level clerics.upon powerful, white wings and radiates a sense of serenity. A couatl is about 12 feet long, with aMelee bite +16 (1d8+7 plus grab and
poison) wingspan of about 15 feet. (average) Melee +1 unholy spiked chain +26/+21/+16 (2d6+11 plus stun), bite +22 (2d8+5), tail +22 (2d6+5 plus infernal wound) or 2 claws +24 (2d6+10), bite +24 (2d8+10), tail +22 (2d6+5 plus infernal wound) Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. chosen by the monster as its favored class.Introduction Alignment, Size,
and Type: While a monster’s size and type remain constant (unless changed by the application ofEach monster is presented alphabetically. of objects only), greater scrying (DC of def lecting all but the most potent assaults. Their otherworldly eyes are white and pupilless.hp 175 (14d10+98)Fort +16, Ref +9, Will +14; +4 vs. Defense Among the demon
hordes, a succubus can often rise to incredible heights of power through her manipulations AC 20, touch 13, flat-footed 17 (+3 Dex, +7 natural) and sensual charms, and many a demonic war has raged hp 84 (8d10+40) due to the subtle machinations of such creatures. Diabolists tell of other breeds of imps with similarly specialized abilities, but if
such creatures Speed 20 ft., fly 50 ft. “Standard” treasurecreature’s space and reach are standard (one 5-foot square indicates the total value of the creature’s treasure is that ofand a reach of 5 feet), this line is omitted. A true dragon damage during the next round unless the dragon moves does not gain the standard increases to ability scores when
off them. trip) Ecology Environment any non-cold underground Organization solitary, pair, or grove (3–8) Treasure incidentalIllustration by Michael Jaecks Special Abilities Hallucination Cloud (Ex) As a standard action once per minute, a basidirond can release a cloud of invisible spores in a 20-foot radius. The save DC is Constitution-based.The
basilisk, often called the “King of Serpents,” is in Illustration by Andrew Houfact not a serpent at all, but rather an eight-legged reptilewith a nasty disposition and the ability to turn creaturesto stone with its gaze. Entangle (Su) An assassin vine can, as a free action, cause plants within 30 feet of it to animate and grasp at foes. Boars are often hunted
predator. They lead incursions against fiendish holdings, whether that entails strikes againstDefense daemonic fortresses or liberating the captives of night hag soul collectors. evil) other astral devas, peruse them. The typical cockatrice stands just over 2 feet high and weighs 5 pounds. Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +0 Though derros
dwell deep under most of the surface Defense world’s cities, very few know of the sadistic creatures’ existence. ANCIENT RED DRAGON CR 19 99XP 204,800CE Gargantuan dragon (fire)Init +3; Senses dragon senses, smoke vision; Perception +33Aura fire, frightful presence (300 ft., DC 27)DEFENSEAC 38, touch 5, flat- footed 38 (–1 Dex, +33
natural, –4 size)hp 362 (25d12+200)Fort +22, Ref +13, Will +21DR 15/magic; Immune fire, paralysis, sleep; SR 30Weaknesses vulnerability to coldOFFENSESpeed 40 ft., fly 250 ft. They were among the first creations of the angels also have additional powers beyond these traits,gods of good, and those that survive to this day are among depending
on the role their deity assigns them. A light vision, scent.solid blow from an ankylosaurus’s tail can leave mostcreatures stunned long enough for the armored dinosaur 7th-Level Adv.: Size Large; AC +2 natural armor; Attack tailto make good an escape, although once confronted, most (2d6); Ability Scores Str +8, Dex –2, Con +4; Special
Qualitiesankylosauruses are too ill-tempered and stubborn to f lee. DEFENSE Nabasus are birthed directly into the Material Plane from AC 22, touch 14, flat-footed 18 (+3 Dex, +1 dodge, +8 natural) the Abyss, where they feed on innocent souls to mature. After a minute passes, the lemures reform into the shape of a new lesser devil ready Defense to
follow the orders of the pit fiend. More precisedemons, our basilisks and yetis), to the traditions of the notes on each monster’s type (and subtypes), preferredRPG’s rich history (such as the shambling mound and the terrain, and climate appear elsewhere in its stat block,rust monster), to the inventions of writers both old (such but these three icons
can help you recognize this basicas H. Males greatly Cockatrice CR 3 outnumber females in these f locks, and are distinguished XP 800 only by their wattles and combs. true in terrifying and filthy dens haphazardly excavated by as many as a dozen of the squawking creatures. The trapped essence provides Init +7; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception
+20 a devourer with 5 essence points for each Hit Die possessed by the soul. Dark stalkers come to the surface rarely, but hp 39 (6d8+12) when they do it is on a mission, and with a force of creatures Fort +4, Ref +9, Will +2 such that it never ends well for those they seek to rob Weaknesses light blindness or torment. These devils’ reactions
tosummoning are deliberate and swift, usually typified byoverwhelming rage that such insignificant beings wouldwaste their immortal time. Cyclops CR 5 Cyclopean history is a vanishing thing inscribed on the XP 1,600 crumbling walls of vine-choked lost cities that fell long before even the rise of the elves, when dragons and giants NE Large
humanoid (giant) ruled a landscape unspoiled by the petty ephemeral races that rule today. Its large, toothy presence of a hezrou has an obvious effect on the nearby mouth gapes below a pair of hungry, reptilian eyes. (good) wings make them appear much Melee bite +14 melee (1d8+5), 2 claws +14 melee (1d6+5), sting larger—and weigh upward
of 400 pounds. Justice and law a subtle hand in their interactions with mortals, taking must not be abandoned in the constant struggle for peace special pleasure in bringing solace and reprieve to those and good, for in such anarchic actions one often promotes who are wholly unaware of their presence. 4th-Level Advancement: Size Large; AC +3
natural armor; Attack bite (2d6); Ability Scores Str +8, Dex –2, 84 Con +4.Dinosaur, Deinonychus–Dinosaur, StegosaurusDinosaur, Pteranodon Dinosaur, StegosaurusThis f lying reptile has two huge wings and a distinctive backward- This huge dinosaur has a small head, twin rows of sharp dorsalsweeping crest decorating its head. XP 3,200 Chimeras
prefer meat but can subsist on vegetable matter CE Large magical beast if necessary (although being forced to do so generally leaves the beasts more ill-tempered than usual). The save DC is Dexterity-based. SQ death throes, vorpal strike, whip mastery Ecology Environment any (Abyss) Organization solitary or warband (1 balor and 2–5 glabrezus)
Treasure standard (+1 unholy longsword, +1 flaming whip,58 other treasure)Demon, Balor A balor stands 14 feet in height and weighs 4,500 pounds. Stupor: A single creature within 30 feet is affected by hold monster for 5 rounds (Will negates). They can senseXP 3,200 organic or metallic objects within 60 feet and mindlessly attack such items or
beings until they are dissolved or theN Huge ooze ooze is killed. If the strike is a critical hit and the target fails its save, it is instead stunned for 1d4 Brachiosaurus Companions rounds. In some rare cases, however, whole tribes under Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +7 progressive leaders have come to trade or make alliances with other
humanoid communities—typically elves, but Defense sometimes gnomes, and rarely humans or dwarves. Juvenile—darkness (radius 10 feet per age SQ speak with reptiles, swamp stride, water breathing category); Old—plant growth; Ancient—insect plague. Constrict (Ex, 1 CP): Gains constrict with its slam attacks (the object must have grab before it
can take this ability). 7th-Level Advancement: Size Large; AC +2 naturalarmor; Attack tail (2d6); Ability Scores Str +8, Dex–2, Con +4; Special Qualities stun.Dinosaur, Deinonychus Dinosaur, Elasmosaurus This brightly colored dinosaur exudes a dangerous ferocity. If a black pudding remains in contact with a wooden or metal object for 1 full round,
it inflicts 21 points of acid damage (no save) to the object. Spell-Like Abilities: A dragon’s caster level for its spell- Spell Resistance (Ex): As dragons grow older, theylike abilities is equal to its total Hit Dice. These creatures adapt to many DC is Constitution-based andenvironments and feed voraciously on the local fauna, includes a +2 racial
bonus.including humanoids. In addition to their poised elf-like archer, his eyes swirling with vibrant colors. Statistics Str 21, Dex 8, Con 15, Int 10, Wis 13, Cha 8 Base Atk +7; CMB +13; CMD 22 Feats Alertness, Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Bull Rush, Power Attack Skills Intimidate +9, Perception +11, Profession (soothsayer) +10 Sense Motive
+5, Survival +6; Racial Modifiers +8 Perception Languages Common, Cyclops, Giant SQ flash of insight Ecology Environment any temperate or tropical Organization solitary or conclave (2–6) or tribe (7–18) Treasure standard (hide armor, Large greataxe, Large heavy crossbow, other treasure)Illustration by Kevin Yan Special Abilities Flash of Insight
(Su) Once per day as an immediate action, a cyclops can peer into an occluded visual spectrum of possible futures, gaining insight that allows it to select the exact result of one die roll before the roll is made. Speed fly 60 ft. During this time, the basidirond cannot use its hallucination cloud or spores. The foul, caustic sludge that constantly seeps from
their f lesh prevents them from Immune electricity, poison; Resist acid 10, cold 10, fire 10; SR 17 wearing armor unless it is specially treated or resistant to acid.OFFENSE A babau is 6 feet tall but weighs only 140 pounds.Speed 30 ft. trip) Feats Cleave, Improved Critical (claws), Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, Power Attack Skills
Acrobatics +16, Climb +32, Perception +16, Sense Motive +16, Stealth +16, Survival +16; Racial Modifiers +8 Stealth Languages Abyssal (cannot speak); telepathy 100 ft. Elasmosaurus Companions Starting Statistics: Size Medium; Speed 20 ft., swim 50 ft.; AC +2 natural armor; Attack bite (1d8); Ability Scores Str 10, Dex 18, Con 12, Int 2, Wis 13,
Cha 9; Special Qualities low-light vision, scent. While held in the tentacles, paralyzed or not, a victim automatically takes 1d8+7 points of damage each round from the creature’s mandibles. line, DC 18, 6d8 Sound Imitation (Ex) A very young or older blue dragon can electricity), desert thirst (DC 16) mimic any voice or sound it has heard by making a
successful Spell-Like Abilities (CL 10th) Bluff check against a listener’s Sense Motive check. is not harmed by sunlight, but if it is struck by a sunbeam or sunburst spell while possessing a creature, the shadow demonSHADOW DEMON CR 7 is driven out of its host automatically.XP 3,200 Tales of demonic possession are common, used often by the
ignorant to explain strange or violent behavior. (perfect) Most lantern archons Ranged 2 light rays +3 ranged touch (1d6) speak in airy, echoing Spell-Like Abilities (CL 3rd): voices, with tones that range from somber At Will—aid, continual flame, detect whispers to hurried evil, greater teleport (self plus chirping. Multiple wounds Companion do not
result in cumulative Starting Statistics: Size bleeding loss. A creature nauseated in this manner remains nauseated until he succeeds on a DC 24 Fortitude save, or until a minute has passed during which he is not grappled by the hezrou, whichever condition comes first. The succubus can remove it as well as a free Init +3; Senses darkvision 60 ft.,
detect good; Perception +21, action (causing 2d6 Charisma drain to the victim, no save). Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) When a quasit’s master dies, the quasit can attempt At will—detect good, detect to follow the master’s soul magic, invisibility (self only) into the Great Beyond by making a DC 15 Will save. Because of this them upon both extraplanar
battlefields and the Material strong adherence to tradition and law, archons often find Plane itself. Statistics Spell-Like Abilities (Sp) A red dragon gains the following Str 25, Dex 12, Con 19, Int 12, Wis 13, Cha 12 spell-like abilities, usable at will upon reaching the listed Base Atk +11; CMB +19; CMD 30 (34 vs. A choker will attempt to
graspcreatures of almost any size, but prefers loneprey of its size or smaller.Chuul Lizardfolk are by far the chuul’s favorite prey, though those pale chuul breeds that live underground prefer This lobster-like creature has a thick armored shell. Challenge rating is detailed on page397 of the Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook. A struggling
weaponsmithGlabrezu CR 13 might wish for fame and skill at his craft, only to findXP 25,600 that his best patron is a cruel and sadistic murderer who uses the weapons to further his destructive desires. Leopards eat almost any animal they can run down An adult cheetah is 4-1/2 and catch, preferring Small feet long and weighs prey but capable of
downing 140 pounds. shaped leaves, convulses across the ground in an unnatural slither. These strange solarsare paragons of their kind andhave little direct interaction withmortals, focusing on the protectionor destruction of abstract conceptssuch as gravity, dark matter, entropy,and primordial evil. 30 ft. If the dragon chooses to maintain the pin, it
must it achieves a larger size—instead, true dragons gain ability succeed at a combat maneuver check as normal. Any creature that starts its turn Great wyrm Charm reptiles 15th touching this pool takes damage, but can make a Reflex save for half. Although, as an outsider, the bebilith has no biological need to eat, it does enjoy the Speed 40 ft.,
climb 20 ft. Spell-Like Abilities (CL 16th) At will—hypnotic pattern (DC 15), illusory wall (DC 17), mirage arcana (DC 18), persistent image (DC 18), programmed image (DC 19), project image (DC 20), veil (DC 19) 3/day—dominate monster (DC 22) Statistics Str 20, Dex 12, Con 22, Int 15, Wis 17, Cha 17 Base Atk +6; CMB +13; CMD 24 (can’t be
tripped) Feats Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, Weapon Focus (tentacle) Skills Bluff +11, Intimidate +14, Knowledge (any one) +13, Perception +14, Spellcraft +13, Swim +24 Languages Aboleth, Aklo, Aquan, Undercommon Ecology Environment any aquatic Organization solitary, pair, brood (3–6), or shoal (7–19) Treasure
doubleIllustration by Ben Wootten Special Abilities Mucus Cloud (Ex) While underwater, an aboleth exudes a cloud of transparent slime. The save DC is Constitution-based.Strategists and masterminds of Hell’s armies, theinsectile ice devils possess some of the most cruellyingenious minds in Asmodeus’s legions. (This slow petrification does not alter
a bitten creature’s natural armor.) A creature that is reduced to 0 Dexterity by a cockatrice’s bites immediately turns completely to stone, as if petrified by a flesh to stone spell. The DC is Constitution-based.Perception +23 Couatls are servants of lawful and good deities, though some operate independently of any greater being. Defense In the darkest
reaches of the sea, aboleths still dwell in AC 20, touch 9, flat-footed 19; (+1 Dex, +11 natural, –2 size) grotesque cities built in nauseating and cyclopean styles. Starting Statistics: Size Medium; Speed 30 ft.; AC +6 Tyrannosaurus Companions natural armor; Attack gore (1d8); Ability Scores Str Starting Statistics: Size Medium, Speed 10, Dex 13, Con
11, Int 2, 30 ft.; AC +4 natural armor; Attack bite Wis 12, Cha 7. The average cyclops stands 9 feet tall and weighs 52 600 pounds. Its tiny red a mouth filled with sharp tusks. Melee slam +10 (1d8+7 plus spores) Special Attacks hallucination cloud, spores Statistics Str 20, Dex 13, Con 16, Int —, Wis 11, Cha 1 Base Atk +5; CMB +10; CMD 21 (25 vs.
Spell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) Constant—fly At will—dimensional anchor, greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. frames humanoid shapes, while others are twisted beasts. Poison Use (Ex) Dark stalkers are skilled in the use of poison 54 and never risk accidentally poisoning themselves. of objects only) quick to strike 3/day—globe of invulnerability against
those they 1/day—chain lightning (DC 19), prismatic spray (DC 20), wall of force perceive as wicked.Spells Prepared (CL 13th) 7th—holy word (DC 21) 25 6th—banishment (DC 20), heal (DC 20) 5th—flame strike (DC 19), raise dead, true seeing 4th—death ward, dismissal (2) (DC 18), divine power, restoration 3rd—cure serious wounds (3), searing
light (2) 2nd—aid, align weapon, bear’s endurance, lesser restoration (2) 1st—bless, command (DC 15), divine favor, obscuring mist, shield of faith 0 (at will)—detect magic, purify food and drink, stabilize, virtueStatisticsStr 25, Dex 12, Con 20, Int 16, Wis 19, Cha 17Base Atk +13; CMB +20; CMD 31Feats Combat Casting, Combat Expertise, Dodge,
Improved Disarm, Improved Initiative, Improved Trip, Lightning ReflexesSkills Diplomacy +19, Escape Artist +17, Fly +25, Handle Animal +19, Knowledge (nature) +16, Knowledge (planes) +19, Perception +20, Sense Motive +20, Stealth +17Languages Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeechSQ light formAzata, Lillend Among the azatas, lillends
are the tale-tellers and chroniclers, gathering lore and recording stories in the form of epic This creature has the body of a seductive, winged elven woman poems and songs. This functions Shatter Defenses, Weapon Focus (bite) as call lightning storm, but the damage is equal to the Skills Bluff +14, Fly +8, Intimidate +14, Knowledge (local) +14, 94
dragon’s breath weapon. Upon reaching the realm of their damnation, souls face untold lifetimes of torment at the hands of devils,Lemure CR 1 other fiendish beings, and the deadly machinations ofXP 400 Hell itself. Of Swim +34, Use Magic Device +21 all the chromatic dragons, green dragons are perhaps theLanguages Common, Draconic, Elven,
Sylvan easiest to deal with diplomatically.SQ trackless step, water breathing, woodland stride 97 Ancient Green Dragon CR 17XP 102,400LE Gargantuan dragon (air)Init –1; Senses dragon senses; Perception +35Aura frightful presence (300 ft., DC 26)DefenseAC 36, touch 5, flat-footed 36 (–1 Dex, +31 natural, –4 size)hp 310 (23d12+161)Fort +20,
Ref +12, Will +20DR 15/magic; Immune acid, paralysis, sleep; SR 28OffenseSpeed 40 ft., fly 250 ft. A devourer must expend essence points when Defense it uses a spell-like ability equal to the spell’s level (for sake of ease, spell levels for its spell-like abilities are included in its AC 25, touch 12, flat-footed 22 (+3 Dex, +13 natural, –1 size) stats to the
left in superscript). Success indicates the healing works normally and stops all bleed effects onThis seething devil deftly wields a vicious, saw-toothed glaive, the victim. trip) age category. To generate stats for to subdue or kill with its claws.a larger grizzly or a polar However, a dire bear is far morebear, apply the advanced likely (and willing) to begin
biting asimple template to the grabbed foe.grizzly’s stats.Bebilith rotting effect. Each time a creature is damaged by a cockatrice’s bite attack, it must succeed on a DC 12 Fortitude save or take 1d4 points of Dexterity damage as its flesh and bones stiffen and harden. Amid the fatty surge crimes, or merely the domain of a devil who has need
forwriggle half-formed limbs and a dripping tumorous face. If successful, the crocodile maintains predator capable of catching and eating prey as large as the its grapple. Centaurs 42 typically live to be about 60 years old.Centaur–CentipedeCentipede, Giant Centipede SwarmThis lengthy, segmented horror writhes and twists, pulsing its A writhing
mass of legs and poisonous pincers swarms across thevenomous mandibles in search of prey. For every 2 growth points, a barghest’s caster level for its spell-like abilities and its CR increase by +1. Left to their own devices, the Defensive Abilities barbed defense; DR 10/good; Immune lairs of these devils often bear the pierced trophies of their past
victims, hung like perverse bug collections fire, poison; Resist acid 10, cold 10; SR 22 on bloodied walls. Against creatures with the demon type, its natural weapons are also treated as cold iron and good. Special Attacks breath weapon Statistics Str 19, Dex 12, Con 17, Int 4, Wis 13, Cha 10 Base Atk +9; CMB +14; CMD 25 (29 vs. This effect can alter
an action taken by the cyclops only, and cannot be applied to the rolls of others. It weighs 4,000 pounds. Str 11, Dex 15, Con 18, Int 10, Some derros also carry an Wis 5, Cha 16 aklys—a hooked throwing club attached to a 20-foot- Base Atk +2; CMB +1; CMD 13 long cord. the monster has treasure as normal for an NPC of a levelSpells
Known/Prepared: If the creature can actually equal to the monster’s CR (see page 454 of the Pathfindercast spells, its caster level is indicated here followed by RPG Core Rulebook).the spells it knows or typically has prepared. As a result, basilisks rarely stalk prey or chase those who avoidBasilisk CR 5 their gaze, counting on their stealth and the
element ofXP 1,600 surprise to keep them safe and fed. When not lying in wait for the small mammals, birds, and reptiles thatN Medium magical beast normally make up their diet, basilisks spend their time sleeping in their lairs, and those brave enough to captureInit –1; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception +10 basilisks or hide
treasure near them find that they make natural guardians and watchdogs.Defense An adult basilisk is 13 feet long, with fully half of thatAC 17, touch 9, flat-footed 17 (–1 Dex, +8 natural) made up by its long tail, and weighs 300 pounds. Skills Fly +13, Handle Animal +8, Intimidate +11, Perception Spell-Like Abilities (Sp) A black dragon gains the
following +14, Stealth +16, Swim +23 spell-like abilities, usable at will upon reaching the listed Languages Draconic age category. Liquid-based magic items Special Attacks breath weapon (60-ft. Melee weapons with reach do not endanger a user in this way. Wesley Schneider, Lisa Stevens, James L. Before the first f ledgling Dagon, the Shadow in
the Sea deity gazed upon reality, before mortal life drew its Demogorgon, the Maws of Madness breath, before even the Material Plane itself had fully Flauros, the Burning Maw formed, the Abyss was infested with life. The archons can remain in this form for 2d4 rounds. Here asoul’s torments begin as lesser devils marshal it alongwith similar spirits
in preparation for a long, perilousDevil, Pit Fiend Special Abilities A pair of gigantic, f lame-seared wings and eyes smoldering like Devil Shaping (Su) Three times per day, a pit fiend can embers give this towering devil a truly horrific appearance. trip) Base Atk +8; CMB —; CMD — Feats ToughnessB Skills Climb +10, Perception +4; Racial Modifiers
+4 Skills Climb +10, Perception +5, Survival +5; Racial Modifiers Perception +4 Perception, +4 Survival ECOLOGY ECOLOGY Environment any Environment any tropical Organization solitary, pair, gang (3–6), or hive (7–18 plus Organization solitary, pair, patrol (3–6 swarms), or legion 10–100 workers, 2–8 drones, and 1 queen) (7–16 swarms)
Treasure none Treasure none SPECIAL ABILITIES SPECIAL ABILITIES Poison (Ex) Sting—injury; save Fort DC 14; frequency 1/round Cling (Ex) If a creature leaves an army ant swarm’s square, for 4 rounds; effect 1d2 Str; cure 1 save the swarm suffers 1d6 points of damage to reflect the loss of its numbers as several of the crawling pests continue
Giant ants are as industrious as their normal-sized kin. Young—entangle; Juvenile—charm person;Illustration by Ben Wootten Adult—suggestion; Old—plant growth; Ancient—dominate Statistics person; Great wyrm—command plants. Haagenti, the Whispers Within Jubilex, the Faceless Lord Known to many scholars as “proto-demons,” these
Kostchtchie, the Deathless Frost wretched and deadly beings were the qlippoth. Some f lop on land while others f lap in air or sea. losing 1 hit point per round Dire Bat Animal thereafter. and the most powerful of these devils excel at keeping their enemies alive but helpless so as to extend their torment—many going as far as to keep their victims alive
with magic. beneath its spotted fur. Returning with Improved Initiative, Improved warped bodies, alien sentience, Sunder, Power Attack and a hunger for life, devourers threaten Skills Bluff +19, Diplomacy +14, Fly all souls with a terrifying, tormented +19, Intimidate +19, Knowledge (arcana) annihilation. including number ranges as
appropriate.Speed: The creature’s land speed, and additional speeds Treasure: The exact value of the creature’s treasureas necessary for the creature. Bite: This is a primary attack that deals the indicated damage plus 1-1/2 times the dragon’s Strength bonus (even Additional Dragon Rules though it has more than one attack). Special Attack trample
(2d6+19, DC 32)Statistics StatisticsStr 27, Dex 10, Con 17, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 8Base Atk +7; CMB +17; CMD 27 (31 vs. The save DCs are Charisma-based.Aura holy aura Light Form (Su) A ghaele can shift between its solid body andDefense one made of light as a standard action. It weighs 1,800 pounds.Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.Special Attacks
constrict (1d8+7) As native outsiders, couatls must eat. It can take an extra move action during its turn each round.Underground predators that often dwell on the outskirtsof subterranean ruins or in the deep shadows of namelesscavern outposts, chokers lurk in the darkness and lashout with their long, rubbery arms to grasp prey as itpasses by. In
some polytheisticfaiths, mortals worship one or more solars as aspects ornear-equal servants of the true deities—never withoutthe deity’s approval—or consider notable solars to beoffspring, consorts, lovers, or spouses of true deities(which they may be, depending on the deity). Ancient even when the gods first turned their eyes to the Material Plane,
the aboleths have always LE Huge aberration (aquatic) existed apart from other mortal life, alien and cold and endlessly plotting. WhileCE Medium outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar, the majority of such cases are merely manifestations of madness or derangement, those that are legitimateincorporeal) possessions are often the work of
shadow demons. Resist acid 10, cold 10; SR 18 Offense Speed 30 ft., fly 50 ft. evil focus on combat and the destruction of evil; though theyDR 10/evil; Immune acid, cold, petrification; Resist electricity understand diplomacy, a planetar would rather lead the 10, fire 10; SR 27 charge against an army of fiends than negotiate peace.OffenseSpeed 30 ft.,
fly 90 ft. The save DC is Constitution-based. Ferociousand bestial in form, the glabrezu is in fact a master oftrickery and lies. While some angels devote their energiesshapechanging ability means they may appear to mortals to all three, most have a particular favorite among theas male or female, depending on their personal preference races in
keeping with that angel’s particular alignment.or the will of their deity. Conversely, you can either increase the deinonychus to Large size and its Hit Dice to 8 or simply apply the giant and advanced simple templates to create a formidable megaraptor. At the start of an encounter, hp 133 (14d8+70) a devourer generally has 3d4+3 essence points
available. (clumsy); AC +0 natural armor; Attack Special Qualities low-bite (1d8); Ability Scores Str 8, Dex 21, Con 10, light vision, scent.Int 2, Wis 14, Cha 12; Special Qualities low-light 7th-Level Adv: Sizevision, scent. A typicalhp 229 (17d10+136); regeneration 10 (evil weapons and effects) planetar stands 9 feet tall and weighs 500 pounds. Metal
(Ex, 2 CP): The object is made of common metal. In addition to any benefits a balor lord might gainBalor Lords from its class levels, all balor lords possess one additional unique ability over and above those granted by its race andEven more terrible than the typical balor are those who class. SQ amphibiousIllustration by Andrew Hou Ecology
Environment any swamp (Abyss) Organization solitary or gang (2–4) Treasure standard Special Abilities Nausea (Ex) The noxious vapors and foul fluids that constantly weep and seethe from a hezrou’s body are particularly heinous to those the creature grapples. The DC is 22 for the Fortitude save to remove a 68 negative level. StatisticsStatistics Str
25, Dex 13, Con 21, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 10 Base Atk +7; CMB +15 (+19 grapple); CMD 26 (30 vs. When an acid pool is created, anyone inside Wyrm DR 20/magic 13th its area takes an amount of damage equal to the dragon’s breath weapon (Reflex half). Folklore claims that the f lesh behind the beast’s dorsalMelee bite +13 (2d8+9/19–20) and 2
claws +12 (2d6+6) crest is particularly tender, and that those willing andSpace 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. In thisFort +5, Ref +5, Will +0 manner, a cavern’s ecosystem can have a signif icant effect on a group of darkmantles’ appearance, abilities,OFFENSE and tactics. StatisticsStatistics Str 27, Dex 14, Con 17, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 10 Base Atk +9; CMB +19;
CMD 31 (35 vs. Wyrm Natural Armor +4; Breath Weapon cone, 2d6 acid Great wyrm Trackless step, suggestion 5th Str 13, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 10, Wis 11, Cha 10 DR 10/magic 7th Ecology Camouflage, plant growth 9th Environment temperate forests Organization solitary DR 15/magic 11th Treasure triple Miasma, dominate person 13th Special
Abilities DR 20/magic 15th Awaken Treants (Su) A great wyrm dragon can call on the forest itself to aid it, animating a number of trees to serve as treants Awaken treants, command plants 17th to protect it. After ages of such existence, the cruel processes of HellInit +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in darkness; either utterly annihilate the soul or—in
the cases of the most profane spirits—reconsecrate such forsaken beingsPerception +0 into lemures, the building blocks of devils, unthinking waves of filth and diabolical f lesh. (perfect)Melee 2 claws +11 touch (1d6 plus 1d6 cold), bite +11 touch (1d8 plus 1d6 cold)Special Attacks pounce, sprint, shadow blendSpell-Like Abilities (CL 10th) At will—
deeper darkness, fear (DC 18), greater teleport (self only), telekinesis (DC 19) 3/day—shadow conjuration (DC 18), shadow evocation (DC 19) 1/day—magic jar (DC 19), summon (level 3, 1 shadow demon 50%)STATISTICS Illustration by Ben WoottenStr —, Dex 18, Con 17, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 19Base Atk +7; CMB +11; CMD 25Feats Blind-Fight,
Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes,Skills Acrobatics +14, Bluff +14, Fly +22, Knowledge (local) +12, Knowledge (planes) +12, Perception +20, Sense Motive +12, Stealth +14; Racial Modifiers +8 PerceptionLanguages Abyssal, Common; telepathy 100 ft.ECOLOGYEnvironment any (Abyss)Organization solitary, pair, or haunt (3–
8)Treasure standardSPECIAL ABILITIESSprint (Ex) Once per minute, a shadow demon increase its fly speed to 240 feet for 1 round.Shadow Blend (Su) During any conditions other than bright light, a shadow demon can disappear into the shadows as a move- equivalent action, effectively becoming invisible. Init and Senses: The creature’s initiative
modifier followed Name and CR: The monster’s name is presented first, by any special senses and its Perception check modifier.along with its challenge rating (CR) and three iconsyou can use to quickly identify the creature’s role in thegame. The following is but a selection of clouds of that divine realm, inspired into creation by the some of the most
venerated archon empyreal lords. Its long, 14 feet tall, and weighsf light lacks grace, 5,000 pounds.so it lands on theground to fight foes Stegosaurusit can’t carry away. 1st—bless, cure light wounds (3), divine favor, entropic shield, Solar CR 23 shield of faith XP 819,200 0 (at will)—detect magic, purify food and drink, NG Large outsider (angel,
extraplanar, good) stabilize, virtue Init +9; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, detect evil, Statistics Str 28, Dex 20, Con 30, Int 23, Wis 27, Cha 25 detect snares and pits, true seeing; Perception +33 Base Atk +22; CMB +32; CMD 47 Aura protective aura Feats Cleave, Deadly Aim, Dodge, Great Fortitude, Improved Defense Initiative, Improved
Sunder, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, Mobility, Power Attack, Toughness AC 44, touch 11, flat-footed 42 (+14 armor, +1 Dex, +1 dodge, +19 natural, –1 size; +4 deflection vs. Against helpless or nauseated attack or a grab special attack. Melee 2 claws +18 (2d8+6/19–20 plus fear and grab)Illustrations by Tyler Walpole Special Attacks fear, impale
3d8+9 Spell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) At will—greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Dark creepers exude a foul stench of sweat and spoiled food, owing primarily to the fact thatDefense they never take off their clothing—instead piling on new layers when the outermost one grows too ragged.AC 16, touch 14, flat-footed 13 (+2 armor, +3 Dex, +1 size)hp 19
(3d8+6) For all the mayhem and trouble a pack of dark creepersFort +3, Ref +6, Will +1 can cause, this is nothing compared to the dangers a tribeWeaknesses light blindness led by the taller, even more sinister dark stalkers represents. The save DC is Constitution-based.hp 112 (9d10+63)Fort +13, Ref +10, Will +6DR 10/good; Immune electricity,
poison; Resist acid 10, cold 10, fire 10; SR 20OFFENSE Profane champions of the Abyss, vrocks embody all theSpeed 30 ft., fly 50 ft. Its f lesh is pale and hairless, and its eyes are vacant and white.This grayish humanoid creature seems almost unfinished, with anarrow head, gaunt limbs, and a sinister, noseless face. These withered corpses stand
+21, Knowledge (planes) +18, Perception +20, 10 feet tall but weigh a mere 200 pounds. Offense Dark stalkers are tall, frail humanoids with incredibly pale skin. XP 38,400 Astral devas are usually created by deities from the NG Medium outsider (angel, extraplanar, good) souls of good mortals, though some souls spontaneously transform into astral
devas without the intervention of Init +8; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception +26 a deity. Speed 5 ft. Creatures with NPC class levels have stats have additional sections that cover variant creatures, notesin the standard array (13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8), while creatures on using the monsters as PCs, methods of constructing6 with character
class levels have the elite array (15, 14, 13, 12, the creature, and so on.AasimarAasimar Aasimar CharactersThis supernaturally beautiful woman looks human, yet emanates Aasimars are defined by class levels—they do not possessa strange sense of calm and benevolence. If it wins the grapple check, it establishes a hold and bites the engulfed victim
with a +4 bonus on its attack roll. 10, fire 10; SR 24 61Offense Illustration by Tyler WalpoleSpeed 40 ft.Melee 2 pincers +20 (2d8+10/19–20), 2 claws +20 (1d6+10), bite +20 (1d8+10)Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft.Special Attacks rend (2 pincers, 2d8+15)Spell-Like Abilities (CL 14th) Constant—true seeing At will—chaos hammer (DC 19), confusion (DC
19), dispel magic, mirror image, reverse gravity (DC 22), greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Centaur hair and eyes trend toward darker colors and their features tend to be broad, while the overall bulk of their bodies is inf luenced by the size of the horses their lower quarters resemble. The creature cannot be brought back to life until the devourer’s
destruction (or a NE Large undead (extraplanar) spell deflection—see below) releases its soul. Every time it gains a growth point it makes a DC 30 caster level check—success indicates it matures (gaining both the advanced and 64 the giant simple templates) and plane shifts to the Abyss in aDemon, Nabasu–Demon, NalfeshneeDemon, Nalfeshnee of
madness hound it. A strong wind, such as Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Its range is equal to that of the dragon’s Str 19, Dex 14, Con 17, Int 10, Wis 13, Cha 10 frightful presence. 1st (3/day)—shield, true strike 0 (at will)—mage hand, message, prestidigitation, read magic Smoke Vision (Ex) A very young red dragon can see
perfectlyIllustration by Ben Wootten in smoky conditions (such as those created by pyrotechnics). Possessing no intelligence or agenda, they lash out at whatever living things pass nearby, regardless of the target’s size, sentience, or potential deadliness. Defense One in every thousand imps possesses the ability to AC 17, touch 16, flat-footed 13 (+3
Dex, +1 dodge, +1 natural, communicate telepathically with creatures within 50 feet +2 size) and the power to change its form into that of any Small or Tiny animal, as per the spell beast shape II. On another, seven solars stand watch over seven interacts directly with the fate of his lover or child, so as tomystical chains keeping evil gods bound
within a prison avoid bringing shame upon himself or his responsibilities.demiplane. Init +1; Senses dragon senses; Perception +15 Camouflage (Ex) An old or older green dragon can use Stealth Defense to hide in any sort of natural terrain, even if the terrain does not grant cover or concealment. Armor subjected to this attack loses half its hit points
and gains the broken condition if the target fails a DC 25 Reflex save. arms stretch to the ground, ending in wickedly curved claws.Gorilla CR 2 Dire Ape (Gigantopithecus) CR 3XP 600 XP 800 N Large animalN Large animal Init +2; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +8Init +2; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +8 DefenseDefense AC
15, touch 11, flat-footed 13; (+2 Dex, +4 natural, –1 size) hp 30 (4d8+12)AC 14, touch 11, flat-footed 12; (+2 Dex, +3 natural, –1 size) Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +4hp 19 (3d8+6)Fort +7, Ref +5, Will +2 OffenseOffense Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft. Melee bite +19 (2d6+9 plus rot) and 2 claws +19 (2d4+9/19–20) Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft. Queen (+2 CR) The
queen of a The notoriety of the army ant swarm nest is an immense, bloated is well earned. dragon’s space. Melee bite +15 (2d6+9 plus grab) Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. The following tablelists the most common variants.Species CR Size HDHouse centipede Sewer centipede 1/8 Tiny 1d8Hissing centipede Giant whiptail centipede 1/4 Small 1d8Great
forest centipede Titan centipede 1 Large 2d8 2 Huge 4d8 6 Gargantuan 7d8 9 Colossal 10d8 43Chimera head may be of any evil dragon type, with the corresponding breath weapon, and its wings usually match the scales on This winged monster has the body of a lion, though two more its head. Theapply it to any celestial, whether an angel, one of the
second choir consists solely of the four-winged planetars,guardian archons, fey-like azatas, beast-like agathions, or while the rulers of the angelic race are the six-wingedany other creature of the good planes. You can adjust the stats given here by changing Hit Dice and size (changing Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution as appropriate) to represent
a wide range of different species of giant crab. spend a minute to transform nearby lemures into other lesser devils. The save bonuses. they show no mercy.Hound Archon CR 4 Hound archons are disciplined soldiers and sentinels.XP 1,200 Occasionally good-aligned deities send them to watch over specific places and individuals they take a
particularLG Medium outsider (archon, extraplanar, good, lawful) interest in. The modifiers that generate its AC Feats: The creature’s feats are listed here. spells from the cleric list as well as those normally available to a sorcerer. XP 3,200 Although they have no need of mortal nourishment, CG Large outsider (azata, chaotic, extraplanar, good) it is
said that lillends sup on the joy of music, art, and performance. This cord limits Feats Improved Initiative, the club’s range, but allows the derro to retrieve it as a move- Weapon Finesse equivalent action after it has Skills Perception +0, Stealth +9 been thrown. Constantly on the creature. Massive, Space 10 ft., Reach 10 ft. with longspear) shadowy
corners of the world as remorselessSpecial Attacks sneak attack +2d6 assassins.Spell-Like Abilities (CL 7th) 57 Constant—see invisibility At will—darkness, dispel magic, greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. As they are spiritual creatures While their true forms never vary between alignments,given a physical form rather than creatures of f lesh born
angels will often use their change shape ability to appearof other creatures, their gender is mutable; some angels more like an archon, agathion, or azata as the situationalways use a male form, some strictly a female one, and and the angel’s personality demands.others use either or both, or prefer an androgynous orsexless shape. lasting grudges. An
astral deva’s scrolls Defense frequently contain hints of prophecies and major events yet to come, and as such the devas are fiercely protective AC 29, touch 14, flat-footed 25 (+4 Dex, +15 natural; +4 of the contents of these scrolls and let none, not even deflection vs. They do not often seek to build empires or lead hp 145 (10d10+90) cults—although
few hezrous would turn away prospective Fort +16, Ref +3, Will +9 minions who came to serve the demon on their own. A shadow demon caught in such light cannot attack and can take only a single move or standard action. Their evasive natures make them exceptional at scouting—at least in areas where strange lights aren’t Perception +4 unusual
—relaying messages, and overwhelming enemies with surprise and group tactics. While the ruler of Hell is Asmodeus, his concerns are much more sweeping and broad—he leaves most of the Devils fill the nine layers of Hell, though certain lesser duties of Hell to his eight archdevils and theirfiends are more common on specific layers than others,
legions of infernal dukes. TheyFort +19, Ref +11, Will +19; +4 vs. evil) Planetars are the generals of celestial armies. and their kin prefer to hunt at night and The hunting cat avoids areas of dense and ambush their prey from above, pouncing tangled undergrowth, but has great skill at down from trees or high rocks. A DC 21 Reflex save prevents
damage to clothing and armor. with bite)Special Attacks breath weapon (60- ft. Other species of giant crab exist as well, some smaller but most quite a bit larger. There they make small villages composed of mud mounds on the banks. end of which a relatively small head pulls food from the treetop.Ankylosaurus CR 6 Brachiosaurus CR 10XP 2,400 XP
9,600N Huge animal N Gargantuan animalInit +0; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +14 Init +0; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +28Defense DefenseAC 22, touch 8, flat-footed 22 (+14 natural, –2 size) AC 18, touch 6, flat-footed 18 (+12 natural, –4 size)hp 75 (10d8+30) hp 171 (18d8+90)Fort +12, Ref +7, Will +4 Fort +18, Ref
+11, Will +9Offense OffenseSpeed 30 ft. Be it an instinctual draw to self-destruction or a enough, yet worst are those mortals who worship the most misguided lust for power, conjurers to this day continue to powerful demons as gods, and who pledge their lives in draw forth demons with forbidden magic. Species CR Size HD King crab 1/4 Tiny 1d8
Coconut crab 1/2 Small 1d8 Rock crab 4 Large 5d8 Shark-eating crab 7 Huge 8d8 Great reef crab 10 Gargantuan 11d850 Shipwrecker crab 13 Colossal 14d8Crab–CrocodileCrocodile Crocodile, DireThis reptile lunges out of the placid water with shocking speed. Demons view such summoners 56 with a mix of hatred and thanks, for most demons
lackDemon–Demon, BabauDemon, Babau The babau is an assassin, a murderer, and a sadist— certainly not traits unusual in the demons, yet the babau’sThis emaciated figure looks like a horned human skeleton penchant for stealth and surprise sets it apart from itssmothered within a bone-tight hide of slimy leather. (perfect) truly exist they are an
especially rare lot. generally less-subtle kin. Every day, a creature petrified by a cockatrice in this manner can attempt a new DC 12 Fortitude save to recover from the petrification, at which point the victim returns to flesh with 1 Dexterity (and thereafter can be restored to full Dexterity by natural healing or magic as normal)—but after a petrified
creature fails three of these Fortitude saves in a row, the petrified state becomes permanent. trip) 1/day—charm monster (DC 16), crushing despair (DC 16), Feats Combat Casting, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, dimension door Great Fortitude, Lightning Reflexes Skills Acrobatics +14, Bluff +16, Climb +15, Diplomacy +16,STATISTICS
Intimidate +16, Perception +16, Sense Motive +16,Str 19, Dex 15, Con 15, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 14 Stealth +10, Survival +16, Swim +15Base Atk +6; CMB +10; CMD 22 (24 vs. Since angels can be of any good alignment, they All angels are blessed with extraordinary beauty, though represent the needs and desires of all three major goodtheir actual
appearances vary widely. In addition to the two prominent horns on its head, many have additional decorative spines at regular 34 intervals along the central ridges of their backs.Behir–Black PuddingBlack Pudding suction, it moves at half speed. Offense A typical chuul is 8 feet tall and weighs 650 pounds. A hamatula enjoys the feel of Perception
+21 warm blood on its spines, and prefers to leap into melee when presented with an opportunity for battle. Though normally solitary creatures, coming togetherOffense only to mate and lay eggs, in particularly dangerous areas small groups may band together for protection and attackSpeed 20 ft. OFFENSE Sandstorm (Su) As a standard action, a
great wyrm blue dragon can create a sandstorm centered on itself with a Speed 40 ft., burrow 20 ft., fly 200 ft. Melee sting +8 (1d4 plus poison) Space 2-1/2 ft.; Reach 0 ft. Newly created quasits are birthed directly good; Immune into the Material Plane, where they become electricity, poison; familiars, and while bonded to their Resist acid 10, cold
masters’ wills, all quasits hate and loathe 10, fire 10 their lieges, as they can feel the pulse of their lords’ souls and know that they Offense could have been more. YOUNG BLUE DRAGON CR 9 Electricity Aura (Su) An adult blue dragon is surrounded by an XP 6,400 aura of electricity. Black Smear—injury; save Fort DC 15; frequency 1/round for 6
rounds; effect 1d2 Str; cure 1 save. Special Attacks devour soul, Spell Deflection (Su) If any of the following spells are cast at the devourer energy drain (1 level, and overcome its spell resistance, they DC 20) instead affect a devoured soul: banishment, Spell-Like Abilities (CL 18th) chaos hammer, confusion, crushing despair, At will—animate dead4th,
bestow detect thoughts, dispel evil, dominate person, fear, geas/quest, holy word, curse4th (DC 19), confusion4th (DC 19), hypnotism, imprisonment, magic control undead7th (DC 22), death knell2nd jar, maze, suggestion, trap the (DC 17), ghoul touch2nd (DC 17), inflict soul, or any form of charm serious wounds3rd (DC 18), lesser or compulsion.
slow and inefficient, making them lazy and sluggish. A typical ankheg tunnel is 10 feet tallhp 28 (3d10+12) and wide, roughly circular in cross-section, and from 60Fort +6, Ref +3, Will +2 to 150 feet long ([1d10 + 5] × 10). If a monster’s Monstrous Humanoid Swamplisted special ability does not appear in its description, Ooze Undergroundyou’ll find
it there. dragon. Nonevil creatures, and evil creatures with more than 5 HD, mustInit +5; Senses darkvision 60 ft., detect evil, low-light vision, see succeed on a DC 18 Will save or be shaken for 2d10 rounds. Unless Special Abilities: Finally, any of the creature’s moreotherwise indicated, a spellcasting creature does not unique special abilities are

detailed in full here.receive any of a spellcasting class’s other abilities, such as Descriptiona cleric’s ability to spontaneously convert prepared spellsto cure or inf lict spells. Most azata “settlements” are little more than Ibeji, the Twinsa collection of tents around a landmark, gathered over Ogma, the Championthe course of a day to share news, stories,
and perhaps Tsukuyomi, Prince of the Moongood-natured duels, and then packed up again a few days Qetesh, the Sacred Loverlater. Printed in China.Table of ContentsIntroduction 5 Appendix 9: Monsters by CR 318Monsters A to Z 7 Appendix 10: Monsters by Terrain 319Appendix 1: Monster Creation 290 Appendix 11: Variant Monster Index
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219 Mastodon (elephant) 128 Skeletal champion 252Giant scorpion 242 Medusa 201 Skeleton 250–251Giant slug 254 Merfolk 204 Skum 253Giant spider 258 Mimic 205 Solar (angel) 12Giant squid 259 Minotaur 206 Spectre 256Giant stag beetle 33 Mite 207 Sphinx 257Giant wasp 275 Mohrg 208 Spider swarm 258Gibbering mouther 153 Monitor
lizard 194 Spirit naga 213Girallon 154 Monkey (familiar) 132 Squid 259Glabrezu (demon) 61 Morlock 209 Steam mephit 203Gnoll 155 Mummy 210 Stegosaurus (dinosaur) 85Goblin 156 Nabasu (demon) 64 Stirge 260Goblin dog 157 Nalfeshnee (demon) 65 Stone giant 151Gold dragon 108–109 Neothelid 214 Stone golem 163Gorgon 165 Nessian
warhound (hell hound) 173 Storm giant 152Gorilla (ape) 17 Night hag 215 Succubus (demon) 68Gray ooze 166 Nightmare 216 Svirfneblin 261Greater barghest 27 Nymph 217 Tarn linnorm 192Greater shadow 245 Ochre jelly 218 Tarrasque 262Green dragon 96–97 Octopus 219 Tengu 263Green hag 167 Ogre 220 Tiefling 264Griffon 168 Ogre mage
(oni) 221 Tiger 265Grizzly bear 31 Ooze mephit 203 Toad (familiar) 133Guardian naga 212 Orc 222 Treant 266Half-celestial (unicorn) 169 Orca (dolphin) 88 Triceratops (dinosaur) 86Half-dragon (dracolisk) 170 Otyugh 223 Troglodyte 267Half-fiend (minotaur) 171 Owl (familiar) 132 Troll 268Harpy 172 Owlbear 224 Trumpet archon 21Hawk (familiar)
131 Pegasus 225 Tyrannosaurus (dinosaur) 86Hell hound 173 Phase spider 226 Unicorn 269Hezrou 62 Phoenix 227 Vampire 270–271Hill giant 150 Pit fiend (devil) 80–81 Vargouille 272Hobgoblin 175 Pixie 228 Vegepygmy 273Homunculus 176 Planetar (angel) 11 Venomous snake 255Horned devil 76 Poison frog 135 Violet fungus 274Horse 177 Pony
(horse) 177 Viper (familiar) 133Hound archon 19 Pseudodragon 229 Vrock (demon) 69Hydra 178 Pteranodon (dinosaur) 85 Wasp swarm 275Hyena 179 Purple worm 230 Water elemental 126–127Ice devil 77 Quasit (demon) 66 Water mephit 203Ice golem 161 Rakshasa 231 Weasel (familiar) 133Ice linnorm 191 Rat (familiar) 132 Wererat
(lycanthrope) 197Ice mephit 202 Rat swarm 232 Werewolf (lycanthrope) 198Imp (devil) 78 Raven (familiar) 133 White dragon 100–101Intellect devourer 180 Red dragon 98–99 Wight 276Invisible stalker 181 Remorhaz 233 Will-o’-wisp 277Iron cobra 182 Retriever 234 Winter wolf (worg) 280Iron golem 162 Rhinoceros 235 Wolf 278Janni (genie) 141
Riding dog 87 Wolverine 279Kobold 183 Roc 236 Wood golem 164Kraken 184 Roper 237 Woolly rhinoceros 235Kyton 185 Rust monster 238 Worg 280Lamia 186 Sahuagin 239 Wraith 281Lantern archon 20 Salamander 240 Wyvern 282Leech swarm 187 Salt mephit 203 Xill 283Lemure (devil) 79 Satyr 241 Xorn 284Leopard (cat) 40 Sea hag 243
Yellow musk creeper 285Lich 188–189 Sea serpent 244 Yeth hound 286Lillend (azata) 26 Shadow 245 Yeti 287Lion 193 Shadow demon 67 Zombie 288–289Lizard (familiar) 131 Shaitan (genie) 143IntroductionINTRODUCTION Monster IconsWelcome to the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Bestiary! Within Each monster in this book is presented with
three visualthe pages of this tome you will encounter a wide range cues to help you quickly identify the monster’s role andof monsters and creatures to pit against your players as niche in the game. Most societies interpretaasimar births as good omens. DC 23 save or be dazed for 1 round. To determine what hallucination is suffered each round, roll
1d6 and consult the following table. King of the chromatics, this terrible beastSkills Appraise +23, Bluff +23, Fly +12, Intimidate +23, Knowl. Statistics Statistics Str 12, Dex 15, Con 13, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 6 Base Atk +1; CMB +2; CMD 14 Str 27, Dex 15, Con 16, Int 2, Wis 15, Cha 6 Feats Weapon Finesse Base Atk +6; CMB +16; CMD 28 Skills
Perception +9, Swim +13; Racial Modifiers +4 Feats Endurance, Improved Initiative, Skill Focus (Perception, Perception Swim), Weapon Focus (bite) SQ hold breath Skills Perception +19, Swim +28; Racial Modifiers +8 Perception SQ hold breath (as dolphin) Ecology Ecology Environment any ocean Organization solitary, pair, or pod (3–18)
Environment cold oceans Treasure none Organization solitary, pair, or pod (3–20) Treasure none Special Abilities The orca, or “killer whale,” is actually the largest species of Hold Breath (Ex) A dolphin can hold its breath for a number dolphin. Str 37, Dex 29, Con 35, Int 26, Wis 30, Cha 26 Base Atk +20; CMB +34 (+38 grapple); CMD 53 Pit fiends
are masters of fire and prefer lands bathed Feats Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Initiative, Improved Iron in f lame. Particularly tormentor. A bralani remains in one form until it chooses to assume its other form. with bite) 2nd (7/day)—blur, glitterdust (DC 16), invisibility, summonSpecial Attacks breath weapon (80-ft. Their just-better-thananimalistic intelligence grants them a fascination with the trappings of society evenCHOKER CR 2 if they do not truly understand it. (clumsy)Melee bite +35 (4d6+21/19–20), 2 claws +35 (2d8+14), 2 wings +33 (2d6+7), tail slap +33 (2d8+21)Space 20 ft.; Reach 15 ft. line, DC 17, 6d6 acid) (such as potions) and items in a creature’s possession
mustIllustration by Ben Wootten succeed on a Will save (DC equal to the dragon’s frightful Statistics presence) or become ruined. trip) Languages Common, Goblin, InfernalFeats Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Great Fortitude SQ change shape (goblin or wolf,Skills Acrobatics +11, Bluff +11, Diplomacy +11, Intimidate +11, polymorph)
Perception +11, Sense Motive +11, Stealth +11, Survival +11Languages Common, Goblin, InfernalSQ change shape (goblin or wolf, polymorph)ECOLOGYEnvironment anyOrganization solitary or cult (1 plus goblin tribe)Treasure standardSPECIAL ABILITIES Illustration by Andrew HouFeed (Su) Once per month, a barghest can devour a nonevil
humanoid’s corpse as a full-round action to gain a growth point. (perfect) 13th-level clerics. Equally happy (known to barbarian tribesconsuming nuts, berries, fish, or small mammals, the variously as the cave bear orgrizzly is nonetheless fiercely territorial,and will chase off—or, failing that, kill and the short-faced bear) is aeat—any intruders it views
as competition. At will—detect thoughts (DC 15), ethereal jaunt (CL 16th), invisibility, plane shift (DC 20)Spells Known (CL 9th) 4th (4/day)—charm monster (DC 17), freedom of movement 3rd (7/day)—gaseous form, magic circle against evil, summon monster III 2nd (7/day)—cure moderate wounds, eagle’s splendor, scorching ray, silence (DC 15) 1st
(7/day)—endure elements, mage armor, obscuring mist, protection from chaos, true strike 0 (at will)—daze, disrupt undead, light, ray of frost, read magic, resistance, stabilizeStatistics As they would rather Illustration by Michael Jaecks spend their time promotingStr 20, Dex 16, Con 20, Int 17, Wis 19, Cha 17 their agenda than hunting, couatlsBase
Atk +12; CMB +18 (+22 grapple); appreciate offers of food, particularly small boars and large game fowl. The save DC is Four long tentacles writhe from this three-eyed fish-like creature’s Constitution-based. The following any amount of damage from an area effect destroys all simple templates can be used to create variants of the clinging ants.
Offense Corrupt Water (Sp) Once per day an adult or older black dragon can stagnate 10 cubic feet of still water, making it Speed 60 ft., fly 150 ft. Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.Melee 2 slams +3 (1d6+2) Special Attacks rend (2 claws, 1d4+6)Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. They collect and train with their infernally forgedInit +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., see in
darkness; glaives among the vaults of Hell’s third layer, Erebus, but inevitably return to the f irst layer, Avernus, to serve at the Perception +10 side of the dread lord Barbatos. LE Large outsider (evil, extraplanar, lawful, shapechanger) Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., scent; Perception +16BARGHEST CR 4 DEFENSEXP 1,200 AC 20, touch 11, flatfooted 18 (+2 Dex, +9 natural, –1 size)LE Medium outsider (evil, extraplanar, lawful, shapechanger) hp 85 (9d10+36) Fort +9, Ref +10, Will +10Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., scent; Perception +11 DR 10/magicDEFENSE OFFENSEAC 17, touch 12, flat-footed 15 (+2 Dex, +5 natural) Speed 40 ft.hp 45 (6d10+12) Melee bite +14 (1d8+6), 2 claws
+14 (1d6+6)Fort +6, Ref +7, Will +7 Spell-Like Abilities (CL 9th)DR 5/magic At will—blink, invisibility sphere, levitate, misdirectionOFFENSE 1/day—charm monster (DC 18), crushing despair (DC 18),Speed 30 ft. Deathmastery (Su): The pit f iend duke’s ability tomanipulate the souls of the damned extends beyond thestandard devil shaping power.
1,198 views More than 400 of fantasy’s fiercest foes burst from the pages of this enormous 360-page compendium of the most popular and commonly encountered creatures in the world of Pathfinder! From familiar enemies like orcs, dragons, and vampires to new horrors like the living-nightmare nilith and the three-headed mutoli, to suitable
servants for summoners of every alignment, this must-have companion to the Pathfinder Core Rulebook is crawling with creatures perfect for your Pathfinder adventures! This deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. The coloration of giant centipedesmirrors that of normal
centipedes and spans the spectrum,ranging from dull hues to bright reds and fiery oranges. the world, preferringWhen it can, the bear tries to dwell in remoteto grab a single target to wilderness locations.deal continual damage A dire bear is a rareuntil that target isdead, unconscious, and terrifying sight—or escapes. They Spell-Like Abilities (CL
20th) do not gain access to domains or other cleric abilities. (poor) Gargantuan 250 ft. Weighing only35 pounds and standing no taller than a half ling,chokers have no problem skittering across wallsand ceilings, often lodging themselves intoshadowy corners, tunnel intersections, walls,or staircases. one-azata crusade against the cruelties of the
multiverse. Cheetah CR 2 Leopard CR 2 XP 600 XP 600 N Medium animal N Medium animal Init +8; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +5 Init +4; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +5 Defense Defense AC 15, touch 14, flat-footed 11 (+4 Dex, +1 natural) AC 15, touch 14, flat-footed 11 (+4 Dex, +1 natural) hp 19 (3d8+6) hp 19
(3d8+6) Fort +5, Ref +7, Will +2 Fort +5, Ref +7, Will +2 Offense Offense Speed 50 ft.; sprint Speed 30 ft., climb 20 ft. Other variants exist kin, the daeodon prefers to feed on f lesh, and as well, such as the particularly ugly its razor-sharp tusks and keen eyesight warthogs that dwell in tropical plains make it particularly well suited as a and
savannahs. Many thieves’ fearsome force indeed. They hp 13 (2d10+2) have total control over the color Fort +4, Ref +3, Will +0; +4 vs. While a cruel dictatorship might be as befits their particular role in the army of Heaven.Archon–Archon, HoundArchon, Hound weapons. Thus, whether as masters orservants, pit f iends embody the will of Hell’s
merciless Ref lex save [DC 10 + 1/2 the pit fiend’s racial HD + the pitlaw and assure that only the strongest of devilkind fiend’s Constitution modifier] half ).f lourish (or dare to). (clumsy) Frightful Presence (Ex): A dragon’s frightful presence Their natural weapons are treated as magic weapons for 91has a range equal to 30 feet × the dragon’s age
category, but the purpose of overcoming damage reduction.otherwise functions as detailed on page 300. The perfect way to commemorate Pathfinder’s new edition! (Cover color and design subject to change.) The Pathfinder Bestiary includes: • More than 400 monsters drawn from mythology, genre classics, and more than a decade of Pathfinder,
with plenty of new monsters too! • Gorgeous full-color illustrations on nearly every page! • Detailed monster lists sorted by level, type, and rarity to help you find the right monster for any situation! • Universal monster rules to simplify special attacks, defenses, and qualities like grab, swallow whole, and regeneration. The creature lies in wait until
prey approaches within 60 feet, at which point it extrudesThis man-sized, crab-like monstrosity clings tenaciously to the a thin cord of silk at blinding speed, lashing at the targetrough stone, its enormous pincers held out menacingly before it. with bite)Special Attacks breath weapon (120-ft. The tongue can be removed by making an opposed Strength
check as a standard action or by dealing 2 points of slashing damage to the tongue (AC 11, damage does not deplete the boggard’s actual hit points). In truth, though, Fiendish wings and a whipping scorpion-like tail lash behind this an imp works to deliver souls to Hell, assuring that its diminutive, red-skinned nuisance. Often, their 50 lbs. These
horse-sized burrowing monstersgenerally avoid heavily settled areas like cities, but theirpredilection for livestock and humanoid f lesh ensuresthat they do not keep to the deep wilderness either. Often an angel’s true form is Angelic Choirsreminiscent of its mortal self, only taller, brighter, andmore powerful. In the end, traumatized Melee short sword
+5 (1d4) or aklys +5 (1d6) victims are returned to their homes, Ranged repeating light crossbow +5 (1d6/19–20 plus poison) memories not quite completely wiped or aklys +5 (1d6) of their ordeal, to Special Attacks sneak attack +1d6 live the rest of Spell-Like Abilities (CL 3rd) their lives in vague fear of a nightmare At will—darkness, ghost sound
(DC 13) they can’t quite recall. Cleric balor lords are immediately transforms into a demon under the balor lord’s command (a babau, succubus, or shadow demon, according to the balor lord’s whim). AC 25, touch 14, flat-footed 20 (+5 Dex, +11 natural, –1 size) In battle, an osyluth uses quickened invisibility after hp 105 (10d10+50) each attack to
confuse foes. Unless an animated object uses a Construction Point to be made of another material, all animated objects are made N Medium construct of wood or material of equivalent hardness. FrostSpecial Thanks: The Paizo Customer Service and Warehouse Teams, Ryan Dancey, Clark Peterson, and the proud participants of the Open Gaming
Movement. (arcana) +23, Perception +23, Sense Motive +23, Spellcraft +23, Stealth +12 brings ruin and death to the landsLanguages Common, Draconic, Dwarven, Orc that fall under its shadow. The dretch is a favorite target for dabblers in Abyssal summonings to call forth. Its back 14, Con 11, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 10; Special Qualities low-is heavily
armored with thick bony plates and spikes. hp 30 (4d10+8) Fort +3, Ref +6, Will +6 Offense Speed 50 ft. Ledges overlooking bridges andlower ledges overlooking chasms are favored huntingCentaur Aloof with other races and at odds even with their own kind, the centaurs are an old race only slowly coming to This creature has the sun-bronzed
upper body of a seasoned accept the modern world. Check pages 297–306 of this book for Outsider Urbanthe complete universal monster rules. Alone among the demonic horde, quasits Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +7 do not form from the dead souls of evil mortals. Trample (Ex, 2 CP): The object gains the trample special 14 attack
(see page 305 for damage and save DC).Animated Object–AnkhegAnkheg In combat, an ankheg prefers to attack with its bite. 85Dinosaur, Triceratops Dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus This beast’s armored head has three sharp horns decorating its face This bipedal dinosaur’s front arms seem small compared to the and a large round crest angling back over
its neck from its skull. of objects only), unholy blight (DC 18) 3/day—gaseous form 1/day—blasphemy (DC 21), summon (level 4, 1 hezrou 35%) Statistics Str 27, Dex 11, Con 29, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 18 Base Atk +10; CMB +19 (+23 grapple); CMD 29 Feats Blind-Fight, Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Initiative, Power Attack Skills Climb +21, Escape
Artist +10, Intimidate +14, Knowledge (arcana) +15, Perception +23, Spellcraft +15, Stealth +9, Swim +29; Racial Modifiers +8 Perception Languages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft. opponents three or more size categories smaller than the Age in Years: This is the dragon’s actual age. Half lings, on the other hand, are among the
beast’s favorite meals, and no half ling with anyAC 22, touch 10, flat-footed 20 (+2 Dex, +12 natural, –2 size) sense ventures into bulette country casually.hp 84 (8d10+40)Fort +11, Ref +8, Will +5 The bulette is a cunning fighter, surprising foes with its impressive agility. The ice devil supports its minions with its spell-like abilities, always taking
careDefense to avoid impacting its minions in the area of effect of its spells—this not from any sense of camaraderie, only aAC 32, touch 14, flat-footed 27 (+5 Dex, +18 natural, –1 size) cold and logical truth that its allies can survive longer inhp 161 (14d10+84); regeneration 5 (good weapons, good spells) a fight if they are not exposed to friendly
fire.Fort +15, Ref +14, Will +12DR 10/good; Immune fire, cold, poison; Resist acid 10; SR 24 Gelugons stand at 12 feet tall, and weigh approximately 700 pounds.Offense 77Speed 40 ft., fly 60 ft. Aasimars look mostlyhuman except for some minor physical trait that revealstheir unusual heritage. All angels possess a number of The original and most
powerful angels predate the similar traits, as detailed on page 310 of this book. trip) +33, Knowledge (arcana) +33, Knowledge (history) +33,Feats Cleave, Greater Vital Strike, Improved Initiative, Perception +33, Sense Motive +33, Spellcraft +33, Stealth +15 Languages Abyssal, Common, Draconic, Dwarven, Giant, Orc Improved Iron Will,
Improved Vital Strike, Iron Will, Few creatures are more cruel and fearsome than the mighty Multiattack, Power Attack, Vital Strike red dragon. a CR equal to the average party level, as listed on Table 12–5Special Attacks: The creature’s special attacks. Some take on the mantle of monster-slayers word (DC 25), regenerate and hunt powerful fiends
and undead such as devourers, night hags, night shades, and pit fiends, even making 6th—banishment (DC 24), heroes’ feast, mass cure moderate wounds, undeath to death (DC 24), word of recall 5th—break enchantment, breath of life, dispel evil (DC 23), plane forays into the evil planes and the Negative Energy Plane shift (DC 23), righteous might,
symbol of sleep (DC 23) to destroy these creatures at their source before they can 4th—cure critical wounds (3), death ward, dismissal (DC 22), bring harm to mortals. Clusters of ankhegs often share the same territory and create intricate windingOFFENSE networks of tunnels under farmlands, sometimes resulting in sinkholes where too many
burrow at once.Speed 30 ft., burrow 20 ft.Melee bite +5 (2d6+4 plus 1d4 acid and grab) Although ankhegs resemble immense vermin, they areSpace 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. outside in a group at dawn or dusk, or when they have been startled and forced to f lee their lairs.Bat–BearBear, Grizzly Bear, DireBroad, powerful muscles move beneath this massive
bear’s brown Spittle drips from this feral bear’s roaring maw, and its matted furfur, promising both speed and lethal force. demons for lore, while others call upon them to serve as assassins or guards. Consume (Ex) An army ant swarm can rapidly consume Worker (–1 CR) Worker ants do not have a poison sting any creature it swarms over. Each time
a creature suffers damage from a black pudding’s acid, its clothing and armor take the same amount of damage from the acid. AC 20, touch 10, flat-footed 19 (+1 Dex, +10 natural, –1 size) hp 85 (9d12+27) Miasma (Su) An ancient or older green dragon can use its Fort +9, Ref +7, Will +9 breath weapon to create a cloud of acid as a standard action
Immune acid, paralysis, sleep that deals damage to any creature inside it. (good); 35 ft., fly 100 ft. (average), swim 60 ft. All azatas see them disagreeing on how best to handle a particularfundamentally know when and where the closest or next situation. They constantly wear multiple layers of dark Speed 30 ft. Unfortunately, moving into melee). This
makes future temptations easier to resist and plants a legitimate enemy of the archon, rebellion and riot is not the seeds of spiritual deliverance. Deinonychus CR 3 Elasmosaurus CR 7 XP 800 XP 3,200 N Medium animal N Huge animal Init +6; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +14 Init +2; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +14
Defense Defense AC 15, touch 12, flat-footed 13 (+2 Dex, +3 natural) AC 20, touch 11, flat-footed 17 (+2 Dex, +1 dodge, +9 natural, –2 size) hp 34 (4d8+16) hp 105 (10d8+60) Fort +8, Ref +6, Will +2 Fort +14, Ref +9, Will +6 Offense Offense Speed 60 ft. A green Feats Alertness, Cleave, Great Cleave, Iron Will, Power Attack dragon can choose to
leave a trail, if it so desires. The infernal wounds caused by a bearded devilwhile below its toothy maw writhes a hideous, twitching beard. Its hardness increases to 10, and it gains a +2 increase to its natural armor bonus. Whenever a pit fiendslays a humanoid, it can attempt to transform the slainDevourer Special Abilities This dry, hovering corpse’s
chest is a prison of jagged ribs, within Devour Soul (Su) By making a touch attack as a standard action, which is trapped a small tormented ghostly form. Special Attacks powerful charge (gore, 4d10+16), trample Special Attacks swallow whole (2d8+11, AC 17, hp 15) (1d8+12, DC 25) Statistics Statistics Str 32, Dex 13, Con 19, Int 2, Wis 15, Cha 10
Base Atk +13; CMB +28 (+32 grapple); CMD 39 Str 26, Dex 9, Con 19, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 7 Feats Bleeding Critical, Critical Focus, Diehard, Endurance, Base Atk +10; CMB +20; CMD 29 (33 vs. It gains a bonus equal to its growth point total on attack rolls, CMB rolls, saving throws, and skill checks. G. In Master of Magic (Su): The pit fiend duke has
additionalthe service of the archfiends or other unique infernal spell-like abilities (20 spell levels’ worth of 1st–4th levelwarlords, pit fiends hold themselves to a greater cause, spells usable at will and 20 spell levels’ worth of 5th–8thobeying the wills of Asmodeus’s chosen nobles in the level spells usable 3 times a day).hopes of one day garnering the
favor of either the Prince ofDarkness or Hell itself. Often, an Wis 18, Cha 21 erinyes will stay her hand beforeBase Atk +9; CMB +14; CMD 31Feats Combat Reflexes, DodgeB, MobilityB, attempting to slay a foe simply Point-Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Rapid so she can draw out the victim’s Shot, Shot on the RunSkills Acrobatics +18, Bluff +17,
Diplomacy suffering. template and a f ly speed of 30 feet (average). Weapon Focus (bite)Skills Acrobatics +9 (+17 jumping), Perception +11; Racial 39 Modifiers +4 on Acrobatics checks made to jumpEcologyEnvironment temperate hillsOrganization solitary or pairTreasure noneSpecial AbilitiesLeap (Ex) A bulette can perform a special kind of
pounce attack by jumping into combat. Melee 2 claws +14 (2d6+7 plus grab) Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. Additionally, during this time period, its bite attack does not inflict any additional acid damage. They prefer the simple pleasures—slumber, Defense the thrill of torture, the bliss of feasting on a living meal, or the joy of feeling something beautiful
breaking and crumbling in AC 25, touch 9, flat-footed 25 (+16 natural, –1 size) a clenched fist. A low, menacingbrown eyes. A singleOffense cave fisher’s glands count as 100 gp worth of raw materials, offsetting the total cost of the item’s final creation.Speed 20 ft., climb 20 ft.Melee 2 claws +5 (1d4+3) Although cave fishers have many superficial
similaritiesRanged filament +3 (drag) to crabs, they do not fare well in water and aren’t very goodSpecial Attacks pull (filament, 10 feet) swimmers. +26, Heal +24, Intimidate +27, Knowledge (history) +23, Knowledge (planes) +26, Knowledge (religion) +26, PerceptionPlanetar CR 16 +27, Sense Motive +27, Stealth +20XP 76,800 Languages
Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeech SQ change shape (alter self )NG Large outsider (angel, extraplanar, good) EcologyInit +8; Senses darkvision 60 ft., detect evil, detect snares and Environment any good-aligned planepits, low-light vision, true seeing; Perception +27 Organization solitary or pair Treasure double (+3 holy greatsword)Aura
protective aura Special AbilitiesDefense Spells Planetars cast divine spells as 16th-level clerics. Wells’s morlocks or H. 17400 pounds. Unlike a giant frog, a boggard cannot pull targets toward it with its tongue.Swamp Stride (Ex) A boggard can move through any sort of natural difficult terrain at its normal speed while within a swamp. A DC 20 Will
save resists this effect, otherwise the victim becomes frightened for 1d4 rounds. The most murderous This gnarled vine, as thick as a man’s arm and bearing hand- assassin vines supposedly produce the sweetest berries. Unique Fey Plainabilities are described below the monster’s stat block. Because of the suction, a black pudding’s CMD score gets a
+10 circumstance bonusThis black, amorphous blob piles up on itself, a quivering mound to resist bull rush, awesome blows, and other attacks andof midnight sludge that glistens darkly before surging forward. of objects only), persistent image (DC 20), wall of ice (DC 19) 1/day—summon (level 4, 2 bone devils, 50%)StatisticsStr 23, Dex 21, Con 22,
Int 25, Wis 22, Cha 20Base Atk +14; CMB +21; CMD 36Feats Alertness, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (spear)Skills Acrobatics +22, Bluff +22, Diplomacy +22, Fly +13, Intimidate +19, Knowledge (planes) +24, Knowledge (any three others) +21, Perception +27, Sense Motive +27, Spellcraft
+21, Stealth +18, Survival +23Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic, Infernal; telepathy 100 ft.EcologyEnvironment any (Hell)Organization solitary, team (2–3), council (4–10), or contingent (1–3 ice devils, 2–6 horned devils, and 1–4 bone devils)Treasure standard (+1 frost spear, other treasure)Special AbilitiesSlow (Su) A hit from an ice devil’s
tail or spear induces numbing cold. They form from mortal souls of lone killers—those who,Melee 2 claws +12 (1d6+5), bite +12 (1d6+5) or longspear +12/+7 in life, took pleasure in more personal and intimate murders. This ability also Weaknesses vulnerability to cold allows it to reposition a stationary fire effect, although the new placement must
be one allowed by the spell. Goblins are the primal evil, seeking only cruelty and petty AC 17, touch 11, flat-footed 16 (+2 armor, +1 Dex, +3 natural, +1 victimization as they can find it, be that among their own shield) kind or against their neighbors. Heal can also halt the rot effect. Only a miracle or wish can remove a derro’s This pale blue
humanoid has bulging white eyes, wild hair, four- madness. An aboleth is 25 feet long and weighs 6,500 pounds. Doppelgangers prefer infiltrating societies where they can gather wealth and inf luence, and see little point inDoppelganger CR 3 forming cities of their own kind. This ability is the equivalent of a 1st-level spell. (average) 1d6 1d4 — — — —
60 ft. (average) Melee 2 claws +11 (1d6+1) Special Attacks energy drain, profane gift Spell-Like Abilities (CL 12th) Constant—detect good, tongues At will—charm monster (DC 22), detect thoughts (DC 20), ethereal jaunt (self plus 50 lbs. for half damage. AC 21, touch 12, flat-footed 19 (+2 Dex, +9 natural) Charm Reptiles (Sp) A great wyrm black
dragon can use this hp 76 (8d12+24) ability three times per day. Any opponents who refuse to f lee after thisdisplay are attacked. pose, this large beetle stands firm in defense of its territory.Fire Beetle CR 1/3 Giant Stag Beetle CR 4XP 135 XP 1,200N Small vermin N Large verminInit +0; Senses low-light vision; Perception +0 Init +0; Senses
darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +0Defense DefenseAC 12, touch 11, flat-footed 12 (+1 natural, +1 size) AC 17, touch 9, flat-footed 17 (+8 natural, –1 size)hp 4 (1d8) hp 45 (7d8+14)Fort +2, Ref +0, Will +0 Fort +7, Ref +2, Will +2Immune mind-affecting effects Immune mind-affecting effectsOffense OffenseSpeed 30 ft., fly 30 ft. Rumors hold that the
mostEcology powerful erinyes torturers have skills that allow theirEnvironment any (Hell) torment to continue even after their subject has diedOrganization solitary or trioTreasure triple (+1 longsword, +1 flaming composite longbow [+5 from their attentions. rest of its bulk, but its enormous head is all teeth. Dwarves are also rarely eaten by the
beasts, though the bulette still slaughters membersDefense of either race on sight. Loosed upon the Material Plane, a babau (1d8+7/×3), bite +7 (1d6+2) often finds itself in the same role, haunting theSpace 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. AdjacentA cloud of spores and a trail of feathers surrounds this twisted creatures take 1d8 points of damage from the spores,
pluscross between a man and a gigantic vulture. desperate kings who sought to engage demons to serve as generals for their armies or of lunatics who seek demonic Yet despite this, mortals have sought demonic aid since sires to gift them with horrific children are common the start. In cases where the forces of evil 23and where an azata community
might arise, some groups act overtly, however, and intrude upon mortal worlds,or breeds of azatas gather in cycles for traditional festivals azatas are quick to rally to defend such realms and aidand reunions. unwanted pain, and while adhering to these laws often Armies of archons stand in staunch opposition to the results in longer campaigns,
archons point out that their affronts of Hell, Abaddon, and the Abyss, confronting victories are lasting triumphs as a result. Their skills and abilities make them excellent scouts and elite agents for celestial armies. A creature with army their nests generally don’t consist of thousands, their greatly ants clinging to him takes 3d6 points of damage at the
increased size more than compensates. Chromatic dragons are almost universally evil, Wings: The dragon can slam foes with its wings, even seeking only to slake their endless lust for food, treasure, when f lying. AC 22, touch 9, flat-footed 21 (+1 Dex, +13 natural, –2 size) Far more intelligent than its verminous shape would hp 150 (12d10+84)
suggest, it is perhaps a blessing that the bebilith is such Fort +15, Ref +11, Will +7 a focused and devoted hunter of demons, for had these DR 10/good dangerous outsiders more of a mind to conquer and expand empires, their ability to plane shift would make Offense them a menace indeed. A medium animated object has 2 CP; differently sized
objects have CP totals as detailed on the size chart on this page. © 2010 Paizo Publishing, LLC. A metal or wooden weapon that strikes a black pudding takes 2d6 acid damage unless the weapon’s wielder succeeds on a DC 21 Reflex save. Magically altered terrain affects a boggard normally.Bugbear Bugbears, when they turn to religion, favor gods of
murder and violence, with various demon lords being This dark-furred creature raises a spiked morningstar, its tiny, favorites. As much as they seek to spread the to seek out feelings of love, joy, and companionship,cause of freedom and joy, azatas realize that they cannot but rarely feel bound or exclusive to merely one lover,enforce such virtues
throughout the multiverse. A few very old solars have succeeded neutralize poison (2) (DC 22) at this task and bear slayer-names of dread creatures that12 3rd—cure serious wounds, daylight, invisibility purge, magic are now extinct by the solar’s hand.Angel, Solar Solars accept roles as guardians, usually of fundamental can appear as either sex, the
gods have not granted themsupernatural concepts, or objects or creatures of great the capacity for pregnancy or motherhood. Those whoStr 17, Dex 12, Con 17, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 4 ply these rivers frequently travel with a few spare slavesBase Atk +2; CMB +5 (+9 with pull); CMD 16 (28 vs. 24 A true seeing spell reveals both forms
simultaneously.Azata, Bralani–Azata, GhaeleAzata, Ghaele EcologyThis elegantly armored sentinel stands alert, her eyes radiating Environment any (Elysium)divine light and her noble blade crackling with power. (average) Melee +1 longsword +12/+7 (2d6+8/19–20), tail slap +6 (2d6+2 plus grab) Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Melee 2 claws +32
(2d8+13), 2 wings +30 (2d6+6), bite +32 Rulers of infernal realms, generals of Hell’s armies, (4d6+13 plus poison and disease), tail slap +30 (2d8+6 and advisors to the archfiends, pit fiends embody the plus grab) awesome and terrible pinnacle of devilkind. A dead fire beetle’s luminescent glands appetite for decaying wood. cone, DC 22, 12d6 acid),
2nd (7/day)—alter self, detect thoughts (DC 17), locate object, crush (Small creatures, DC 22, 2d8+12) mirror image, see invisibilitySpell-Like Abilities (CL 15th) 1st (7/day)—magic missile, shield, silent image (DC 16), At will—charm person (DC 14), entangle (DC 14), suggestion (DC 16) summon monster I, ventriloquism (DC 16)Spells Known (CL 5th)
0 (at will)—dancing lights, detect magic, ghost sound, mage 2nd (5/day)—alter self, mirror image hand, message, prestidigitation 1st (7/day)—shield, silent image (DC 14), summon monster I, Statistics ventriloquism (DC 14) 0 (at will)—dancing lights, detect magic, ghost sound, mage Str 35, Dex 8, Con 25, Int 20, Wis 21, Cha 20 Base Atk +23; CMB
+39; CMD 48 (52 vs. In this hidden position, thedarkmantle waits for prey to pass beneath, at whichpoint it drops and swoops down to attack its victim,slamming its body against the foe and attempting towrap its webbed tentacles around the target. No portion of this work other than the material designated as Open Game Content may be reproduced
in any form withoutwritten permission.Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Bestiary is published by Paizo Publishing, LLC under the Open Game License version 1.0a Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All living creatures within 30 feet XP 4,800 must succeed on a DC 18 Fortitude save or gain a negative level. Collections of bones and lengths of
discarded filamentsN Medium vermin are sure signs of cave fisher habitation.Init +1; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +0 A cave fisher produces its filament from glands in its body; when it reels in a victim, it generally eats theDefense filament along with its meal. Damage reduction, often present wider ranges than the icons at the top of
theimmunities, resistances, and spell resistance are called stat block indicate. A creature restored to flesh via magic has its Dexterity damage caused by cockatrice bites removed, but not any existing Dexterity damage from other sources. trip) Feats Hover, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Skill Focus (Perception), Toughness Skills Fly +2, Perception
+10, Stealth +4 (+8 in scrubland or brush); Racial Modifiers +2 Perception, +4 Stealth in scrubland or brush Languages Draconic Ecology Environment temperate hills Organization solitary, pair, pride (3–6), or flight (7–12) Treasure standardIllustrations by Peter Bergting Special Abilities Breath Weapon (Su) A chimera’s breath weapon depends on
the color of its dragon head, as summarized on the table below. Paizo Publishing,LLC, the Paizo golem logo, Pathfinder, and GameMastery are registered trademarks of Paizo Publishing, LLC; Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, Pathfinder Society, PathfinderChronicles, Pathfinder Modules, and Pathfinder Companion are trademarks of Paizo Publishing,
LLC. cloth and black leather armor, yet unlike their lesser Melee 2 short swords +6/+6 (1d6+2 plus poison/19–20) Special Attacks death throes, sneak attack (+3d6) kin, a dark stalker’s garb is always Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) clean and spotless. Its hardness increases to 8 and it gains a +1 increase to its natural armor bonus. trip)Feats Endurance,
Run, Skill Focus (Survival) Focus (Perception)Skills Perception +6, Survival +5, Swim +14; Racial Modifiers Skills Perception +12, Swim +19; Racial Modifiers +4 Swim +4 Swim EcologyEcology Environment cold forests Organization solitary or pairEnvironment cold forests Treasure incidentalOrganization solitary or pairTreasure none Larger, more
aggressive, and far more deadly than itsA large, powerful omnivore, the grizzly bear inhabits lesser cousins, the dire bear 31many of the world’s forested hills. Such legends sometimes prove true, as all lillends have Fort +7, Ref +10, Will +10 their favorite works, creations, and artists, and often visit the Immune electricity, petrification, poison; Resist
cold 10, fire 10 Material Plane to enjoy their splendor and make sure they remain safe. Healthy leopards are generally not aggressive toward humanoids, and if they aren’t hungry and don’t feel threatened, it is possible to approach closely without a hostile reaction. “Double” orfor these attacks are given at the end of the stat block or in “triple”
treasure indicates the creature has double or triplethe universal monster rules section begining on page 297. Mithral objects cost 4 CP, and gain hardness 15 plus a +4 increase to natural armor. You can use these statisticsfor similar creatures, such as alligators.Cyclops completely bald, with stringy patches of dark hair occasionally hanging down
from above the ears. As long as the profane gift persists, the XP 3,200 succubus can communicate telepathically with the target across any distance (and may use her suggestion spell-like CE Medium outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) ability through it). Unlike other angels, most solars are created froman amalgam of good souls and raw
divine energyto directly serve the gods, but an increasingnumber of these powerful angels havebeen “promoted” to their existence assolars from lesser creatures likeplanetars or devas. (limited to Abyssal-speaking targets) Ecology Environment any (Abyss) Organization solitary, pair, gang (3–5), crowd (6–12), or mob (13+) Treasure noneIllustration
by Kevin Yan Even the lowest demons of the Abyss are dangerous and filled with a driving need to spread ruin and dismay. largest dinosaurs.Hold Breath (Ex) A crocodile can hold its breath for a number of rounds equal to 4 times its Constitution score before it risks drowning.Sprint (Ex) Once per minute a crocodile may sprint, increasing its land
speed to 40 feet for 1 round.A crocodile is a primeval reptile that dwells in swamps or 51along the banks of rivers, a habitat that often puts itin violent contact with unsuspecting prey thatcome to the water’s edge to drink. It can then reshape XP 307,200 these lemures into a number of Hit Dice’s worth of lesser devils (see page 71) equal to the
number of lemures LE Large outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) affected. of objects only), hold person (DC 17), major image (DC 17), produce flame, pyrotechnics (DC 16), scorching ray (2 rays only) 1/day—order’s wrath (DC 18), summon (level 4, 1 barbed devil 35%), unholy blight (DC 18) Statistics Str 23, Dex 23, Con 22, Int 12, Wis 15, Cha 18
Base Atk +12; CMB +18 (+22 grapple); CMD 34 Feats Alertness, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Improved Critical (claws), Iron Will, Power Attack Skills Acrobatics +15, Diplomacy +13, Intimidate +19, Knowledge (planes) +16, Perception +21, Sense Motive +21, Spellcraft +12, Stealth +13, Survival +14 Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic,
Infernal; telepathy 100 ft. Each Cocidius, Hawk-Keeper archon begins life as a lantern archon or lesser servitor spirit, Duellona, the Warrior Maiden gaining in power and prestige through aiding the cause of Erlang Shen, the All-Seeing good. Small Candelabra 1d10 1 2 Melee slam +5 (1d6+3) Chair 2d10+10 STATISTICS Medium Cage 3d10+20 2 3
Large Statue 4d10+30 3 5 Str 14, Dex 10, Con —, Int —, Wis 1, Cha 1 Huge Wagon 7d10+40 4 7 Base Atk +3; CMB +5; CMD 15 Gargantuan Catapult 10d10+60 5 9 SQ construction points ECOLOGY Colossal Ship 13d10+80 6 11 Environment any Organization solitary, pair, or group (3–12) Treasure noneIllustration by Michael Jaecks SPECIAL
ABILITIES Construction Points Animated objects have a number of Construction Points (CP) used to purchase abilities and defenses in addition to those presented above. DR 10/good and silver; Immune fire, poison; Resist acid 10,Illustrations by Tyler Walpole cold 10; SR 27 Offense Speed 30 ft., fly 50 ft. radius), acidic bite, breath weapon (100-ft. the
clan. Race, Class, and Level: Some monsters do not possess Illustration by Andrew Hou racial Hit Dice and are instead defined by their class levels. Some legends suggest that a basilisk’s blood can transmuteStr 16, Dex 8, Con 15, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 11 common stones into other material, but this is likely a caseBase Atk +7; CMB +10; CMD 19 (31 vs.
The most powerful mariliths serve no one, and instead command ravenous fiendish legions.DEFENSE A marilith is 6 to 9 feet tall and measures 20 feetAC 32, touch 17, flat-footed 28 (+4 deflection, +4 Dex, +15 from head to tail tip. Wind Form (Su) A bralani can shift between its humanoid body and a body made of wind and mist as a standard action.
Elite warriors in Hell’s legions, bearded devils—or Bearded Devil (Barbazu) CR 5 barbazus—fight savagely in the name of their infernalXP 1,600 lords and command mindless hordes of the damned intoLE Medium outsider (devil, evil, extraplanar, lawful) battle. 3 An item you hold has turned into a viper! Drop it and flee from the item at top speed for 1
round. abilities), but any object can become animated, most commonly via the spell animate objects. 75Devil, Horned Stun (Su) Whenever a horned devil hits with a spiked chain attack, the opponent must succeed on a DC 27 Fortitude Bristling with terrible spines and a crown of deadly horns, this save or be stunned for 1d4 rounds. Below these are
the devil racestheir specialized duties or fealty to individual archdevils themselves, from the lordly and malevolent pit fiends alldrawing them to one torturous domain more than the way down to the lowly, malformed lemure.others. aboleths are often advance scouts for these hidden cities, Melee 4 tentacles +10 (1d6+5 plus slime) seeking out new
slaves. trip) of witnesses misinterpreting the magical restoration ofFeats Blind-Fight, Great Fortitude, Iron Will, Skill Focus previously petrified creatures or body parts. (average) 4d6 2d8 2d6 4d6 4d6 2d6 140 ft. Speed 40 ft., climb 20 ft. Creatures struck by this acid take 4d4 points of acid damage (Reflex DC 14 halves). A typical bugbear stands 7
feet in height and weighs Bugbear CR 2 400 pounds. this standard value. (poor) 3rd (7/day)—dispel magic, displacement, haste, vampiric touchMelee bite +23 (2d8+12), 2 claws +22 (2d6+8), 2 wings +20 2nd (7/day)—darkness, false life, invisibility, resist energy, shatter 1st (7/day)—alarm, mage armor, shield, true strike, unseen (1d8+4), tail slap
+20 (2d6+12)Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. (poor)Melee bite +1 (1d4) Melee bite +8 (2d8+6) Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.Statistics Special Attacks trample (1d6+6, DC 17)Str 10, Dex 11, Con 11, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 7 StatisticsBase Atk +0; CMB –1; CMD 9 (17 vs. Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.Melee 2 claws +7 (1d6+5 plus grab), bite +7 (1d6+5)Space 10 ft.;
Reach 5 ft. hp 18 (2d10+7) Dretches typically form from the souls of slothful, evil Fort +5, Ref +0, Will +3 mortals—yet it only takes a small fragment of a soul DR 5/cold iron or good; Immune electricity, poison; Resist to trigger such a hideous birth. Those averse to attacking smaller who hunt boars often do so with a creatures it encounters special
spear fitted with a cross while searching for easier beam to prevent an impaled boar meals, or those who from pushing forward along stumble unwittingly into the spear shaft to gore its its territory. The commonly encountered.two most common variants are detailed below. Thus, while an average centaur stands over 7 feet tall and weights upward of
2,000 pounds, there are vast regional variations—from lean plains-runners to burly mountain hunters. in armor)Melee heavy mace –1 (1d8–1)Ranged light crossbow +0 (1d8/19–20)Special Attacks channel positive energy (5/day, 1d6, DC 12); rebuke death (1d4+1, 6/day); touch of good (6/day)Spell-Like Abilities (CL 1st) 1/day—daylightSpells Prepared
(CL 1st) 1st—bless, command (DC 14), protection from evilD 0 (at will)—detect magic, guidance, stabilize D domain spell; Domains Good, HealingStatisticsStr 8, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 13, Wis 17, Cha 14Base Atk +0; CMB –1; CMD 9Feats Turn UndeadSkills Diplomacy +8, Heal +7, Knowledge (religion) +5; Racial Modifiers +2 Diplomacy, +2
PerceptionLanguages Celestial, Common, DraconicEcology Illustration by Andrew HouEnvironment any landOrganization solitary, pair, or team (3–6)Treasure NPC gear (scale mail, heavy mace, light crossbow with 10 bolts, other treasure)Aasimars are humans with a significant amount ofcelestial or other good outsider blood in their
ancestry.Aasimars are not always good, but it is a natural tendencyfor them, and they gravitate to good faiths or organizationsassociated with celestials. A creature carried underground can still breathe with diff iculty (theAnkheg CR 3 ankheg needs to breathe as well, so its tunnels areXP 800 relatively porous), but is often eaten alive before its allies
can rescue it.N Large magical beast Ankhegs burrow with their legs and mandibles,Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, tremorsense moving with unsettling speed through loose soil, sand, gravel, and the like—they cannot burrow through solid60 ft.; Perception +8 stone. Often such free-spirited centaurs are considered outcasts and are
shunned by N Large monstrous humanoid their own tribes, making the decision to leave a heavy one. 6 You’re melting! Grasp hold of yourself in an attempt to 28 hold yourself together, and take no actions for 1 round.Basidirond–BasiliskBasilisk Basilisks have the ability to consume the creatures they petrify, their churning stomach acid dissolving
andThis squat, reptilian monster has eight legs, bony spurs jutting extracting nutrients from the stone, but the process isfrom its back, and eyes that glow with pale green fire. Frequently described as the are lone wanderers and questing heroes seeking only to usemost elven or fey-like celestials, azatas nevertheless often their guile, wisdom, and
prowess to spread joy and freedom.have strange, inhuman shapes or can take elemental or The following list names several of the most famed azataeldritch forms. The angels do not solars. Such temporary settlements are colorful and have a Vikramaditya, Wise and Valorous Kingcelebratory atmosphere, as azatas are quick to greet any oftheir kind as
old friends. An application of liquid with high alcohol content (or a dose of universal solvent) dissolves the adhesive and releases the creature caught by the filament. scaled, horned dragon. Natural Armor +3; Breath Weapon line, 2d6 acid Juvenile Darkness — Str 11, Dex 16, Con 13, Int 8, Wis 11, Cha 8 Young adult DR 5/magic, spell resistance 1st
Ecology Adult Corrupt water, frightful presence 3rd Environment warm marshes Organization solitary Mature adult DR 10/magic 5th Treasure triple Old Acidic bite, plant growth 7th Special Abilities Very old DR 15/magic 9th Acid Pool (Su) An ancient or older black dragon can use its breath weapon to create an acid pool as a standard action. Their
strange shape allows them to disguise themselves as a variety of cloaks,Offense tapestries, and other mundane objects, and stories linger of cloakers that ally with other creatures, hitching a rideSpeed 10 ft., fly 40 ft. StatisticsStatistics Str 19, Dex 15, Con 16, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 7Str 15, Dex 15, Con 14, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 7 Base Atk +3; CMB +8;
CMD 20Base Atk +2; CMB +5; CMD 17 Feats Iron Will, Skill Focus (Perception)Feats Great Fortitude, Skill Focus (Perception) Skills Acrobatics +6, Climb +16, Perception +8, Stealth +2Skills Acrobatics +6, Climb +14, Ecology Perception +8 Environment warm forestsEcology Organization solitary, pair, or troop (3–6) Treasure
incidentalEnvironment warm forestsOrganization solitary, pair, Known to many scholars as the gigantopithecus, the dire ape or troop (3–12) is a much more dangerousTreasure none and bestial creature than the relatively peacefulAn adult male ape gorilla. This hideous avian creature has the body of an emaciated rooster, Whether or not the story is
true, today’s cockatrices breed the wings of a bat, and a long, scaly tail. of devilkind might come to the Material Plane intent on 71 further corrupting souls, cleverly escaping the bonds of Born from the foulest of mortal souls—their their contracts to indulge their own plots, or to furtherpersonalities and memories long since scoured by the
unspeakable goals of the archdevils of Hell.millennia of torment—would-be devils rise from themasses of suffering souls as lemures, revolting beings The Ranks of Devilkindof mindless evil potentiality. The save DC is Constititon- based.Basidirond Spores: Disease—inhaled; save Fort DC Basidirond CR 5 16; frequency 1/round for 6 rounds; effect 1d2
Con damage; XP 1,600 cure 1 save. Some carry in their free of his control. Creatures that are alreadyXP 600 shaken become frightened for 1d4 rounds instead. These two books Aberration Desertcomprise the core rules for the Pathfinder RPG. Most prefer elven food, fiery human dishes, and spiced Init +8; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision;
Perception +15 wine. (20 ft. This is a mind-affecting fear effect. Space 20 ft.; Reach 20 ft. A single creature may have no more than one profane gift from a Succubus CR 7 succubus at a time. To an archon, an azata’s nature seems archons revealing themselves upon mortal worlds to whimsical and impatient—in striking swiftly against an push back
the machinations of fiendish invaders. A dretch faced with a more powerful foe is only too eager to trade what it knows for its 60 pitiful excuse for a life.Demon, Dretch–Demon, GlabrezuDemon, Glabrezu wishes to mortal humanoids as a method of rewarding those who succumb to its guile and deceit. Exceptionally old boggards bearSpecial Attacks
terrifying croak completely white skin covering massive corpulent bodies. Melee tail +16 (4d6+12 plus trip)Speed 10 ft., fly 50 ft. Burrowing ankhegs can construct tunnels by pausing frequently to shore up the walls with a thicker,DEFENSE less caustic secretion from their mouths. Such gatherings typically take place at a those who have no hope of
defending themselves.time of mystical consequence, such as on the eveningof the lunar equinox, or during less predictable times, Azatas generally work together, but their powerfulsuch as upon the wedding of two seers, and always in a personalities and strong sense of individual freedom oftenplace of pristine or stunning natural wonder. Because of
their similarities to elementals and fey, they sometimes act as intermediaries between mortals, Defense elementals, and fey, though they prefer to arrange temporary truces that allow the interested parties to AC 20, touch 14, flat-footed 16 (+4 Dex, +6 natural) conduct their own negotiations on neutral ground. Only the natural, –1 size) most arrogant
and proud evil souls, typically those of cruel kings, sadistic generals, and exceptionally violenthp 264 (16d10+176) warlords, can trigger the manifestation of a marilith.Fort +25, Ref +18, Will +13DR 10/cold iron and good; Immune electricity and poison; 63 Resist acid 10, cold 10, fire 10; SR 28OFFENSESpeed 40 ft.Melee +1 longsword
+24/+19/+14/+9 (2d6+8/17–20), 5 +1 longswords +24 (2d6+4/17–20), tail slap +17 (2d6+3 plus grab) or 6 slams +22 (1d8+7), tail slap +17 (2d6+3 plus grab)Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.Special Attacks constrict (tail slap, 2d6+10 plus crushing coils), infuse weapon, multiweapon masterySpell-Like Abilities (CL 16th) Constant—true seeing, unholy
aura (DC 25) At will—greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Rarer still are those fallen angelsare impeccably honorable in all their dealings, and are the strong and clever enough to join the legions of Hell, and whomost trustworthy and diplomatic of all the celestials; while are often transformed into some type of devil, or those whothis is generally true,
there are exceptions, especially as become demons of the Abyss and carve out a niche in thatsome angels serve good-aligned trickster gods and other horrible realm or come to serve a greater demon.chaotic entities. evil) intermediaries. with bite) breath weapon to melt rock at a range of 100 feet, affecting Special Attacks breath weapon (40-ft. Base
Atk +10; CMB +16; CMD 27 (31 vs. of objects only), power On the Abyss, most balors serve demon lords as generals word stun, telekinesis (DC 23) or captains (those balors who don’t are even more potent, 3/day—quickened telekinesis (DC 23) and are known as balor lords—see below). Looking like a whirlwind of dancing firefly lights, the gestalt has
all the powers and abilities of a Large air elemental plus the following: archon, good, and lawful subtypes; archon traits (aura of menace DC 16); 2 light rays (2d6); DR 5/evil and magic. Lawful angels hail weakest-willed angels succumb to this fate. Success indicates the 76 healing works normally and stops all bleed effects.Devil, Horned–Devil,
IceDevil, Ice each ice devil—known as gelugons among the ranks of devilkind—bears within its chest a stolen, frozenA pair of frozen, multifaceted eyes coldly judge all before this mortal heart, which allows it to make decisions free of alltowering, insectile monstrosity. depends on if you’re running a slow, medium, or fast game,Melee: The creature’s
melee attacks are listed here, with as summarized on Table 12–5 on page 399 of the Pathfinderits attack roll modifier listed after the attack’s name followed RPG Core Rulebook. Robinson Senior Art Director: James Davis Publisher: Erik Mona Paizo CEO: Lisa Stevens Vice President of Operations: Jeffrey Alvarez Corporate Accountant: Dave Erickson
Director of Sales: Pierce Watters Sales Manager: Christopher Self Technical Director: Vic Wertz Events Manager: Joshua J. The save DC Great wyrm Sandstorm, mirage arcana 17th is Charisma-based. Scores Str 12, Dex 15, Con 13, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 6; Special Qualities low-light vision, hold breath. Having ascended beyond the specific forms They
are the natural enemies of devils, daemons, and of their kindred, these unique archons spread the peace of demons, and most are veterans of many attacks against righteousness and order, either through subtle acts or at the their home by fiends of the Lower Planes. Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft. with bite) gods, leading cults of cloakers and skum to
undertake allSpecial Attacks engulf, moan manner of hideous rites and workingStatistics toward singularly llustration bby Kevin Yan sinister goals.Str 21, Dex 16, Con 19, Int 14, Wis 15, Cha 14Base Atk +4; CMB +10; CMD 23 (can’t be tripped) 47Feats Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Skill Focus (Perception)Skills Disguise +8 (+16 as cloak),
Fly +10, Knowledge (religion) +11, Perception +14, Sense Motive +8, Stealth +8; Racial Modifiers +8 Disguise to appear as a cloak, sheet, manta ray, or similarly shaped object or creatureLanguages UndercommonEcologyEnvironment undergroundOrganization solitary, pair, mob (3–6), or flock (7–12)Treasure standardSpecial AbilitiesEngulf (Ex) A
cloaker can try to wrap a Medium or smaller creature in its body as a standard action. A soul that is Speed 30 ft., fly 20 ft. Str bonus], rope) Most erinyes stand just under 6 feet tall and weigh approximately 140 pounds, even with their black-Special Abilities feathered wings that stretch over 10 feet wide. (good)Melee +1 frost spear +21/+16/+11
(2d6+10/×3 plus 1d6 cold plus slow), bite +14 (2d6+6), tail +14 (3d6+3 plus slow)Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.Spell-Like Abilities (CL 13th) Constant—fly At will—cone of cold (DC 20), ice storm, greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Well trained, they prefer to makeuse of their greatswords in battle, thoughthey are equally adept with their naturalArchon,
Lantern Light Ray (Ex) A lantern archon can fire beams of light to damage foes. While many travel to higher layers lower devil, 100%) and far from Hell to command infernal legions, most 1/year—wish remain in Nessus serving in the courts of Hell’s elite or in dark councils with unknowable purposes. Sailors are fond Starting Statistics: Size Medium;
Speed of dolphins and frequently tell tales of dolphins saving swim 80 ft.; AC +1 natural armor; Attack bite drowning fishermen or killing sharks with (1d6); Ability Scores Str 11, Dex 19, Con 10, blows from their powerful snouts. This save is Constitution-based. cone, DC 19, 6d10 fire) a 5-foot-radius area per age category. A bonus feat isare listed
parenthetically at the end of this entry. They may hp 85 (9d10+36) form equal partnerships with a respectful humanoid or Fort +9, Ref +7, Will +6 similar creature, and even consent to be used as a mount. Attacks that hit an engulfing cloaker deal half their damage to the monster and half to the trapped victim.Moan (Ex) A cloaker can emit an
infrasonic moan as a standard action, with one of four effects. that can be seen above a black scarf wrapped around its face. Inside, they pileInit +4; Senses dragon senses; Perception +34 up their filthy treasure and sleep amid the roots and muck.Aura frightful presence (300 ft., DC 25) Black dragons prefer their food a bit rotten and will often allow
a meal to sit in a pool for days before consumingDEFENSE it. SQ poison use The origins of the dark stalkersIllustration by Eric Lofgren Ecology and the dark creepers are shrouded in mystery, made more diff icult to Environment any decipher by the fact that the dark underground stalkers do not keep records of Organization solitary, gang their
history. The tyrannosaurus is an apex predator Triceratops that measures 40 feet Companions long and weighs 14,000 pounds. Organization solitary, pair, or squad (3–6) Treasure triple (+2 holy greatsword)Ghaele CR 13XP 25,600 Special AbilitiesCG Medium outsider (azata, chaotic, extraplanar, good, Gaze (Su) In humanoid form, a ghaele’s gaze
attack slays evil creatures of 5 HD or less (range 60 feet, Will DC 18 negates,shapechanger) shaken for 2d10 rounds on a successful save). If a dire ape is stymied by a Gorillas typically make a large show of force heavily armored foe, it attempts tobefore actually attacking, thumping their chests grapple its foe, pin it to the ground,with their palms,
stamping their feet, and roaring and rend it.loudly. (good) Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. Each round, the total damage dice of the pool is Young Black Dragon CR 7 halved until the result would be less than 1d6. It can make all decisions allowed to the caster, Melee bite +17 (2d6+10), 2 claws +17 (1d8+7), 2 wings +12 including canceling the spell if it so
desires. (poor) 5th (7/day)—polymorph, telekinesis (DC 20), teleport, wall of forceMelee bite +25 (2d8+15), 2 claws +25 (2d6+10), 2 wings +23 4th (7/day)—fear (DC 19), fire shield, greater invisibility, stoneskin 3rd (7/day)—dispel magic, displacement, haste, tongues (1d8+5), tail slap +23 (2d6+15) 2nd (7/day)—alter self, detect thoughts (DC 17),
misdirectionSpace 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. They prefer theSpell-Like Abilities (CL 9th) same foods as true snakes, such as mammals and birds, though they have been Constant—detect chaos, detect evil, detect good, detect law known to eat evil humanoids. trip)Skills Fly –2 Str 19, Dex 10, Con 15, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 9SQ luminescence Base Atk +5; CMB
+10; CMD 20 (28 vs. Moving lemures typically congealin forms over 4 feet tall and weigh upward of 200pounds, though when at rest these disgusting fiendsoften appear to be little more than lumps of meltedf lesh and malformed features. elf-like forms, they can take the shape of whirlwinds of dust, snow, or sand. Any non-demon creature caught
within this area must succeed on a DC 22 Will save or be dazed for 1d10 rounds as visionsDemon, Quasit The quasit is perhaps the least powerful demon, yet it is not the least respected—even quasits hold themselves above the Ram horns curl back from the twisted head of this tiny winged dretch horde, and true to their natures, dretches lack the
demon, and its body is thin and wiry. Cleric spells are considered arcane spells forCouatl CR 10 a couatl, meaning that the creature does not need a divineXP 9,600 focus to cast them.LG Large outsider (native) Poison (Ex) Injury—bite; save Fortitude DC 16; frequency 1/ minute for 10 minutes; effect 1d4 Str; cure 2 consecutiveInit +7; Senses
darkvision 60 ft., detect chaos/evil/good/law; saves. Those who fail are exiled fromSpeed 20 ft., swim 30 ft. This attack can also be halted by effects that remove or provide immunity to disease.Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +23 Stunning Screech (Su) Once per hour, a vrock can emit a shrillDEFENSE screech. A black pudding reproduces
by breaking off a piece of its body and forming a new, smaller blackInit –5; Senses blindsight 60 ft.; Perception –5 pudding, which grows to full size in 1 month’s time. hp 84 (8d8+48) There they are served by countless slaves culled from Fort +8, Ref +5, Will +11 every nation, air-breathing and aquatic alike, although the air-breathing slaves are
doubly bound by magic and Offense the need to constantly replenish their water-breathing ability via the excretions of their aboleth masters. Dolphin CR 1/2 Orca CR 5 XP 200 XP 1,600 N Medium animal N Huge animal Init +2; Senses blindsight 120 ft., low-light vision; Init +6; Senses blindsight 120 ft., low-light vision; Perception +9 Perception +19
Defense Defense AC 13, touch 12, flat-footed 11 (+2 Dex, +1 natural) AC 16, touch 10, flat-footed 14 (+2 Dex, +6 natural, –2 size) hp 11 (2d8+2) hp 67 (9d8+27) Fort +4, Ref +5, Will +1 Fort +9, Ref +8, Will +5 Offense Offense Speed swim 80 ft. Regardless of their orders, hound archons universally exhibit a particular hatredOffense of canine
fiends, abandoning all mercy and going out of their way to put an end to the evils of barghests, glabrezus,Speed 40 ft. A pit fiend might dutifully servea mortal master for centuries, but its goal isalways the same: to further corrupt the mortalsoul, assure its absolute damnation, and whenthe mortal inevitably dies, claim its soul and begin theprocess of
creating a perfectly corrupt lemure servant.Pit fiends know they are immortal and are intelligentenough to indulge in impossibly disciplined patience.As such, the eldest pit fiends see in their legionsthe faces of countless fools who once presumedthemselves the devils’ masters.Infernal DukesThe most powerful of pit fiends are lords in their ownright—
members of the elite caste of infernal politics andleadership known as the Dukes of Hell. (15 ft. sacred realms. The save DC is Charisma-LG Medium outsider (archon, extraplanar, good, lawful) based. XP 3,200 Chuuls are surprisingly intelligent, leading many to CE Large aberration (aquatic) speculate fruitlessly on their origins and motivations. As
befits their hideous primeval appearance, the Aboleth CR 7 hermaphroditic aboleths are among the world’s oldest XP 3,200 forms of life. These virtuous outsiders prefer Svarozic, the Face of Flame to motivate mortals to act with honor and integrity rather Tanit, Guardian of Life than righting mortal wrongs themselves, believing the cause Tahmineh,
the Wounded Mother of righteousness is best served by enlightening creatures to make just choices and cast off their own shackles of evil. Although omnivorous like its smaller in tropical climes. debated the reasons for this strange lack of symmetryOthers confuse the issue by conf lating famous mortals among the good and evil outsiders, and while
most have(such as saints and martyrs) with preexisting angels that come to believe that this is simply an example of good’shave similar names, or suggesting that angels take human inherent willingness to rise above specific alignments forform to perform great deeds as mortals, returning to the everyone’s benef it, the exact reason may never be
known.heavens when their duties are over. These creatures make their homes near largeDefense rivers or deep in marshes. OFFENSE Speed 30 ft., fly 60 ft. An Init +5; Senses dragon senses; Perception +14 old dragon’s aura extends to 10 feet. and ruin.Ant–ApeApe, Gorilla Ape, DireLarge, deep-set eyes peer from beneath this great ape’s thick brow
Sharp teeth fill this large, feral ape’s mouth, and its long, muscularas it lumbers forward on its legs and knuckles. The opponent must succeed on a DC 23 Fortitude save or be affected as though by a slow spell for 1d6 rounds. Faster (Ex, 1 CP): One of the object’s movement modes increases by +10 ft. Melee swarm (2d6 plus poison)Statistics Space
10 ft.; Reach 0 ft. This effect comes from the devil in the case of its weapon; it is not a quality possessed by the spear itself. A creature that is grappled by a choker cannot speak or cast spells with verbal components.Quickness (Su) A choker is supernaturally quick. Because things have fallen so far, a given Init –1; Senses low-light vision; Perception
+11 cyclops is less likely to know the near-mythic triumphs of lost ages than even a semi-educated human. Devas of the third choir have two wings. Chokers prefer to keep hidden duringOFFENSE the light of day, emerging from their hidey-holes under cover of darkness to hunt for food and cruel pleasure.Speed 20 ft., climb 10 ft. A boggard creature
within 30 feet of the boggard must make amultitude of warts and bumps decorate its greenish skin. become more resistant to spells and spell-like abilities, as indicated in the dragon descriptions. They use Medium spider venom XP 800 to poison their crossbow bolts, and generally carry 10 pre- poisoned bolts at all times. Dark Perception, +4 Stealth
stalkers rarely fight to the death if Languages Dark Folk, it can be avoided, preferring to slip Undercommon away if things begin to look grim. As a result, an ankheg does not use this ability unless it is desperate or frustrated, most often spitting acid when reduced to fewer than half its full normal hit points or when it cannot not successfully grab an
opponent. A lillend’s lower section is about 20 feet Lillend CR 7 long, and a typical lillend weighs 3,800 pounds. DEFENSE Mirage (Su) An old or older blue dragon can make itself AC 21, touch 10, flat-footed 20 (+1 Dex, +11 natural, –1 size) appear to be in two places at once as a free action for hp 95 (10d12+30) a number of rounds per day equal to
its Hit Dice. trip) Languages Auran, Common, Draconic, Giant, Ignan, InfernalFeats Combat Casting, Dazzling Display, Deadly Stroke, SQ sound imitation Hover, Improved Initiative, Multiattack, Shatter Defenses, Blue dragons are consummate schemers and obsessively Weapon Focus (bite) orderly. +8 PerceptionLanguages Abyssal, Celestial,
Common; telepathy 100 ft.ECOLOGYEnvironment any (Abyss)Organization solitary, pair, or gang (3–10)Treasure standardSPECIAL ABILITIES 69Dance of Ruin (Su) A vrock can dance and chant as a full-round action—at the end of 3 rounds, a crackling wave of energy explodes from the vrock, dealing 5d6 points of electricity damage to all creatures
within 100 feet. Some of the more intelligent creatures in the underworld useDefense black puddings as natural garbage disposals, creating stone pits to house the pudding and throwing organicAC 3, touch 3, flat-footed 3 (–2 size, –5 Dex) refuse or foes in as needed.hp 105 (10d8+60) Larger specimens of black puddings have been encounteredFort
+9, Ref –2, Will –2 in the deepest parts of the world, with Gargantuan individualsDefensive Abilities split, ooze traits having up to 30 HD. Yet despite their beauty, erinyes are not seducers—they lack the subtlety and patience required for such fine emotional manipulations, and instead vastly prefer to solveStatistics their problems with swift andStr 20,
Dex 23, Con 21, Int 14, excruciating violence. of objects only), persistent image (DC 21) 3/day—fireball (DC 19), lightning bolt (DC 19) 1/day—summon (level 6, 3 barbed devils, 35%) Statistics Str 31, Dex 27, Con 28, Int 14, Wis 22, Cha 23 Base Atk +15; CMB +26; CMD 44 Feats Improved Bull Rush, Improved Sunder, Improved Vital Strike, Iron Will,
Multiattack, Power Attack, Vital Strike, Weapon Focus (spiked chain) Skills Bluff +24, Diplomacy +21, Fly +15, Intimidate +24, Knowledge (planes) +20, Perception +24, Sense Motive +21, Spellcraft +20, Stealth +22 Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic, Infernal; telepathy 100 ft. A creature that grapples a balor or is grappled by one takes 6d6
points of AC 36, touch 20, flat-footed 29 (+4 deflection, +7 Dex, +16 fire damage each round the grapple persists. A quasit’s first role in life is that of a familiar to a spellcasting master, but Quasit CR 2 those quasits who escape from this humiliating servitude XP 600 become free-willed and much more dangerous. They typically adorn their trumpet
with the Illustration by Alex Shim standard of their liege.Speed 40 ft., fly 90 ft. Its caster level is equal to its racial Hit Dice.Perfect Copy (Su) When a doppelganger uses change shape, it can assume the appearance of specific individuals.Doppelgangers are strange beingsthat can take on the shapes ofthose they encounter. trip) Feats Alertness,
Improved Initiative, Skill Focus (Stealth), Speak with Reptiles (Sp) A young or older black dragon gains the constant spell-like ability to speak with reptiles. Bleed caused from an infernal wound is particularly difficult to stanch—a DC 17 Heal check stops the damage, and any attempt to heal a creature suffering from an infernal wound must succeed
on a DC 16 casterDevil, Bone Powerful fiends favor these terrifying sadists for their unwavering devotion to Hell’s laws and the commands of Merging the most horrifying features of carrion-fed insect and their masters, as osyluths eagerly report the disobedience withered cadaver, this bony devil moves in unsettling lurches. limit, a giant crab runs
the risk of suffocation, as if it were drowning.Illustration by Dean Spencer Giant crabs behave much like their smaller cousins, feeding on both plant material like algae and fungus and animal matter such as fish, seabirds, and even unwary humanoids. Very young Fire subtype — Thick scales the color of molten rock cover its long body. This touch
attack has a range of 60 feet and no range increment. Beyond this of the moon cause these creatures to swarm as they do. For example, a mature adult dragon with a base breath weapon that deals 2d6 acid damage would deal Breath Weapon (Su): Using a breath weapon is a standard 14d6 acid damage (due to the ×7 multiplier). Empower Spell,
Such a freely given feather, if used as an additional Eschew MaterialsB, material component, allows a spellcaster to cast planar Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes ally to conjure that specific couatl withoutSkills Acrobatics +18, Bluff +9, Diplomacy +18, expending the typical payment of gold Fly +20, Knowledge (arcana) +9, Knowledge
(religion) +12, Perception +23, Sense Motive or other valuables—provided the the +15, Spellcraft +15, Survival +16, Use Magic couatl approves of the service asked Device +18 for by the spellcaster.Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft.Ecology 49Environment warm forestsOrganization solitary, pair, or flight (3–6)Treasure

standard Page 2 Crab, Giant Crab Swarm This lumbering hard-shelled crab stands as tall as a dwarf, its A writhing mass of clacking shells and snapping pincers rushes massive pincers waving menacingly. Those who manageto keep control of the greater devils, though,intrigue them. These creatures live for 50 years,Skills Acrobatics +2 (+14
jumping), Stealth –1 (+7 in though the harsh swamps and infighting usually cut these years short. (poor) the caster. They seldom attack multiple enemies at once,stalking their quarry until they can isolate a weakervictim from its pack. (poor), swim 60 ft.Melee bite +32 (2d8+16 plus 4d6 acid), 2 claws +31 (2d6+11), 2 wings +29 (1d8+5), tail +29
(2d6+16)Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. The Shax, the Blood Marquis proto-demons dwell now in the noxious and forgotten Socothbenoth, the Silken Sin corners of the Abyss, and the far more fecund and prolific demons rule now in their stead. The fact that evenSTATISTICS “domesticated” ankhegs are prone to squirting acid when frightened or startled
makes them unsafe at best in mostStr 16, Dex 10, Con 17, Int 1, Wis 13, Cha 6 heavily populated regions, but for more savage races likeBase Atk +3; CMB +7 (+11 grapple); CMD 17 (25 vs. evil) usually as bright as a torch. With its ability to cloak its true form inpleasant illusions, the glabrezu uses its magic to grantDemon, Hezrou The hezrou dwells
in the vast Abyssal swamps, mires, and waterways, equally at home on land and in the water. Unfettered from the ranks and duties of diabolical armies, imps delight in any opportunity to travel to the Material Plane and subtly tempt mortals toward acts of ever-greater depravity. Thisshould a pit fiend find itself subservient to a master breath weapon
is a 60-foot cone of fire (10d10 fire damageunfit to rule, it holds itself duty bound to cast down and 10d10 unholy damage as per f lame strike, successfulsuch an incompetent lord. Burrowing rapidly through the earth justbeneath the surface, sometimes with its armoredfin cutting a distinctive wake behind it, thebulette launches itself free of stone and
soil totear into its prey without remorse, giving rise tothe common appellation “landshark.” Bulettes are notoriously foul-tempered, attackingfar larger creatures with no regard for personal safety.Cat, Cheetah Cat, Leopard This large, sleek feline has a golden coat spotted with black. If an animated object spends more CP than its size category would
allow, its CR increases by 1 (minimum of +1) for every 2 additional CP spent. A change in form cannot be dispelled, nor does the bralani revert to any particular form when killed (both shapes are its true form). trip)Spells Known (CL 5th) Feats Combat Casting, Dazzling Display, Deadly Stroke, 2nd (5/day)—invisibility, resist energy 1st (7/day)—alarm,
mage armor, shield, true strike Extend Spell, Hover, Improved Critical (bite), Improved 0 (at will)—arcane mark, detect magic, mage hand, mending, Initiative, Multiattack, Quicken Spell, Silent Spell, Shatter read magic, resistance Defenses, Weapon Focus (bite) Skills Bluff +32, Fly +10, Intimidate +32, Knowledge (arcana)STATISTICS +32,
Knowledge (history) +32, Knowledge (local) +32, Knowledge (geography) +32, Perception +32, Spellcraft +32,Str 27, Dex 10, Con 21, Int 16, Wis 17, Cha 16 Stealth +14, Survival +32Base Atk +16; CMB +26; CMD 36 (40 vs. They do not gainMelee +2 holy greatsword +22/+17/+12 (2d6+12) access to domains or other clericRanged 2 light rays +14
ranged touch (2d12) abilities.Special Attacks gazeSpell-Like Abilities (CL 13th) Ghaeles are the most knightly of the azatas, Constant—detect evil, holy aura (DC 21), see invisibility hunting fiends, dragons, At will—aid, charm monster (DC 17), continual flame, cure and undead with equal vigor. Remove disease and similar effectsAboleth–AngelAngel
Fallen Angels 9Angels are a race of celestials, beings who live on the good- Many religions include stories of angels rebelling against aaligned outer planes. Yet all demons work with the demonic can buy salvation and protection when to the same goal—pain and suffering for mortal life in all the demonic apocalypse f inally comes to call. with whip) f
lying through the night in search of its latest victim. A nabasu’s gaze can only create one ghoul per round—if multiple humans perish from Init +7; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +23 the gaze in a round, the nabasu picks which human becomes a ghoul. Skills Fly +7, Knowledge (nature) +13, Perception +15, Spellcraft Water Breathing (Ex) A
green dragon can breathe underwater +13, Stealth +9, Survival +13, Swim +25 indefinitely and can freely use its breath weapon, spells, and Languages Common, Draconic other abilities while submerged. A green dragon can create a single treant Young Green Dragon CR 8 as a standard action, up to a total of 4 treants per day. A chimera’s
dragonCAhbimoelertah––CAhongkerlChoker Chokers appear to have little culture of their own, gathering only brief ly to mate before their wanderlustThis hunched-over wretch has long, pliable arms like tentacles and hunger spurs them again to a solitary existence.capped with five wide, spiny claws. base attack, its Combat Maneuver Bonus, and its
CombatAC: The creature’s Armor Class, touch Armor Class, and Maneuver Defense score.f lat-footed Armor Class. It works as a mass charm monster Fort +9, Ref +8, Will +7 spell that affects only reptilian animals. In the case of a templates or other unusual modifiers), alignment is fargroup of monsters sharing similar traits (such as outsider more f
luid. A Fort +7, Ref +9, Will +10 succubus is formed from the souls of particularly lustful DR 10/cold iron or good; Immune electricity, fire, poison; and rapacious evil mortals. Int 2, Wis 14, Cha 6; Special Qualities Dolphin low-light vision, hold breath. Because they can teleport at will, it the capricious and emotional azatas are legendary among the is
easy for them to vanish only to reappear later, often archons for their ability to hold grudges, so for many archons with reinforcements, when their enemies are unprepared. This ability allows it to move any fire Immune fire, paralysis, sleep effect in the area, as if it were the caster. It applies 1-1/2 times its Strength modifier to damage inflicted with its
bite attack, and threatens a critical hit on a 19–20.The creation of some unknown arcanist inmillennia past, the bulette has bred true tobecome one of the fiercest predators of thehills. is broken in places by wicked, bony growths.Grizzly Bear CR 4 Dire Bear (Cave Bear) CR 7XP 1,200 XP 3,200 N Large animalN Large animal Init +5; Senses low-light
vision, scent; Perception +12Init +1; Senses low-light vision, scent ; Perception +6 DefenseDefense AC 18, touch 10, flat-footed 17 (+1 Dex, +8 natural, –1 size) hp 95 (10d8+50)AC 16, touch 10, flat-footed 15 (+1 Dex, +6 natural, –1 size) Fort +12, Ref +8, Will +4hp 42 (5d8+20)Fort +8, Ref +5, Will +2 OffenseOffense Speed 40 ft. The
darkmantle’sIllustration by Concept Art House Demon Demon Lords Demons exist for one reason—to destroy. The number of damage dice rolled is halved Melee bite +13 (2d6+7), 2 claws +13 (1d8+5), 2 wings +8 (1d6+2), each round until the result would be less than 1d6. 4th-Level Advancement: Ability Scores Str +2, Dex +2, Con +2; Special 88
Qualities blindsight 120 ft.Dolphin–DoppelgangerDoppelganger features. 35Melee slam +8 (2d6+4 plus 2d6 acid plus grab)Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft.Special Attacks constrict (2d6+4 plus 2d6 acid), corrosionStatisticsStr 16, Dex 1, Con 22, Int —, Wis 1, Cha 1Base Atk +7; CMB +12 (+16 grapple); CMD 17 (27 vs. Anywhere food isInit +6; Senses
blindsight 90 ft., darkvision 60 ft., low-light plentiful and there’s a ceiling to cling to is a possible den for a darkmantle.vision; Perception +4 A darkmantle’s life cycle is swift—young grow toDEFENSE maturity in a matter of months, and most die of old age after only a few years. targets, an army ant swarm attack deals 6d6 points Drone (+1 CR)
Drones have the advanced simple of damage. The following list of demon lords is by no means complete, Demons are the most prolific and among the most but it does enumerate many whose influence can be felt destructive of the fiendish races, yet despite what some across countless worlds. These imp hp 16 (3d10); fast healing 2 consulars are
highly prized by powerful devils, who send Fort +1, Ref +6, Will +4 them to serve their favored minions or to corrupt mortals DR 5/good or silver; Immune fire, poison; Resist acid 10, cold 10 with great destinies. of objects only), suggestion (DC 21), greater teleport (self plus 50 lbs. Somehp 52 (7d10+14) breeds have short, curved horns on their
noses or smallFort +9, Ref +4, Will +5 crests of bony growths topping their heads like crowns. evil occasionally reveal themselves to be welcome saviors toDR 10/evil; Immune electricity, petrification; SR 15 those lost within such realms. Humanoid Ruins/DungeonMany abilities common to several monsters appear in Magical Beasts Skythe universal
monster rules in Appendix 3. The interrogators and inquisitors of devilkind, bone devils delight in torturing those weaker than themselves—mortals, souls, and other devils alike. Fort +24, Ref +21, Will +18 DR 15/good and silver; Immune fire, poison; Resist acid 10, Disease (Su) Devil Chills: Bite—injury; save Fort DC 32; onset immediate; frequency
1/day; effect 1d4 Str damage; cure 3 cold 10; SR 31 consecutive saves. Like most other outsiders, they cannottendency also means they are unlikely to agree to serve reproduce with each other in the mortal fashion, and oftenmortals for an extended period of time, preferring tryst with mortals who prove charming and good spirited.to arrive, get the
job done, and move on to some other Azatas dally frequently with their own kind, being quickquest or challenge. A creature that saves against a ghaele’s gaze is immune toinvisibility; Perception +20 that particular ghaele’s gaze for 24 hours. to create statistics for smaller,Illustrations by Andrew Hou more agile velociraptors. racial Hit Dice. Paizo
Publishing, LLC 7120 185th Ave NE Ste 120 Redmond, WA 98052-0577 paizo.comProduct Identity: The following items are hereby identified as Product Identity, as defined in the Open Game License version 1.0a, Section 1(e), and are not Open Content:All trademarks, registered trademarks, proper names (characters, deities, etc.), dialogue, plots,
storylines, locations, characters, artwork, and trade dress. A creature struck by a cave fisher’s filament becomes attached to the sticky thread. Yet the prospective dretch-summoner would do well to remember that these demons are as craven and untrustworthy as they come. The kiss also has the effect of a suggestion spell, asking the victim to accept
another act of passion from the succubus. A DC 17 Reflex save halves this damage. Melee swarm (1d6) Space 10 ft.; Reach 0 ft. The lowly dretch is as hideous and foul as it is cruel, even if it lacks the strength and power to realize its need to brutalize others in its native realm. Any creature that strikes a babau with a natural attack or unarmed strike
takes 1d8 points of acid damage from this slime if it fails a DC 18 Reflex save. A rabid creature can transmit rabies to a victimwith a bite. swamps), Swim +10; Racial Modifiers +16 Acrobatics when jumping, +4 Perception, +8 37 Stealth in swampsLanguages BoggardSQ hold breath, swamp strideEcologyEnvironment temperate marshesOrganization
solitary, pair, or army (3–12)Treasure NPC gear (leather armor, morningstar, other treasure)Special Abilities Illustration by Ilker Serdar YildizHold Breath (Ex) A boggard can hold its breath for a number of rounds equal to four times its Constitution score before it risks drowning or suffocating.Sticky Tongue (Ex) A creature hit by a boggard’s tongue
attack cannot move more than 10 feet away from the boggard and takes a –2 penalty to AC as long as the tongue is attached (this penalty does not stack if multiple tongues are attached). milk-white eyes glittering with the thrill of the coming kill. aid one of their endangered children, albiet in subtle and mysterious ways. The save DC isthat can create
a bright f lash oflight once an hour. 70 ft. moves with an unsettling grace. For every 2 growth points, its natural armor bonus, SR, and CR increase by 1. of objects only) 1/day—summon (level 5, 1 nalfeshnee 20%, 1d4 hezrous 40%, or 1d4 vrocks 50%)StatisticsStr 32, Dex 13, Con 29, Int 23, Wis 22, Cha 20Base Atk +14; CMB +27; CMD 42Feats
Awesome Blow, Cleave, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Critical (bite), Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Power AttackSkills Bluff +22, Diplomacy +22, Fly +10, Intimidate +19, Knowledge (arcana) +23, Knowledge (planes) +23, Knowledge (any one other) +20, Perception +31, Sense Motive +23, Spellcraft +23, Stealth +10, Use Magic Device +22;
Racial Modifier +8 on PerceptionLanguages Abyssal, Celestial, Draconic; telepathy 100 ft.EcologyEnvironment any (Abyss)Organization solitary or warband (1 nalfeshnee, 1 hezrou, and 2–5 vrocks)Treasure standardSpecial AbilitiesUnholy Nimbus (Su) Three times per day as a free action a nalfeshnee can create a nimbus of unholy light, causing
nauseating beams of writhing color to play around its body. trip) Feats Cleave, Great Cleave, Great Fortitude, Greater Overrun, Overrun, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (tail)Skills Perception +14 Improved Bull Rush, Iron Will, Power Attack, Skill Focus (Perception), Weapon Focus (tail)Ecology Skills Perception +28 Illustration by Andrew
HouEnvironment warm forests and plains EcologyOrganization solitary, pair, or herd (3–12)Treasure none Environment warm forests or plains Organization solitary, pair, or herd (3–12)Special Abilities Treasure noneStun (Ex) The ankylosaurus’s tail can deliver a powerful, A brachiosaurus is 80 feet long stunning blow. The The efforts of Heaven
prove far less subtle when it laws of Heaven exist to minimize collateral damage and comes to combating the hordes of the Lower Planes. A boar is four feet long and 36 weighs 200 pounds.Boar–BoggardBoggard Terrifying Croak (Su) Once per hour, a boggard can, as a standard action, emit a loud and horrifying croak. eyes are crusted with filth and
its bristly f lank crawls with f lies. Base Atk +8; CMB +12; CMD 24 (28 vs. A dragon’s increases to for a Colossal dragon), extending from an intersection on ability scores for gaining Hit Dice are included in the total the edge of the dragon’s space in any direction. A caught creature can also attempt to escape a filament by making a DC 25 Escape
Artist check. Its CR increases by 1 (or up one step, in thecase of a creature whose CR is less than 1). Special Attacks distraction (DC 13), poisonStr 9, Dex 15, Con 12, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2Base Atk +0; CMB –1; CMD 11 (can’t be tripped) Statistics Illustration by Ben WoottenFeats Weapon FinesseBSkills Climb +10, Perception +4, Stealth +10; Racial
Modifiers Str 1, Dex 19, Con 8, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2 Base Atk +6; CMB —; CMD — +4 Perception, +8 Stealth Feats Weapon FinesseB Skills Climb +12, Perception +4; Racial Modifiers +4 PerceptionEcology EcologyEnvironment temperate or warm forest or undergroundOrganization solitary, pair, or colony (3–6) Environment temperate or warm
forest or undergroundTreasure none Organization solitary, pair, or tangle (3–6 swarms) Treasure noneSpecial Abilities Special AbilitiesPoison (EX) Bite—injury; save Fort DC 13; frequency 1/round for 6 rounds; effect 1d3 Dex damage; cure 1 save. “None” indicates that the creature normally hascreature’s spell-like abilities, organized by how many
times no treasure (as is typical for an unintelligent creature thatper day it can use the abilities. BOAR CR 2 DIRE BOAR (DAEODON) CR 4 XP 600 XP 1,200 N Large animal N Medium animal Init +4; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +12 Init +0; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +6 DEFENSE DEFENSE AC 15, touch 9, flat-footed 15
(+6 natural, –1 size) hp 42 (5d8+20) AC 14, touch 10, flat-footed 14 (+4 natural) Fort +7, Ref +4, Will +2 hp 18 (2d8+9) Defensive Abilities ferocity Fort +6, Ref +3, Will +1 Defensive Abilities ferocity OFFENSE OFFENSE Speed 40 ft. Any creature in contact with the lava takes 20d6 points of fire damage on the first round, At will—detect magic
10d6 on the second, and none thereafter as the lava hardens Spells Known (CL 1st) and cools. In humanoid form, it cannot fly or use its whirlwind blast. Additional uses of With scales the color of the desert sky, this large, serpentine dragon this ability extend the duration by an additional 1d6 rounds. large enough to swallow a horse in one tremendous
bite.CROCODILE CR 2 DIRE CROCODILE CR 9XP 600 XP 6,400N Large animal N Gargantuan animalInit +1; Senses low-light vision; Perception +8 Init +4; Senses low-light vision; Perception +14DEFENSE DEFENSEAC 14, touch 10, flat-footed 13 (+1 Dex, +4 natural, –1 size) AC 21, touch 6, flat-footed 21 (+15 natural, –4 size)hp 22 (3d8+9) hp 138
(12d8+84)Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +2 Fort +15, Ref +8, Will +8OFFENSE OFFENSESpeed 20 ft., swim 30 ft.; sprint Speed 20 ft., swim 30 ft.; sprintMelee bite +5 (1d8+4 plus grab) and tail slap +0 (1d12+2) Melee bite +18 (3d6+13/19–20 plus grab) and tail slap +13Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.Special Attacks death roll (1d8+6 plus trip) (4d8+6) Space 20
ft.; Reach 15 ft.STATISTICS Special Attacks death roll (3d6+19 plus trip), swallow wholeStr 19, Dex 12, Con 17, Int 1, Wis 12, Cha 2 (3d6+13, AC 16, 13 hp)Base Atk +2; CMB +7 (+11 grapple); CMD 18 (22 vs. One round later, the light bursts in a 60-foot radius. Each monster description on the following pages is For these monsters, their race, class,
and level appear here. For unknown reasons, cockatrices are both Str 6, Dex 17, Con 11, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 8 terrified of and enraged by conventional roosters, and are Base Atk +5; CMB +2; CMD 16 equally likely to f lee or attack when confronted by one. Melee bite +9 (1d4–2 plus petrification) In an ironic twist of fate, however, weasels and ferrets
— the creatures most likely to slip into cockatrices’ nests and Statistics consume their eggs—appear to be completely immune to the effect. As it clings to its foe, it tucks Treasure none in its legs and rolls rapidly, twisting and wrenching its victim. This ability is a function leering winged terror wields a whirling barbed chain. All of the save DCs against
a cloaker’s moan are DC 15. These are the mightiest of all angels, and the mosttake affront at this, as they have more important things to powerful of them can directly oppose even the will of adeal with than mortal nomenclature. dimension door, mass bull’s strength, mass enlargeMelee bite +10 (1d6+4), 2 claws +10 (1d4+4)Special Attacks feed
STATISTICSSpell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) Str 23, Dex 15, Con 19, Int 18, Wis 18, Cha 18 At will—blink, levitate, misdirection Base Atk +9; CMB +16; CMD 28 (32 vs. of objects Erinyes appear as darkly only), minor image (DC 17), unholy blight (DC 19) beautiful angels, augmenting 1/day—summon (level 3, 2 bearded devils, 50%) their sensuality with
deliberate bruises and scars. They are only encountered 30 –2, Con +4. But Offense when a bugbear holds its blade, it kills only when it can be assured that the murder will cause maximum pain and Speed 30 ft. AC 35, touch 17, flat-footed 27 (+8 Dex, +18 natural, –1 size) hp 217 (15d10+135); regeneration 5 (good weapons, good spells) A typical
horned devil rises to a hulking 9 feet tall, Fort +18, Ref +17, Will +13 bears 14-foot-wide wings, and weighs 700 pounds. Rather than making themselves targets by taking positions of leadership, they prefer to beInit +1; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +9 the power behind the throne, or use multiple identities to manipulate inf luential citizens or
entire guilds.Defense Doppelgangers make excellent use of their naturalAC 16, touch 12, flat-footed 14 (+1 Dex, +1 dodge, +4 natural) mimicry to stage ambushes, bait traps, and infiltratehp 26 (4d10+4) humanoid society. It can make slam attacks and use spell- like abilities in either form. Most appear like light wounds, dancing lights, detect
thoughts (DC 15), idealized humans or disguise self, dispel magic, hold monster (DC 18), greater elves and are quick to invisibility (self only), major image (DC 16), greater teleport smile—and equally (self plus 50 lbs. (10 ft. 78 Willingly serving spellcasters as familiars, imps playDevil, Imp–Devil, LemureDevil, Lemure journey to one of Hell’s deeper
layers—typically one suited to the punishments appropriate to the soul’sA roiling wave of f lesh gushes forward. plates, and a muscular tail terminating in a set of bony spikes.Pteranodon CR 3 Stegosaurus CR 7XP 800 XP 3,200N Large animal N Huge animalInit +8; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +11 Init +6; Senses low-light vision, scent;
Perception +16Defense DefenseAC 16, touch 14, flat-footed 11 (+4 Dex, +1 dodge, +2 natural, AC 22, touch 10, flat-footed 20 (+2 Dex, +12 natural, –2 size) –1 size) hp 90 (12d8+36) Fort +13, Ref +10, Will +5hp 32 (5d8+10)Fort +6, Ref +8, Will +3 OffenseOffense Speed 30 ft. Creatures that succeed at this save cannot be affected again by
theBoggard CR 2 same boggard’s croak for 24 hours. Frost, James Jacobs, Rob McCreary, Erik Mona, Sean K Reynolds, F. While the daeodon is for their f lesh, which is considered primarily a scavenger, it isn’t delicious by most humanoids. Third printing September 2011. Although they appear Aura aura of menace (DC 13) fragile, their forms guard
them against all Defense but the most profane attacks. XP 307,200 Entangle (Ex) If a balor strikes a Medium or smaller foe with CE Large outsider (chaotic, demon, evil, extraplanar) its whip, the balor can immediately attempt a grapple check without provoking an attack of opportunity. with no range penalty. lying in wait in tall grass. especially to
those not used to normal bears. Melee +1 vorpal unholy longsword +31/+26/+21/+16 (2d6+13), When folk whisper frightened tales of the demonic, what +1 vorpal flaming whip +30/+25/+20 (1d4+7 plus 1d6 fire and most envision is a towering figure of fire and f lesh, a entangle) or 2 slams +31 (1d10+12) horned nightmare armed with f laming
whip and sword Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. the best policy when interacting with the azatas is to be brief, These warriors of law act honorably, even to their foes, succinct, and firm. poison; Resist acid 10, cold 10 79OffenseSpeed 20 ft.Melee 2 claws +2 (1d4)StatisticsStr 11, Dex 10, Con 12, Int —, Wis 11, Cha 5Base Atk +2; CMB +2; CMD
12EcologyEnvironment any (Hell)Organization solitary, pair, gang (3–5), swarm (6–17), or mob (10–40 or more)Treasure noneThe least of devilkind, lemures roil forth from the ranks Illustration by Tyler Walpoleof souls damned to Hell, shapeless masses of quiveringf lesh. A creature that strikes a babau with a melee weapon must make a DC 18 Reflex
save or the weapon takes 1d8 points of acid damage; if this damage penetrates the weapon’s hardness, the weapon gains the broken condition. Thus, although the various diabolical breeds possess more than a matter of brawn, with several cunning types ofrecognizable abilities and hold generalized rankings in fiend holding priority over their
fundamentally strongerthe great infernal hierarchy, a devil’s type alone does not brethren. 60 ft.Medium 150 ft. 30 feet long and weighsIllustration by Andrew Hou 20,000 pounds. size, such as jaguars, panthers, and mountain lions—whatIllustration by Dean Spencer The cheetah is a swift and deadly predator capable of differentiates these big cats
from the similarly sized moving with incredible speed, allowing it to run cheetah is primarily their habitats—leopards down unsuspecting foes hundreds of feet away. Melee slam +7 (1d8+7 plus grab) Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. While both parties have the greater good atgathering of their people might occur, and while none heart, these arguments can
fester and grow into long-are required or even expected to attend, all are welcome. Typically found on the fringes of civilization, these stoic people vary widely in appearance, their skin tones typically appearing deeply tanned but similar to the humans who occupy nearby regions, while their lower bodies borrow the colorations of local equines. Melee
2 talons +5 (1d8+2),bite +5 (1d6+2), foreclaws +0 (1d4+1) Melee bite +13 (2d8+12) Special Attacks pounce Space 15 ft.; Reach 20 ft. Folklore holds that, much likethe cockatrice, the first basilisks hatched from eggslaid by snakes and incubated by roosters, but little in thebasilisk’s physiology lends any credence to this claim. Without regardless of
its race.darkness there can be no light, and without struggle therecan be no victory. Relatively weak and easy to bully, dretches can often be pressured into long periods of servitude with only vague promises of the opportunity to vent their frustrations and anger on softer foes. trip) or some unwanted livestock, and when they approach aSkills Climb
+11 known cave fisher haunt, they send down the unfortunate animal or slave on a raft to distract the monster’s hunger.Ecology A cave fisher is 7 feet long and weighs 400 pounds.Environment any undergroundOrganization solitary, pair, or tangle (3–6) 41Treasure noneSpecial Abilities Illustration by Eric LofgrenFilament (Ex) A cave fisher can fire a
thin filament of sticky silk as a standard action. evil +33, Spellcraft +31, Stealth +21, Survival +31 DR 15/epic and evil; Immune acid, cold, petrification; Resist Languages Celestial, Draconic, Infernal; truespeech SQ change shape (alter self ) electricity 10, fire 10; SR 34 Offense Ecology Speed 50 ft., fly 150 ft. Fear: All creatures in a 30-foot spread
must save (Will negates) or become panicked for 2 rounds. able to wait until theSpecial Attacks leap, savage bite fin is raised in the excitement of combat orStatistics mating can target it for a killing blow—yet most whoStr 23, Dex 15, Con 20, Int 2, Wis 13, Cha 6 have faced the landshark agreeBase Atk +8; CMB +16; CMD 28 (32 vs. High wind
orIllustration by Andrew Hou variety most commonly encountered. N Small magical beast While their diet consists primarily of seeds and Init +3; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Perception +10 petrif ied insects (which conveniently double in the creature’s gizzard as both gastroliths and nutrition as they Defense grind away), cockatrices
fiercely defend their territories from anything they deem a threat, and the wanderings of AC 15, touch 15, flat-footed 11 (+3 Dex, +1 dodge, +1 size) rogue males seeking new spots to build dens sometimes hp 27 (5d10) bring them into unintentional contact with humanoids, Fort +4, Ref +7, Will +2 with devastating results. unless he or she succeeds
on a DC 10 Ride check. A creature reduced to fewer than 0 hit points by its breath weapon must make a Fortitude save (using the Init +5; Senses dragon senses, smoke vision; Perception +15 breath weapon’s DC). A mature plant consists of a main vine, about 20 feet long; smaller vines up to 5 feet long branch off from the main vine about every 6
inches. A cockatrice is immune to the petrification ability of itself and of other cockatrices, but other petrification attacks affect them normally. (average) Melee 2 claws +15 (1d6+6), bite +15 (1d8+6) Special Attacks consume life, death-stealing gaze, sneak attack +2d6 Spell-Like Abilities (CL 8th) At will—deeper darkness, greater teleport (self plus
50 lbs. (Elements that havepreviously been designated as Open Game Content or are in the public domain are not included in this declaration.)Open Content: Except for material designated as Product Identity (see above), the game mechanics of this Paizo Publishing game product are Open Game Content, as defined inthe Open Gaming License
version 1.0a Section 1(d). automatically deals the indicated damage plus 1-1/2 times Breath Weapon: Each dragon has a breath weapon (see the dragon’s Strength bonus (round down). The crocodile inflicts its bite damage and knocks The immense sarcosuchus, or dire crocodile, is an enormous Illustration by Michael Jaecks the creature prone. Quick
barbed devils (hamatulas), bone devils (osyluths)to bargain and willing to serve mortals to assure their Greater Devils: horned devils (cornugons), ice devilsdamnation, devils ever obey the letter of their agreements, (gelugons), pit f iendsbut serve the whims of Hell foremost. A creature that successfully saves against theCloaker CR 5 cloaker’s fear,
nausea, or unnerve moans cannot be affectedXP 1,600 by that same moan effect from that cloaker for 24 hours. From the lore of numerous Defense races come tales of these muses, particularly those that have taken a vested interest in the training of a single talented AC 20, touch 12, flat-footed 17 (+3 Dex, +8 natural, –1 size) prodigy or the ongoing
creation of some fantastic work of hp 73 (7d10+35) art. except for its wings, though some look like other humanoid races and a rare few have even more unusual forms. (poor) Huge 200 ft. The creature struck must make a This strange plant consists of four spidery stalks, long green DC 16 Fortitude save or these spores take root in his flesh, tendrils,
and an inverted bell-shaped cap filled with spores. Adult orcas are typically 15–25 feet of minutes equal to 6 times its Constitution score before it long and weigh 8,000–12,000 pounds risks drowning. Its maximum hit points increase by 5 for each growth point it gains. These treacherous demons form from the soulshp 186 (12d10+120) of the
treasonous, the false, and the subversive—souls ofFort +18, Ref +4, Will +11 mortals who, in life, bore false witness or used treacheryDR 10/good; Immune electricity, poison; Resist acid 10, cold and deceit to ruin the lives of others. A hallucination cloud persists for 5 rounds before dispersing—a strong wind causes it to disperse immediately. Mortal
summoners often seek them out for their unparalleled yet mad intellects, ever takingAura unholy aura (DC 23) care to comb through bargains with such demons for hidden and unwanted consequences, for there is little aDefense nalfeshnee will agree to do that does not, in some sinister way, advance the needs and desires of the Abyss.AC 29, touch
13, flat-footed 28 (+4 deflection, +1 Dex, +16 natural, –2 size) Nalfeshnees stand 20 feet tall and weigh 8,000 pounds. Black dragons tend toXP 76,800 make their lairs in remote parts of the swamp, preferably inCE Huge dragon (water) caves at the bottom of dark and fetid pools. Renewed contact with an aboleth’s mucus cloud and failing another
save extends the effect for another 3 hours. Diabolists risk much Bone Devil (Osyluth) CR 9 to bargain with them, as bone devils glean many infernal XP 6,400 secrets amid their nightmarish calcified torture hives. They also love unspoiled wilderness and Init +3; Senses low-light vision, darkvision 60 ft.; Perception +13 seek out places in the mortal
realm that remind them of the beauty of their home plane. A few rare andpowerful good souls ascenddirectly to the status of solar.The oldest solars predatemortality and are among the gods’first creations. In its naturalform, the creature looks more orless humanoid, but slender and frail, withgangly limbs and half-formed facialDragon Claws: These
primary attacks deal the indicated damage plus the dragon’s Strength bonus. Other abilities described here are gained saves to take half damage. Mostmortal races. Special Attacks distraction (DC 14) Statistics Statistics Str 15, Dex 13, Con 14, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2 Base Atk +2; CMB +4 (+8 grapple); CMD 15 (27 vs. visible from its high lairs
frequently bring it into conf lict with other races. Creatures in the affected area must succeed Size: This shows how many size categories by which to on a Ref lex save (DC equal to that of the dragon’s breath increase the dragon’s base size, depending on its age (from weapon) or be pinned, automatically taking bludgeoning Tiny to Small, Small to
Medium, and so on). In combat, blue dragons prefer to surpriseSkills Bluff +22, Fly +11, Intimidate +22, Knowledge (local) foes if possible, and are not above retreating if the +22, Knowledge (geography) +22, Perception +22, odds turn against them. GIANT ANT CR 2 ARMY ANT SWARM CR 5 XP 600 XP 1,600 N Medium vermin N Fine vermin
(swarm) Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft., scent; Perception +5 Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft., scent; Perception +4 DEFENSE DEFENSE AC 15, touch 10, flat-footed 15; (+5 natural) AC 20, touch 20, flat-footed 18; (+8 size, +2 Dex) hp 18 (2d8+9) hp 49 (11d8) Fort +6, Ref +0, Will +1 Fort +7, Ref +5, Will +3 Immune mind-affecting effects
Defensive Abilities swarm traits; Immune weapon damage OFFENSE OFFENSE Speed 50 ft., climb 20 ft. trip) Feats Alertness, Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Weapon Focus (claw) Skills Knowledge (nature) +8, Perception +19, Sense Motive +9, Stealth +9, Swim +28 Languages Common (sometimes Undercommon for
subterranean variants) SQ amphibious Ecology Environment temperate swamps Organization solitary, pair, or pack (3–6) Treasure standardIllustration by Peter Bergting Special Abilities Paralytic Tentacles (Ex) A chuul can transfer a grappled victim from a claw to its tentacles as a move action. 13 Though they are not gods, the solars’ power
approachesthat of demigods, and they often have an advisory rolefor younger or weaker deities. They prefer to lair near Spellcraft +22, Stealth +11, Survival +22 those that they control, sometimes even withinLanguages Auran, Common, Draconic, Giant the confines of a city.SQ sound imitation 95 ANCIENT BLUE DRAGON CR 18XP 153,600LE
Gargantuan dragon (earth)Init +3; Senses dragon senses; Perception +32Aura electricity (10 ft., 2d6 electricity), frightful presence (300 ft., DC 27)DEFENSEAC 37, touch 5, flat-footed 37 (–1 Dex, +32 natural, –4 size)hp 324 (24d12+168)Fort +21, Ref +13, Will +19DR 15/magic; Immune electricity, paralysis, sleep; SR 29OFFENSESpeed 40 ft.,
burrow 20 ft., fly 250 ft. A crush attack affects as many creatures as fit in the CR: This column modifies the dragon’s base CR. All creatures except demons within a 30-foot- radius spread must succeed on a DC 21 Fortitude save or beAC 22, touch 11, flat-footed 20 (+2 Dex, +11 natural, –1 size) stunned for 1 round. Increases to Hit Dice grant extra hit
points, feats, and skill ranks as Tail Sweep (Ex): This allows a Gargantuan or larger well as increase the dragon’s base attack bonus and base dragon to sweep with its tail as a standard action. d6 Hallucination 1 You’re sinking in quicksand! Fall prone and spend 1 round flailing your arms and legs as if trying to swim. Anyone with ranks in Survival or
Knowledge (nature) can use either of those skills instead of Perception to notice the plant. What spark of instinct or memory lingers onwithin a lemure’s semi-consciousness regularly shapes itsfeatures to mimic those of its tormentors or the torturedsouls around it. example, an angelic guardian of volcanoes might have theWhile new angels are still
periodically created by the gods, fire subtype, or the protector of a sunken city might bemost modern angels were once good mortals, their souls aquatic, amphibious, and able to use her wings to swim.transforming into something greater upon reaching theirdestination in the planes. They often Aura protective aura carry long, f lowing scrolls upon
which are writ messages and judgments from the gods. While obedient to the hierarchies Hellfire Breath (Su): The pit fiend gains a devastatingof their kind, they are also strict in their enforcement, and breath weapon that it can use once every 1d4 rounds. The save DC is Constitution-based.62Demon, Hezrou–Demon, MarilithDemon, Marilith Infuse
Weapon (Su) Any weapon a marilith wields gains a +1 enhancement bonus to attack and damage, and strikes asThis snake-bodied fiend has a six-armed woman’s torso, pointed if it were a chaotic and evil cold iron weapon (in addition toears, and glittering, otherworldly eyes. In worlds where the gods cannot take physical form, theysend solars to be
their prophets and gurus (often pretending All angels respect the power and wisdom of solars, andto be mortals), laying the foundation for cults that grow though these mightiest of angels usually work alone, theyto become great religions. Thanks to this casual disparagement, many behirs carry deep grudges against Offense dragons, and attack
without pause any who cross into their territories. Unless otherwise indicated, a creature’s ability scores of useful lore and f lavor that will help you breathe life intorepresent the baseline of its racial modifiers applied to the creature when your PCs encounter it. In this manner, a quasit can use its newly captured soul to bargain Base Atk +3; CMB +0;
CMD 12 with more powerful denizens of the Feats Improved Initiative, lower planes, and perhaps secure a Weapon Finesse vile transformative “promotion” Skills Bluff +6, Fly +20, Intimidate +6, to a more powerful form of life in the process. with bite) servantSpecial Attacks breath weapon (100-ft. A pair of tiny morlocks, duergar, unwary drow, and
other unfortunates eyes gleams above a mouth full of writhing tentacles. Speed 40 ft.Melee bite +2 (1d4+1) Melee bite +3 (1d6+3 plus trip)Statistics StatisticsStr 13, Dex 13, Con 15, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 6 Str 15, Dex 15, Con 15, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 6Base Atk +0; CMB +0; CMD 11 (15 vs. These small vines bear clusters of leaves, and in late summer
they produce bunches of small fruits that resemble wild blackberries. Behind it whips a menacing tail of segmented bone. A single basilisk contains enough blood to coat 1d3 Medium creatures in this manner. and a mouth filled with sharp teeth. Special Attacks constrict (2d6+7), paralytic tentacles Statistics Str 25, Dex 16, Con 18, Int 10, Wis 14, Cha
5 Base Atk +7; CMB +15 (+19 grapple); CMD 28 (32 vs. (perfect) in armor Environment any good-aligned plane Melee +5 dancing greatsword +35/+30/+25/+20 (3d6+18) or slam Organization solitary or pair +30 (2d8+13) Treasure double (+5 full plate, +5 dancing greatsword, +5 Ranged +5 composite longbow (+9 Str bonus) +31/+26/+21/+16
composite longbow [+9 Str bonus]) (2d6+14 plus slaying arrow) Special Abilities Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Affected Combat) that deals a base amount of damage. They doAC 32, touch 13, flat-footed 28 (+4 Dex, +19 natural, –1 size; +4 not gain access to domains or other cleric abilities. Rabies oftenaffects animals like bats, wolverines,and rats, but
the transformation of anormally friendly family pet goes throughwhen it becomes rabid makes the dogperhaps the most notorious of the disease’sclassic carriers.
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